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Abstract
This thesis describes a method for developing distributed objectoriented applications. The motivation for the study is the lack of
methods that address issues specific to distributed application
development.
Essential to any development method are concepts, notations, and
process. This thesis synthesizes some of the concepts in distribution
and object orientation. This thesis also introduces new notations and
process for the analysis and design of distributed object oriented
applications (DOOAs ).
The concepts introduced in this thesis are broadly categorized into
two, namely: object types and class instance relationships.
We provide DOOA developers with specific object types whose
semantics are defined in this thesis and which they can use to model
their applications. Developers may use any combination of these
object types to model a particular situation. The object types
identified in this study are the following: shared serial object (SSO),
shared atomic object (SAO), autonomous-mobile object (AMO),
autonomous-immobile object (AIO), unshared-passive-mobile
object (UPMO), and unshared-passive-immobile object (UPIO).
There is a growing concern that the semantics of class instance
relationships, as described in the literature, are ambiguous. The
thesis clarifies the semantics and gives notations to the following
class instance relationships, Knows-A, Uses-A, Has-A, Is-AnAggregation-Of, Is-A-Collection-Of, and their local and distributed
variations.
Lastly, this thesis identifies a process which may be used during the
analysis and design of DOOAs.
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1. Introduction
The general objective of this chapter is:
•

to introduce the thesis;

and the specific objectives are:
•

to identify the problems it addresses,

•

to identify its general and specific objectives,

•

to identify its scope and limitations,

•

to identify its contribution to knowledge, and

•

to identify how the dissertation is organized.

Distributed systems are attractive because of their potential for sharing, parallelism,
fault-tolerance, and the inherent distributed nature of some applications. Software
systems that incorporate sharing and parallelism are difficult to design and
implement. Nevertheless, these are important features because they assist in
improving the efficiency of software in terms of space and speed. Distributed
systems offer the feature of partial failure which is excellent for handling hardware
faults. The final motivation for developing distributed systems comes from the
observation that some applications are inherently distributed, which makes
implementing them as distributed systems natural.
Research

in

developing distributed applications

usmg

object-oriented

technology has been active for at least a decade. The studies show how distribution
and object-orientation may be integrated in a programming system. Although the
problems they solve have subtle differences, the theme of the studies has something
in common; objects are abstractions of data and procedures, and communicate by
message passmg.

These features make organizing distributed entities as objects

natural.
There is current interest in methods for developing distributed applications.
There are now object-oriented methods with extensions that specifically address
distributed system issues. There is also a method which is originally conceived for
distributed application development. Although these methods already exist, research
in this area is still in its infancy and current known methods need improvement.

2

Chapter 1: Introduction

The primary aim of this study is to develop a method for building distributed
applications. This is motivated by the lack of distributed object-oriented methods
that address this concern.
This chapter introduces the thesis and identifies how the rest of the dissertation
is organized.

1.1

Pre-requisite Knowledge
The reader should be familiar with the terms and basic concepts in distribution and
object-orientation.

The reader should also have a general overview of object-

oriented application development. Readers who are unfamiliar with the concepts in
distribution should read introductory material on the topic, such as [Tanenbaum85].
Those who are unfamiliar with object-oriented concepts and object-oriented
application development should read introductory material on the topic, such as
[Wirfs-Brock90].
There are issues and problems identified in this dissertation which are not
explained thoroughly primarily because they are explained in detail elsewhere. To
gain an in-depth understanding of the issues and problems round the related topics, it
is suggested that readers follow the references cited in this dissertation.

1.2 Statement of the Problem
Distributed applications are difficult to build.

Several research domains have

emerged and identified solutions to alleviate the difficulty. One particular domain of
research finds solutions by integrating object-oriented and distributed technologies.
Let us call this research area DO0-short for distribution and object-orientation,
distributed and object-oriented, or distributed object-oriented.
Current developments divide research in DOO into two areas, namely:
distributed object-oriented method (DOO method) and distributed object-oriented
programming system (DOOPS).

DOO method is concerned with concepts,

processes, and notations needed to develop distributed object-oriented applications
(DOOAs). DOOPS is concerned with the syntax and semantics of programming
systems that support the implementation of DOOAs.
This study is in the area of DOO methods. Current existing DOO methods are
either extensions of existing object-oriented methods (OOMs) or conceived initially
and specifically for the development of DOOAs. To the author's knowledge, there is

J. E. K. Dayao, University of Brighton, March 1997
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only one extension to OOM which has seriously identified distributed system issues
needed to be addressed by OOMs. Also, there is only one method specifically and
originally conceived for DOOA development.
These DOO methods are indeed helpful in DOOA development. However,
they have fundamental problems. Firstly, they have failed to identify object types
which are necessary in modeling DOOAs.

DOO, being a specific domain, has

specific object types. It is common for mobile or immobile, and active or passive
objects to appear in DOO literature. Since these object types are so common, DOO
methods incorporate them as primitive object types.

DOO methods provide

semantics and notations so that they may be used directly in modeling. However, the
object types they have identified are incomplete.
Secondly, DOO methods and even OOMs have not defined class instance
relationships clearly.

The semantics they give to class instance relationships is

ambiguous. Class instance relationships are fundamental to modeling, therefore,
their semantics need to be clear.

With the current situation, it is important to

decipher the semantics a particular method attributes to a class instance relationship
before it can be used properly. It is very unfortunate, however, that most of the time
the semantics is not clear.
The third problem, although not as serious as the first two problems, involves
the process of analysis and design. A development process that clearly supports the
features of DOOAs must be determined. The existing DOO methods cater for most
types of distributed applications. This study concentrates on one specific type of
distributed application, called DOOA. DOOAs are defined as applications that run
on a distributed environment and are used for maintaining and accessing information
on some aspect of the real-world problem domain. In this case, developers may be
given specific guidelines on how to perform analysis and design in this specific area.

J. E. K. Dayao, University of Brighton, March 1997
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1.3 General and Specific Objectives of the Study
The general objective of this study is:
•

to develop a method for building DOOAs;

and the specific objectives are:
•

to identify the characteristics of DOOAs,

•

to identify object types which may be used for modeling DOOAs,

•

to clarify the semantics of class instance relationships, and

•

to define a process for the analysis and design of DOOAs .

1.4 Contribution to Knowledge
The following are the contribution to knowledge:
I . a method which may be used for developing DOOAs,

2.

specification of object types which may be used as building blocks in
modeling DOOAs (Chapter 5),

3. clarification of the semantics of class instance relationships (Chapter
6),
4.

notations for modeling DOOAs (Chapter 6), and

5. outline of a process for DOOA development (Chapter 7).

1.5 Significance of the Study
As stated above, distribution offers several advantages not available in centralized
systems. Developing distributed applications is difficult. One way to overcome this
difficulty is to use a method which offers better structuring capabilities.

DOOM

offers these capabilities.
The study identifies object types and class instance relationships that may be
used as building blocks in modeling DOOAs. In this study, DOOAs are applications
that maintain and access information which is in a distributed computing system.
The object types identified in this study provide abstractions which may be used in
modeling DOOAs.

These object types may be viewed as patterns of common

situations. For example, it is common for DOOAs to have objects that allow other
objects concurrent access to them and at the same time ensure their consistency. It is
also common for DOOAs to consist of several components that execute
independently. There is current interest on the subject of object mobility in the area

J. E. K. Dayao, University of Brighton , March 1997
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of DOO. These types of objects have been analyzed, defined, and given notations, so
that they may be used in structuring DOOAs.
Class instance relationships have been given precise meaning so that they may
be used in the context of DOOA modeling. Different distribution-related aspects of
object relationships are defined and incorporated with class instance relationships
commonly described in centralized object-oriented methods. The definition of the
class instance relationships commonly found in centralized object-oriented methods
has also been given precise meaning.

1.6 Scope and Limitation
The method is specific to a particular set of distributed applications.

These

applications are called DOOAs. DOOAs are applications that run on a distributed
environment and are used for maintaining and accessing information on some aspect
of the real-world problem domain.
The method covers analysis and design and does not concern itself with
particular implementation environment.

1. 7 Published Work
The author has published two technical reports during the course of the research:
"A Survey of Distributed Object-Oriented Programming Languages and
Systems," Technical Report No. UBC 93/7, University of Brighton,
Faculty of Information Technology, Department of Computing, October
1993.
"Distributed Operating Systems- An Overview," Technical Report No.
UBC 94/1, University of Brighton, Faculty oflnformation Technology,
Department of Computing, December 1994.

1.8 Organization of the Dissertation
This section identifies how the rest of the thesis is organized.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of distributed and object-oriented systems.
This chapter provides basic information about the distributed system architecture
addressed in the study.

The chapter also provides some concepts in object

orientation. The purpose is to introduce the object-oriented system vocabulary which
will be used throughout the study.
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Chapter 3 provides three examples of DOOAs, identifies the characteristics of
DOOAs, and gives an overview of DOO methods.

The examples assist in the

identification of the characteristics of DOOAs addressed in this study. The examples
are also used to illustrate the concepts discussed throughout the dissertation. The
solution to the examples are given in the Appendices.

The overview of DOO

methods is given at the end of the chapter.
Chapter 4 identifies the principles behind DOOM.

It starts by identifying

problems with current DOO methods. Then it summarizes the points that need to be
improved. The next part identifies how DOOM may be used to improve the current
state of DOOA development. Lastly, the principles that guide DOOM are identified.
Chapter 5 provides the analysis of object types.

This chapter starts by

providing the motivations for supporting both value abstractions and objects. Then,
the object types commonly identified in centralized and distributed literature are
classified and explained. This is followed by a series of amalgamations until the
desired DOOM's object types are identified.
Chapter 6 identifies the class instance relationships.

The first part of the

chapter provides an overview of the problem, describes the scope of the problem
which will be addressed in this study, describes the proposed method for solving the
problem, and gives an overview of the results. The second part identifies and
explains the semantics of atomic class instance relationships. It is essential that these
semantics are understood as they form the basis of DOOM's class instance
relationships. The third part presents the amalgamation of the atomic class instance
relationships.

The result of the amalgamation is DOOM's class instance

relationships. The third part of the chapter also identifies and explains the semantics
of these novel class instance relationships, and introduces notations which clearly
illustrate their semantics. The chapter ends with a summary of important points.
Chapter 7 identifies the models produced in DOOM.

The chapter also

discusses the application development phases covered in DOOM. Lastly, general
modeling activities are described.
Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation.

The chapter outlines the

achievements of the study and identifies possible directions of further work.
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2. Overview of Distributed and Traditional
Object-Oriented Systems
The general objective of this chapter is:
•

to provide an overview of distributed systems and traditional objectoriented systems;

and the specific objectives are:
•

to identify the distributed system hardware architecture assumed in
this study,

•

to identify the difficulties in building distributed applications,

•

to identify the basic concepts of traditional object-oriented systems,
and

•

to identify the motivations for building object-oriented systems.

This chapter provides an overview to distributed systems and traditional objectoriented systems. These areas are vast and assumptions about them should be made
explicit before meaningful discussion can proceed.
This study describes a method for building DOOAs.

There are different

distributed system architectures and their differences are subtle. It is important to
state the assumptions about the distributed system architecture to which the method
may be applied. This chapter provides the assumptions about the distributed system
architecture addressed in this study.
One of the goals of this study is to identify how to make modeling DOOAs
easy.

A logical first step towards this goal is to identify the factors that make

development of distributed applications difficult.

This chapter identifies why

distributed applications are difficult to build.
The area of object-orientation is without doubt very confusing. Perhaps as
confusing as the area of distributed systems. Much of this confusion may be blamed
on the different object-oriented analysis and design methods, programming
languages, and systems that have extended the basic concepts and have created their
own vocabulary to describe, sometimes similar, concepts. This chapter introduces
concepts based on traditional object-oriented systems. Another goal of this chapter
is to provide a common vocabulary that may be used throughout the study.

7
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There are several reasons for adopting object orientation m software
development projects. This chapter identifies some of them.

2.1

Distributed System
A major characteristic of a distributed system is its composition of several processors
linked by a communication network.

However, this simplistic view results in

different interpretations.
The hardware architecture appropriate for a distributed system environment is
affected by the environment's goals. For example, a distributed system environment
for executing single programs requiring several processors for optimum performance
may be designed as a multiprocessor shared memory distributed system. This study
assumes a distributed system capable of running applications like airline reservation
systems and banking systems involving automatic teller machines .

These

applications require more than a multiprocessor shared memory distributed system.
Figure 2-1 illustrates the distributed system architecture assumed in this study.
A distributed system has several autonomous processors with local and unshared
volatile memory. Some processors have stable memory, like disks or tapes, which
may be shared with other processors. The processors have independent processing
flows and manipulate their own local data. Processing among different processors
occurs in parallel. The processes in the different processors may interact by passing
messages through the communication network.

Each processor can have several

processes running in pseudo-parallel. These processes may interact using message
passing or data sharing.
HAR DWAR E

Processor with

Processor
wi th unshared
memory

D
Processo r

unshared and
possibly shared
memory

D
Volatile
Memory

-

Stable
Memory

Figure 2-1: Distributed System
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This definition is similar to Duncan's MIMD (Multiple Instruction Multiple
Data}-distributed memory architecture [Duncan90] and Tanenbaum's multicomputer distributed system architecture [Tanenbaum95].

MIMD-distributed

memory architecture, multi-computer distributed system architecture, and the
definition of distributed system in this study emphasize that processors have volatile
and unshared memory.

This definition is different from systems with shared

memory architecture like, Duncan's definition of MIMD-shared memory architecture
and Tanenbaum's definition of multiprocessor distributed system.
This definition of distributed system given in this study is favored because it
does not restrict the motivations for building the type of distributed applications
addressed by this study.

The motivations for building distributed systems are

discussed in the next section. The type of distributed system applications addressed
in this study are discussed in Chapter 3.

2.2 Motivations for Building Distributed Systems
There are several reasons why building distributed systems is attractive, namely:
sharing, parallelism, reliability, and inherent distribution of some applications.
Sharing is perhaps the primary attraction for building distributed systems
because this is where the economic benefits may be derived. Sharing of resources
like printers, large storage capacity disks, processors, data, etc. is possible because
these resources may be accessed across the communication network.

Sharing

reduces cost because it eliminates the need for redundant resources.
Executing processes in parallel is a method for increasing processing speed.
This is not unique to distributed systems because shared memory multiprocessor
systems were originally built for this purpose. Although not unique, parallelism in
distributed systems offers greater advantage because distributed systems provide the
possibility for dynamic growth.

As the demand for more processing power

increases, distributed systems offer a simple solution of connecting extra processors,
typically a workstation, to the communication network. This power of scaling to
larger numbers of processors, as the need arises, makes distributed systems a major
contender for computation speedup.
Distributed systems may consist of autonomous processors. The autonomous
nature of processors isolates problems in case one processor fails. The failure of one
or a number of processors does not affect the remaining running processors. This
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property 1s called partial failure [Bal89].

It may be that the functionality or

performance of the distributed system may be reduced due to the failure of
processors-graceful degradation. However, the failure of a single processor does
not bring the whole system down unlike its centralized system counterpart.
Furthermore, the existence of multiple processors allows the possibility of replicating
processes. In this way, one of the processors having the replicated process may be
summoned to take the place of the failed processor. The properties of partial failure,
graceful degradation, and the possibility of replicating processes make distributed
systems a good candidate for developing reliable applications.
The last motivation for building distributed systems comes from the
observation that some applications are inherently distributed.

For example, an

automobile assembly line may consist of several sections each performing a defined
task. Each section is independent of the others but coordinates with and triggers
other sections to perform their task. Another example is in a patient monitoring
system where readings from different instruments, like thermometer, pulsimeter, and
sphygmomanometer, which are connected to a patient, are sent to the nurse station
for analysis.

These and other similar applications may be developed using

distributed systems.
As mentioned earlier, these motivations are not restricted by the distributed
system definition given above. To emphasize this point, the following examples
show how motivations related to sharing, parallelism, and reliability may be
restricted by multiprocessor shared memory architectures.

Firstly, sharing in a

multiprocessor shared memory architecture is limited by the number of processors,
memory, and peripheral devices connected to the system. For example, scaling to a
number of processors has limits as there is a practical number of processors that may
share memory.

As another example, the amount of volatile memory may be

restricted by the number of read access memory (RAM) chips that may be "plugged"
on the board. These restrictions on sharing are not found in the distributed system
definition given. Secondly, as already hinted earlier, parallelism in multiprocessor
shared memory architectures does not scale well. The distributed system hardware
definition above allows for the addition of processors whenever the need arises.
Thirdly, it is difficult to judge the reliability of systems vulnerable to natural and
man-made calamities. The distributed system definition allows the possibility of
having processors that are geographically far from each other.

J.E. K. Dayao, University of Brighton, March 1997
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dispersed distributed systems may increase system reliability. Therefore, the given
definition of a distributed system does not restrict the possibility for sharing,
parallelism, and reliability.

2.3 Why are Distributed Systems Applications Difficult to Build?
The following are some of the reasons why distributed system applications are
difficult to build: complexity, conflicting requirements, no programming language
support to simplify conflicts, and unsuitability of traditional methods for developing
distributed applications.
Distributed systems are notoriously difficult to build because of their
complexity. However, efforts abound that work towards mastering the difficulties in
building distributed systems. A detailed review of the issues in distributed systems
may be found in [Tanenbaum95], [Coulouris94], [Mullender93a], and [Goscinski91] .
Distributed system

applications

requirements conflict with each other.

are

difficult to

build

because their

To avoid discussing very specific

requirements, the motivations for building distributed systems discussed previously
may be used to illustrate this point. For example, one builds distributed applications
to allow sharing of resources. However, sharing and parallelism have conflicting
goals. On the one hand, sharing has the goal of allowing several resources to be
shared by several processes. On the other hand, parallelism has the goal of ensuring
the consistent state of shared resources whenever they are accessed concurrently,
while at the same time trying to achieve maximum parallelism. If parallelism is not
supported, distributed systems simply degenerate to their centralized system
counterparts.

Similarly, if sharing is eliminated, building distributed applications

becomes pointless because there will be no substantial economic benefit.
Another example is the conflict of fault tolerance with sharing and parallelism.
The consistency of shared resources are at risk when processors fail. This is true
because a process in a processor that crashes may have changed the state of a shared
resource before it has finished its transaction. This leaves the shared resource in an
inconsistent state as other processes may have observed changes done by the
unfinished process. Processes concurrently accessing the shared resource during the
failure can either wait until the failed processor gets back and recovers or they may
disregard all previous actions and start again. These options are feasible, however,
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they should be controlled because processes should not be allowed to wait forever
and other options may be better than rolling back all previous actions.
Another example in the conflict between requirements, is the common strategy
for shared resources to be kept in a single location . However, it is difficult to force a
centralized model for an application which is inherently distributed. For example,
one will find it difficult to show complex embedded system applications with their
major sub-components sharing memory.
Another source of difficulty is the non-existence of programming languages
allowing the programmer to develop applications without worrying how to solve
these conflicting requirements. Perhaps no programming language, which absolutely
solves this problem, can ever be built. However, solving a subset of these conflicts
may ease the development of distributed applications. For example, the concept of
transactions [Eswaran76] abstracts parallel access to shared resources. In effect, the
programming of applications that allow sharing and parallelism is simplified. This
also simplifies the programming ofreliable applications.
Still another source of difficulty is the unsuitability of traditional methods for
the development of distributed applications. This point may be explained well by
using top-down design [Snowdon79] as an example. Top-down design progresses
from defining a "top" and then working "down" to define the details of the higher
level. For example, Figure 2-2 shows a typical payroll system designed using topdown design . Each level is broken down into lower levels where more detailed
definition is provided.

At the lower levels of the diagram, the flow of process

execution moves from left to right.
Payroll
System

Enter Data

Enter
Employee
Details

Generate

Compute Salary

Enter
Time
Records

Compute
HOLrS

Worl<ed

Compute Pay
and Tax

Reports

Generate
Payslip

Generate
SU11mary
Report

Figure 2-2 : A typical diagram for a Payroll System designed using Top-Down design approach
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Distributed systems do not have a "top". Stated differently, it is difficult to
find the top process of a distributed system. Hence, it is difficult to use top-down
design in the development of distributed systems.

2.4 Traditional Object-Oriented Systems
The traditional object-oriented system is based on Wegner's definition: objectoriented =objects+ classes+ inheritance [Wegner87].
An object-oriented system is organized as objects that interact by passing

messages.

An object passes a message to request another object to perform an

operation on its behalf. The object that makes the request is called the client object
and the object that performs the operation is called the supplier object. 1
Objects are run-time entities. In program code, objects are specified as classes.
A class is a template identifying the behavior of a set of objects and from which
objects may be created. For this reason, objects are often called instances of a class.
The interface of the class identifies the services provided by objects to their
clients. It identifies the name of each acceptable message, its parameters and result
(if applicable), and their corresponding type.

The interface may also show the

assertions of objects. Figure 2-3 shows the interface of ACCOUNT class. It shows
how objects of class ACCOUNT may be created, using the make feature.

Also,

objects of class ACCOUNT provide other services: add_interest, deposit,
display, show _balance, and withdraw.
class interface
ACCOUNT
creation
make
feature
add interest
--add the daily interest to the balance
deposit (amount: REAL)
--add amount to the balance
display
--show the balance and interest rate
make
--set the initial balance
show balance
- --display the balance
withdraw (amount: REAL)
--subtract the amount from the balance
end -- class ACCOUNT

Figure 2-3: The Interface of ACCOUNT Class

1
Hereafter, client object and supplier object will be called client and supplier, respectively.
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Objects of class ACCOUNT hide details irrelevant to their clients. Clients of
objects of class ACCOUNT can only request the advertised services found in the class
interface. For example, Figure 2-4 shows the complete declaration of the ACCOUNT
class whose interface is shown in Figure 2-3. balance is hidden from clients of
objects of class ACCOUNT. This is indicated by the keyword NONE attached to the
feature

header; meaning that no ("none") other class can have access to it.

balance

itself is hidden, however, the clients of objects of class ACCOUNT may

observe an account's balance through the display, or show_balance features .
This is why objects are often said to encapsulate data.
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class
ACCOUNT
creation
make
feature
add interest is
--add the daily interest to the balance
do
balance :=balance+ balance* day_rate
end;
deposit (amount: REAL) is
--add amount to the balance
do
balance .- balance+ amount
end;
display is
--show the balance and interest rate
do
io.putstring ("%NThe balance is: ");
io.putreal (balance);
io.putstring ("%NThe interest rate is: ");
io.putreal (interest rate)
end;
make is
--set the initial balance
do
io.putstring ("Enter initial balance: ");
io.readreal;
balance := io.lastreal
end;
show balance is
--display the balance
do
io.putstring ("%NThe balance is: ");
io.putreal (balance)
end;
withdraw (amount: REAL) is
--subtract the amount from the balance
do
balance .- balance - amount
end;
feature {NONE}
balance: REAL;
day rate: REAL is
--daily interest rate
do
Result := (interest rate/ 100.0) / 365
end;
Interest rate: REAL is 4.0;
end -- class ACCOUNT
Figure 2-4: The ACCOUNT Class

Figure 2-4 also shows the algorithm implementing each advertised feature of
class ACCOUNT. The algorithms are not shown in the interface of the class. Objects
of class ACCOUNT hide their implementation.

In general, objects hide their

implementation because their clients can only access them through operations they
provide in their interface.
Therefore, objects encapsulate data and implementation. This is advantageous
because it improves program "understandability", which transcends to other
important development features

like

flexibility,

extendibility,

modifiability,
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maintainability, traceability, and seamlessness.

Clients need only to know the

services provided by suppliers without worrying how they are implemented. Also,
clients are immune to changes in the representation of data and algorithms
implementing the object's features.

For example, if for some reason, the

implementation of the algorithm of the withdraw feature is changed, this change
affects only the objects of

class. The clients are not affected by this

ACCOUNT

change because they access the supplier object only through its interface.

The

interface hides the details of an object, thereby, "decoupling" the client from any
changes in the supplier.
Inheritance is a concept unique to object-oriented systems. Inheritance is a
relationship between classes where the data and implementation of one class is used
in another. Class B inherits from class A means class B has features derived from
class A plus some features declared as its own.

The inheritance relationship is

illustrated using the inheritance graph, which is shown in Figure 2-5. The figure also
shows the common terms used for classes in the inheritance graph .
COMMON TERMS

, ,. - ------,

Parent
Base Class
Ancestor
Superclass
Type

A

-_-_T_~:A
I

B

I

I

-------- I

Child
Derived Class
Descendant
Subclass
Subtype
Heir

Figure 2-5 : B Inherits from A

There is much debate about the proper use of inheritance in object-oriented
programming. Snyder [Snyder86] discusses the different ways in which inheritance
violates encapsulation and suggests how object-oriented programming language
implementations may avoid them. Hailpem and Nguyen [Hailpem87] suggest four
uses of inheritance in programming object-oriented applications.

/..rrnstrong and

Mitchell [Arrnstrong94] and Seidewitz [Seidewitz96] suggest the use of inheritance
only for interface inheritance.

Snyder [Snyder93] suggests another form of

inheritance called implementation inheritance. Porter [Porter92] suggests different
mechanisms for interface inheritance and implementation inheritance.
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section, only an overview of the basic concepts and common use of inheritance is
provided. Readers are directed to the references provided for details about issues on
the proper use of inheritance.
A common use of inheritance is one which is often called the "Is-A
Relationship", hereafter called Is-A. In this case, the inheritance relation is used to
express abstraction that assists in forming a structure of the application where the
idea is one class is built from classes already available. For example, a savings
account Is-A form of account where interest is paid to the balance.

A checking

account Is-A-nother form of account where the balance does not earn any interest.
In both forms of account, however, the usual services are provided. Therefore, one
can associate an Is-A between SAVINGS_ACCOUNT and ACCOUNT, and
This results in hierarchical structures

CHECKING_ACCOUNT and ACCOUNT.

which lead to abstractions that may be easily understood. The inheritance graph of
this abstraction is illustrated in Figure 2-6.

----~1, -\ _____ '

,' SAVINGS_
ACCOUNT
I

1

,' CHECKING_ 1

I
I
I

I
I
I

I

ACCOUNT

I
I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ !,.I

Figure 2-6: SAVINGS_ACCOUNT and CHECKING_ACCOUNT
Inherits from ACCOUNT

In general, when a class B inherits from class A, class B gets all the features of
A plus it may add features of its own. Figures 2-7, 2-8, and 2-9 show the ACCOUNT
(different from Figure 2-4 ), SAVINGS_ACCOUNT and CHECKING_ACCOUNT
classes,

SAVINGS - ACCOUNT, as well as CHECKING- ACCOUNT,

respectively.

inherits all the features of ACCOUNT (indicated by the from comment found in the
program

code

of

interest rate,

the

two

classes)

and

adds

features

high_ rate,

and low_rate, in the case of SAVINGS ACCOUNT and

interest rate in the case of CHECKING ACCOUNT. It is for this reason the

heir is commonly referred to as a special form of the parent and the parent as a
general form of the heir.
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deferred class
ACCOUNT
feature
ba l a n ce : REAL ;
de p os i t (amount : REAL) is
-- add amount t o balance
require
amount_posit i ve: amount > 0
do
balance :=balance+ amount
ens ure
ba l ance changed: balance= o ld ba l ance
amount
end;
disp l ay is
- - display the balance
do
io . putstring ( " The balance is %/163/ " ) ;
io . putrea l (balance)
end ;
interes t is
-- add inte r est to balance
do
balance
balance+ ba l ance*
interest rate
end ;
withdraw (amount: REAL ) is
-- subtract amount f r om balance
requ i re
amount_pos i tive: amount > O;
funds availab l e: amo u nt <= balance
do
balance : = balance - amount
en s u r e
ba l ance changed : ba l a n ce = old balance amo un t
end;
feature {NONE }
inte r est rate: REAL is
- -=-da i ly interest rate
deferred
end ;
end -- class ACCOUNT
Figure 2-7: The ACCOUNT Class
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class
SAVINGS ACCOUNT
creation
make
feature
balance: REAL; -- ( from ACCOUNT )
deposit (amount: REAL ) is
--add amount t o balance
-- ( from ACCOUNT)
require -- from ACCOUNT
amount_positive: amount > 0
do
balance :=balance+ amount
ensure -- from ACCOUNT
balance_changed: balance= old balance+
amount
end;
display is
--display the balance ( from ACCOUNT)
do
io.putstring ("The balance is %/163 / ");
io.putreal (balance)
end;
interest is
add interest to balance
-- ( from ACCOUNT)
do
balance .- balance+ balance*
interest rate
end;
make is
--enter initial balance
do
io.putstring ("Enter initial balance: " ) ;
io.readreal;
balance := io.lastreal
end;
withdraw (amount: REAL) is
--subtract amount from balance
-- (from ACCOUNT)
require -- from ACCOUNT
amount positive: amount > 0;
funds available: amount <= balance
do
balance := balance - amount
ensure -- from ACCOUNT
balance changed: balance= old balance amount
end;
feature {NONE}
High_ rate: REAL is 4.5;
interest rate: REAL is
--=-daily interest rate for current balance
do
if balance < limit then
Result .- low rate
else
Result ·= high_rate
end;
Result := (Result/ 365) / 100
end;
Limit: REAL is 2500.0;
Low rate: REAL is 4.0;
end -- class SAVINGS ACCOUNT

Figure 2-8: The SAVINGS ACCOUNT Class
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class
CHECKING ACCOUNT
creation
make
feature
balance: REAL ;
-- (from ACCOUNT)
deposit (amount : REAL ) is
-- add amount to balance
-- ( from ACCOUNT)
require -- from ACCOUNT
amount positive : amount> 0
do
balance := balance+ amount
ensure -- from ACCOUNT
balance changed : balance= old balance+
amount
end ;
display is
--display the balance
-- (from ACCOUNT)
do
io.putstring ( "The balance is %/163/ " ) ;
io.putreal (balance)
end ;
interest is
add interest to balance
-- ( from ACCOUNT)
do
balance .- balance+ balance*
interest rate
end;
make is
-- enter init i al balance
do
io. put string ( "E nter initial balance: " ) ;
io.readreal ;
balance := io.lastreal
end ;
withdraw (amount : REAL) is
-- subtract amount from balance
-- (from ACCOUNT)
require -- from ACCOUNT
amount p o sitive : amount > O;
funds available : amount <= balance
do
balance : = ba l ance - amount
ensure -- from ACCOUNT
balance changed : balance= old balance amount
end ;
feature {NONE}
Interest rate: REAL is 0 . 0;
end -- class CHECKING ACCOUNT

Figure 2-9: The CHECKING_ ACCOUNT Class

The benefit of inheritance is its ability to capture Is-A abstraction in the
problem domain directly in program code.

Therefore, it eases the gap between

design and implementation. It also allows the reuse of existing code that would
otherwise

be

re-coded .

Re-coding opens the

inconsistencies.
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Polymorphism means the ability to take more than one form.

In object-

oriented systems, the reference to an object is polymorphic because it can refer to
instances of more than one class.

Figure 2-10 shows a program code with

polymorphic references. Cardelli and Wegner [Cardelli85] provide a taxonomy of

account: ACCOUNT
-- a reference account is of
-- class ACCOUNT
savings account: SAVINGS ACCOUNT
-- a-reference savings account is of
-- class SAVINGS ACCOUNT
checking account: CHECKING ACCOUNT
-- a reference checking-account is of
-- class CHECKING ACCOUNT
! !savings account.make(500.00)
-- an object of class SAVINGS ACCOUNT
-- is created having a balance of 500.00
-- savings account points to this object
! !checking account.make(l00.00)
an object of class CHECKING ACCOUNT
-- is created having a balance-of 100.00
-- checking account points to this object
savings account.display balance
-- the displayed value is 500.00
current account.display balance
-- the displayed value is 100.00
account := savings account
-- account is polymorphic because
-- it now takes the form (because it points to)
-- of an object of class SAVINGS ACCOUNT
account.display balance
-- the displayed va lue is 500.00
account := checking account
in the same manner, account can also
-- take the form of an object of class
-- CHECKING ACCOUNT
account.display balance
-- the displayed value is 100.00

Figure 2- 10: Example Code Illustrating Polymorphism

polymorphism. In this section, however, only an overview is provided.
A polymorphic reference has a static and dynamic class associated with it. The
static class of a polymorphic reference is known at compile time in the object

reference's declaration.

In Figure 2-10, the static class of account,
are

ACCOUNT,

SAVINGS_ACCOUNT, and CHECKING_ -ACCOUNT, respectively.

The dynamic

savings_account,

and

checking account

class of an object reference is determined during run-time.

The validity of the

assignment of a polymorphic reference to an object of another class is determined
through the analysis of the inheritance relation by the run-time system. The run-time
system keeps a record of the inheritance relation of the system using an inheritance
graph. The assignment of the object reference account with an object of class
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SAVINGS_ACCOUNT

is valid because in the inheritance graph found in Figure 2-6,

class SAVINGS_ACCOUNT is a heir of class ACCOUNT. In general, if B inherits
from A, then B Is-An A; that is, since A is a general form of B, anywhere that an
instance of A is expected, an instance of Bis allowed [Korson90].
The benefits of polymorphism may be appreciated fully in conjunction with
dynamic binding. Figure 2-11 shows part of an inheritance graph in an application
that draws data flow diagram icons on screen. Class ICON has a deferred feature,
draw, which is redefined in its heir classes.

The heir classes have their own

implementation of the draw feature considering they each draw different icons.
ICON

Figure 2-11: Inheritance Graph of Data Flow Diagram Symbol

It is typical for data flow diagrams to be drawn hierarchically. Each level is an
explosion of a process in a higher level. An explosion of a process may have several
icons representing the data flow within it. The icons in an exploded process may be
kept in an array. The program code fragment to do this is shown in Figure 2-12.
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icons: ARRAY[ICON]
Declare icons as an ARRAY whose elements are
class ICON. Assume class ICON has been
defined previousl y , among the other features
it has, it has the deferred feature draw.
Due to polymorphism, an element in icons
ma y be a polymorphic reference to an obje c t
of class ARC, ENTITY, PROCESS, o r DATA STORE
! !icons.make(l,n)
A one dimensional icons arra y with a
ma x imum o f n elements is created
at this point assume the data flow diagram
o bjects are created and drawn on screen and
their reference are assigned t o indiv idual
elements of icons
at this point assume the objects referenced
by the elements in icons are redrawn on screen
the loop statement may do this
from ic on.first
until icon.last
loop icons.item.draw

Figure 2-12: Sample code that shows the benefit of Polymorphism
in conjunction with Dynamic Binding

For each pass in the loop statement, each object conforming to the subclass
dynamically binds the matching draw algorithm to the call to draw depending on the
object referenced by an element in icons.

Dynamic binding means the code

associated with a feature call is known only during run-time when the feature is
This is a simpler approach compared with the Pascal-like

actually called.

implementation of having a conditional statement, usually in the form of case
statement, which tests the type of icon and then calls the corresponding draw feature
of the icon.

2.5 Motivations for Building Object-Oriented Systems
The

motivations

for

building object-oriented

systems are

the

following:

maintainability, reusability, reliability, ease in independent testing, and the inherently
object-oriented nature of some applications.
Perhaps

the

most

attractive

feature

of object-oriented

systems

is

maintainability. Maintenance commences after the delivery of software. Software
engineers are aware of the difficulties of maintenance and several efforts have been
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done to reduce the difficulties. Their efforts have improved the situation, however,
there is still work to be done.
The book of Meyer [Meyer88] cited the work of Lientz and Swanson
[Lientz79] to describe some of the problems in maintenance. The study by Lientz
and Swanson revealed the breakdown of maintenance cost. It is striking that 41. 8%
of the whole maintenance cost is spent on maintenance due to changes in user
requirements.

If cost reduction is to be taken seriously, then efforts should be

directed to making software systems adaptable to changing user requirements. In
this context, changing user requirements means adding new functions to the system .
This obviously requires capabilities to extend the system.
The study also showed that 17.4% of the whole maintenance cost is due to
changes in data formats. Objects encapsulate both data and implementation. An
object can only access another through its interface. The interface provides features
that observe the principle of encapsulation. Therefore, implementation details are
hidden from the users of an object.

In this way, the effects of changes in data

formats are confined within the object itself. There is no doubt that object-oriented
systems improve the maintainability of software systems in this aspect.
The effect of extendibility transcends to reusability. Efforts in the form of
libraries have long been the standard technique for improving reusability. However,
this technique suffers because these libraries are not as general as expected.

An

important feature of object-oriented systems is the capability of defining generic
procedures. This could be the best example of reusable software. Another feature
contributing to reusability in distributed systems is the inherent bottom-up nature of
software development.
Reliability is another motivation for building object-oriented systems. Object
orientation is basically a fault prevention technique because it is good at managing
the complexity of software systems.

Independent testing is possible and easier

because objects are encapsulated. Lastly, some applications are inherently objectoriented, for example, operating systems and embedded systems, more so, distributed
systems.

2.6 Summary
This chapter gives an overview of distributed and traditional object-oriented systems.
It provides the assumption about the distributed system architecture addressed in this
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study. It also establishes traditional object-oriented system vocabulary which is used
throughout the study. The motivations for building distributed systems and objectoriented systems are also identified. This chapter also provides some of the reasons
why building distributed applications is difficult.
A distributed system has several autonomous processors with local and
unshared volatile memory. Some processors have stable memory, like disks or tapes,
which may be shared with other processors.

The processors have independent

processing flows and manipulate their own local data. Processing among different
processors occurs in parallel. The processes in the different processors may interact
by passing messages through the communication network. Each processor can have
several processes running in pseudo-parallel. These processes may interact using
message passing or data sharing.
The definition given for object-oriented system is one based on Wegner
[Wegner87], commonly called the traditional object-oriented system, object-oriented

= objects + classes + inheritance .
The motivations for building distributed systems are the following: sharing,
parallelism, reliability, and the inherent distribution of some applications.
The motivations for building object-oriented systems are the following:
maintainability, reusability, reliability, ease in independent testing, and the inherently
object-oriented nature of some applications.
The following are some of the reasons why distributed system applications are
difficult to build: complexity, conflicting requirements, no programming language
support to simplify conflicts, unsuitability of traditional methods for developing
distributed applications.
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3. Overview of DOOAs and D00 Methods
The general objective of this chapter is:
•

to provide an overview of DOOAs and D00 methods;

and the specific objectives are:
•

to provide examples ofDOOAs,

•

to analyze and identify the characteristics of DOOAs addressed in
this study, and

•

to provide an overview of D00 methods.

This chapter provides an overview of distributed object-oriented applications
(DOOAs) and distributed object oriented methods (D00 methods).
This chapter serves as an introduction to the problem addressed by this study.
These problems are identified in the next chapter.

3.1

Distributed Object-Oriented Applications
This section provides the overview of DOOAs.

It is further divided into two

subsections. Subsection 3.1.1 describes three example DOOAs and subsection 3.1.2
identifies the characteristics of DOOAs.
The reasons for providing these examples are the following.

Firstly, the

examples are used throughout the discussion of this dissertation. For pedagogical
reasons, the author finds it appropriate to identify the examples at this stage.
Secondly, the examples serve to identify the scope of DOOAs addressed by this
study. Thirdly, the examples are used as the basis for identifying the characteristics
ofDOOAs.
It is sensible to identify the requirements of a problem before attempting to
solve it. It is plausible for a development method to have a flaw if it ignores the
requirements of the domain for which it is intended to be used. This section shows
the requirements of distributed applications addressed in this study. However, it
does not identify application-specific functional requirements. The method which
this study intends to build is envisaged to work for applications with different
functional requirements. Instead, this section identifies requirements which are nonfunctional.
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It has been established in Chapter I that this study addresses applications
which we call DOOAs.

DOOAs are applications that run on a distributed

environment and are used for maintaining and accessing information on some aspect
of the real-world problem domain.

Therefore, the objective of this section is to

specify application-domain non-functional requirements. These application-domain
non-functional requirements are what we call the characteristics of DOOAs.

3.1.1 Example Applications
Three hypothetical DOOAs are identified, namely: patient monitoring system, bank
system application, and petrol pump system application.

3.1.1.1 Patient Monitoring System
The Patient Monitoring System (PMS) 1 may be required in the intensive care unit
(ICU) of a hospital.

It has three major features.

Firstly, it collects, stores and

displays vital factor readings. Secondly, it maintains patient information and patient
monitor information. Thirdly, it allows remote access to patient information and
patient monitor information.
The distributed system hardware of the PMS is shown in Figure 3-1. The PMS
consists of an ICU computer and a number of monitors 2 linked together by a local
area network (LAN) called ICU LAN. In tum, three instruments and a light are
connected

to

the

monitor.

The

three

instruments

are

thermometer,

sphygmomanometer, and pulsimeter. These three instruments are used to measure
the patient's vital factors, which are temperature, blood pressure, and pulse rate,
respectively. The light is used to warn the medical staff of any malfunctions or out
of range readings. The ICU computer is also connected to the hospital LAN. In tum,
the hospital LAN has several terminals connected to it. The terminals are typically
found in doctors' offices and used for remote access to the PMS. They may simply
be viewed as general purpose computers. The ICU LAN and Hospital LAN are offthe-shelf networking packages.

The hardware components have well-defined

interfaces. Programs may be created to enable the hardware components to send and
receive messages through the two networks.

1
2

This is a revised description of the PMS described by Civello and Mitchell [Civello93a].
For brevity, monitor is used instead of patient monitor.
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Instruments
and Light

Terminal 1

Monitor 1

Monitor i

Terminal m
Monitor n
ICU
Computer
ICU LAN
Hospital LAN

Figure 3-1: PMS Distributed System Hardware

The PMS is operated by a medical staff with the use of the ICU computer. The
vital factor readings are collected and stored temporarily by the monitors. In tum,
the ICU computer collects the vital factors from each monitor and stores them on
disk. The vital factors of each patient may be displayed on the ICU computer's
screen.

The ICU computer screen can simultaneously display the vital factor

information of several patients. Each patient may be allocated a window, which
displays the vital factor readings, on the ICU computer screen. The medical staff can
choose whose vital factors to display on screen. It is typical for the nurse to display
the vital factor information of all the patients in the ICU on the ICU computer' s
screen. In this way, the ICU computer is used as an observation point of the patients
in the ICU. The PMS sends an alarm, by switching the light on and sending a
message to the ICU computer, whenever an out of range vital factor is detected or the
instrument attached to the patient gets disconnected or malfunctions.
The PMS is also used to maintain information about patients and the monitors.
Information about patients are divided into four categories. The first category is the
patient personal details. The second is a chart of comments and actions. The third is
the day' s vital factor readings. The fourth is the history of vital factor readings.
Information about monitors are generally device settings and defaults. These include
the frequency of polling for each device, and the highest and lowest range readings
for each vital factor.
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The patient's personal details are entered by a medical staff using the ICU
computer. The patient' s personal details include: name, age, sex code, and other
topical related data. Data entry of patient information may run simultaneously with
the display of patient vital factors.
Comments about the patient's condition and the actions administered to a
patient are also recorded. Comments are typically given by doctors and nurses, and
basically chart the patient's condition.

Typical entries for the comments are

"patient's vital signs are stable" or "slow pulse rate relative to the other vital
factors" . Actions are typically performed by the nurses. Typical entries for actions
are "oxygen intake calibrated to level 5" or "replaced thermometer at 21 00hrs". The
comment and action entries include the date, time, and the name of the medical staff
who entered the information. They may be browsed and displayed simultaneously
with the display of patient vital factors.
The day's vital factor readings are collected, stored, and displayed in the
manner described above. The day's vital factor readings may be browsed and
displayed simultaneously with the display of patient vital factor readings.
The vital factor readings are summarized periodically. The highest and lowest
readings for each vital factor, and the average for each vital factor are computed and
stored on disk. The history of vital factor readings may be browsed and displayed
simultaneously with the display of patient vital factors.
Doctors may observe their patient's condition from a remote location. Doctors
can access the PMS using terminals connected to the hospital ' s LAN. A doctor can
browse information about the patient from the remote terminal.

3.1.1.2 Bank System Application
This next example has appeared (and is very similar) in several object-oriented
method books. In particular, this example has similarities with the example given by
Coleman, et. al. [Coleman94, p. 184] and Rumbaugh, et. al. [Rumbaugh91, p. 151].
A similar example may also be seen in [Wirfs-Brock90].
The distributed system hardware of the bank system application is illustrated in
Figure 3-2. A bank has several branches, each with several depositors having a
savings account and possibly a checking account. Each branch stores information
about its depositors and their accounts in the branch's database, which is connected
to the branch's local area network (LAN). A branch has a number of automated
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teller machines (ATMs) and terminals, which are likewise connected to the branch's
LAN.

The ATMs are used by bank customers to query or withdraw from their

accounts. The terminals are used by bank tellers to assist customers in handling their
transactions. Each branch LAN is connected to the bank's communication network
via the branch computer. The branch's communication network allow the ATMs and
terminals from one branch to access the databases of other branches. The branch
computer is the gateway which allows terminals and ATMs in one branch to access
the database of other branches.
BRANCH 1
BRANCH 2

Terminal 1
Terminal n
Terminal 2

COMMUNICATION
NETWORK

Branch LAN
BRANCH m

Figure 3-2: Bank System Application Hardware

Each branch computer is connected to the communication network.
enables each branch computer to communicate with each other.

This

This allows

depositors to do their transaction from any branch, whether through ATMs or with
the assistance of the teller.
An ATM consists of a display screen, card reader, keyboard, money dispenser,
and receipt printer. A greeting message is displayed on the screen when the ATM is
idle. The keyboard is inactive until a cash card is entered in the card reader and
determined by the ATM to be a valid cash card. The card reader attempts to read the
information on the cash card when it is entered in the card reader.

The card is

ejected and the screen displays an appropriate error message if the card is
unreadable.

If the card is readable, the user is requested to enter a personal

information number (PIN). If the PIN is correct, the user can begin with the required
transaction. Otherwise, the user is given a maximum of three more tries. If the user
does not enter the right PIN after three tries, the ATM keeps the card and displays a
message informing the user to see any bank personnel, then the ATM becomes idle.
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Under normal circumstances, the card is returned and the ATM becomes idle when
the user is finished with the transaction.
The bank offers standard services such as ATM withdrawals and queries, and
over-the-counter deposits, withdrawals and queries.

All these transactions are

checked against the depositor's information, which includes the availability of funds
and authenticity identification.
The bank offers other services like money transfer from a customer' s savings
account to the same customer's checking account. Money can also be transferred
from one customer account to another.

These transactions are done with the

assistance of the teller.

3.1.1.3 Petrol Pump Station Application
This next example is a slightly modified version of an example from the book of
Coleman, et. al. [Coleman94]. Coleman, et. al. acknowledge Chris Wallace of the
University of the West of England as the author of this example [Coleman94, p.
144]. This example was used for a meeting of the British Computer Society in May
1992.
A computer-based system is required to control the dispensing of petrol, to
handle customer payment, and to monitor tank levels.
Before a customer can use the self-service pumps, the pump must be enabled
by the attendant. When a pump is enabled, the pump motor is started, if it is not
already on, with the pump clutch free. When the trigger in the gun is depressed,
closing the microswitch, the clutch is engaged and petrol pumped.

When it is

released, the clutch is freed. There is also a microswitch on the holster in which the
gun is kept that prevents petrol being pumped until the gun is taken out. Once the
gun is replaced in the holster, the delivery is deemed to be completed and the pump
disabled. Further depressions of the trigger in the gun cannot dispense more petrol.
After a short standby period, the pump motor will be turned off unless the pump is
reenabled.
A metering device in the petrol line sends a pulse to the system for each 1/100
liter dispensed. Displays on the pump show the amount dispensed and the cost.
Transactions are stored until the customer pays. Payment may be either in
cash, by credit card, or on account. A customer may request a receipt and will get a
token for every 5 pounds spent. Customers sometimes abscond without paying and
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the operator must annotate the transaction with any available information (e.g., the
vehicle's registration). At the end of the day, transactions are archived and may be
used for ad hoe inquiries on sales.
At present, two grades of petrol are provided by the petrol pump station. They
are dispensed from five pumps on the forecourt. Each pump takes its supply from
one of two tanks, one for each grade. The customer approaches the pump which
dispenses the petrol required.
An alarm is raised to notify the attendant if any of the tanks drop below 10% of
their capacity. If the alarm is not acted on, the tank level may go below 4% capacity,
causing the pumps to be put out of service. If this happens, the pumps serviced by
that tank cannot be enabled to dispense petrol. When the tank has been refilled so
that its level is above 4% capacity, the pumps should be brought back into service.

3.1.2 Characteristics of DOOAs
The study focuses on computer system applications used for maintaining and
accessing information on some aspect of the real-world problem domain.

In

addition, the applications run on a distributed environment and are developed
utilizing object-oriented techniques. The applications may also be called distributed
information systems. However, the applications are called DOOAs to distinguish
them from their non-object-oriented, non-distributed counterparts.
DOOAs have the following characteristics, namely: physical distribution,
sharing, concurrency, consistency, efficiency, complexity, maintainability, and
requires team development. Each of these characteristics are explained in turn.
Physical Distribution.

distributed.

The applications illustrated above are inherently

They undoubtedly require the support of a physically distributed

computer environment. In the patient monitoring system, the monitors, computer,
and terminals definitely need to be configured as independent computers
communicating via a communication network. In the banking system example, the
ATMs, terminals, and branch computers are geographically distributed. The same
characteristics apply to the petrol pump station application.

These sort of

applications are common today.
Physical distribution is a desirable characteristic because it assists in reducing
the mismatch between the real-world problem-domain and the software-world
solution-domain. A real-world problem domain which is inherently distributed will
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naturally adapt to a distributed software-world solution-domain. We would like to
maintain a close symmetry between the problem and the solution. We believe that
seamlessness and traceability may be compromised if the solution domain does not
adopt the architecture of the problem domain.
Another reason why physical distribution 1s desirable 1s that it allows
components of a distributed application to fail independently.

This may not be

achieved in a application which runs in a centralized system because if the node
where the centralized application is executing fails then the whole application fails
with it.

Sharing. The applications above require sharing of data and resources. In the
patient monitoring system example, the patient information is shared by the
application software executed in doctors' offices or by software needed to display
them on the ICU computer. In the banking system application example, a branch
database is shared with other branches. In the petrol pump station application, the
pumps share the tanks .
Sharing is a desirable properly because it reduces cost by allowing resources to
be used by different entities within the distributed system.

However, sharing

complicates the analysis, design, and implementation of distributed applications
because the consistency of shared resources may be compromised if sharing is
uncontrolled. Resources may be left in an inconsistent state due to the failure of
physically distributed components and the concurrent access to shared resources. A
developer may choose to eliminate sharing but this makes the use of a DOOAs
pointless .

Sharing is a primary motivation for building DOOAs.

Eliminating

sharing would be rejecting the primary benefit that may be attained in DOOAs.

Concurrency. Two forms of concurrency are common in DOOAs, namely:
inter-object concurrency and intra-object concurrency.

Inter-object concurrency

means the concurrent execution of objects within the system .

Intra-object

concurrency means the concurrent execution of operations within an object. Both
forms of concurrency are desirable in DOOAs.
It is natural for monitors to collect vital factor readings from their instruments,
independently and simultaneously from other monitors. ATMs should be able to
process client transactions simultaneously with other A TMs. Petrol pumps should
work individually without waiting for others to finish . These are examples of interobject concurrency.

Inter-object concurrency promotes efficiency by allowing
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independent objects to run concurrently. Inter-object concurrency is also made easy
because of physical distribution.
Another form of concurrency, found within the object itself, called intra-object
concurrency, may also be used to enhance efficiency.

For example, the ICU

computer may be accessed by several doctor terminals simultaneously while it is
processing incoming messages or vital factor readings from the different monitors.
The branch database may be accessed concurrently by the different ATMs and
terminals. The customer database in the petrol pump station application may be
accessed simultaneously by different terminals.

Consistency. DOOAs are required to maintain the consistency of information
they possess. Consistency of information means transactions accessing them always
see them in a state intended by their design. Consistency is required most especially
in the presence of concurrent access, hardware failure, and software failure.
The sharing and concurrency characteristics of DOOAs lead to problems
related to consistency maintenance. Concurrent access to shared information needs
to be controlled because it may leave information in an inconsistent state. This is a
well-known problem and has long been the subject of much research. Gehani and
McGettrick in [Gehani88] provide a collection of papers outlining issues and
solutions to maintaining consistency of shared information.
Hardware failure is another factor causing information to be inconsistent.
Hardware failure may be classified into node failure and communication failure. In a
distributed system, inconsistency caused by hardware failure is harder to detect,
avoid, or correct. Also, some problems associated with consistency control due to
hardware failure are unique to distributed systems. In non-distributed systems, e.g.
centralized systems, when the hardware fails, the application within them goes down
as well. This is not the general case for distributed systems because the components
comprising an application may be distributed in different nodes. A hardware failure
does not imply the failure of the whole application. This property is called partial
failure.
The partial failure property of distributed systems is a "double-edged sword".
On the one hand, it is advantageous because it increases the tolerance of applications
to hardware failures.

On the other hand, partial failure makes programming

distributed applications difficult because their design needs to show how they cope
with partial failures. The topic of hardware failure has also long been the subject of
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research. Shrivastava in [Shrivastava85] provides several papers outlining the issues
in this area.

However, the most commonly used mechanism for dealing with

hardware failure is atomic transaction [Moss85, Gray93].
Another source of information inconsistency is software failure.

This is

surprising because software failure is perhaps one of the first things the design of an
application needs to overcome. The two ways for coping with software failure are
prevention and avoidance.

Software development methods generally address

software failure prevention. Methods assist developers in analyzing, designing, and
implementing systems.

Hence, they help to prevent the occurrence of software

failure.
Efficiency.

An application is ineffective if it does not utilize resources

efficiently. DOOAs are expected to run efficiently. Sharing and concurrency both
contribute to making DOOAs efficient. Concurrency and sharing conflict in subtle
ways. DOOAs must be designed to solve these and similar conflicts in an efficient
manner. There are several ways which may be used to enhance efficiency. These
are mostly addressed in the implementation of DOOAs. Some of these methods
include: mobility, replication, improvement in algorithm design, and improvement in
communication protocols.
In this study, the possibility of providing mobility as a modeling abstraction is
explored.
Complexity. The complexity of these systems is brought about by the general

requirement of consistency, which is further complicated by sharing, concurrency,
failures, and efficiency. Complexity is an undesirable property. The observation
that DOOAs are complex systems is one motivation for developing them in an
object-oriented way. Another motivation for building DOOAs in an object-oriented
way is the conceptual symmetry of object orientation with distribution.
Maintainability .

During their lifetime, maintenance due to changing

requirements and efficiency improvements are required. Similarly, the complexity
of DOOAs emphasize the need for maintainability because their complexity may
result in periodic or sometimes emergency fixes.
However, maintainability is a requirement not unique to distributed systems.
Almost all modem systems consider maintainability as an important characteristic.
The two factors about maintainability most important in distributed applications are
extendibility and flexibility.
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Extendibility is the ease with which distributed applications may adapt to
changing requirements. Requirement changes are anticipated in DOOAs. On the
one hand, DOOAs are complex systems expected to be "slightly" wrong the first
time. On the other hand, DOOAs are not "throw-away" prototypes as investments to
get these systems "up-and-running" the first time may be considerable.
Extendibility is related to changing user requirements. Therefore, it is related
to the adaptability of the system to changes in its specification. Flexibility, on the
other hand, is related to changes in implementation. Flexibility is the ease with
which distributed applications adapt to changes in implementations.

Changes in

implementation may be required because of efficiency considerations and changes in
technology.
The implementation of the specification may be changed to improve the
efficiency of the application. Efficiency improvements considered here concerns
time, space, or both. Therefore, algorithms and representations must be changed
with ease and with minimal or almost no disruption to the existing system.
Changes in technology is another factor requiring DOOAs to be flexible.
Changes in technology considered here involve changes in hardware and software.
Perhaps, changes in hardware technology need no introduction as the fast rate of
hardware improvement is evident. Without a doubt, changes in hardware require
changes in implementation (e.g. migration from 16-bit to 32-bit processor).
other aspect related to changes in technology is one which affects software.

The
A

typical example is changes in protocols (e. g., communication protocols).
Team Development. Since DOOAs are complex, have long lifetime, and need

to be maintainable, they are more often than not, required to be developed by a team
of developers. The complexity of DOOAs leads to the involvement of a number of
developers from conception to the realization of its first version. The maintenance of
DOOAs may involve several developers each of whom may possibly be assigned the
responsibility of maintaining a specific domain within the whole application.

3.2 Distributed Object-Oriented Methods
There are a few DOO methods available in the literature. In general, these methods
are either extensions to existing object-oriented methods or methods specifically
built for DOOA development.
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In the first category are well-known object-oriented methods with extensions
that address some of the distribution concerns. Although these extensions appear in
the method, they are not really intended to be used as full-fledged tools for DOOA
development. In fact, the authors of the methods claim they may be useful but admit
they are not complete.
Booch ' s method [Booch94] addresses issues like concurrency [, p. 72-75] ,
active objects and how communication may be synchronized [, p. 215-216], and
allocation of processes to processors [, p. 223-226] .
Jacobson, et. al. [Jacobson92] distinguish between signals and messages.
Messages

and

signals

are

inter-process

and

intra-process

communication

mechanisms, respectively [, p. 221]. They also distinguish between concurrency
within and between use cases [, p. 262]. These two concurrency concerns may be
compared with intra-object and inter-object concurrency described above.
Rumbaugh, et. al. [Rumbaugh91] describe how concurrency and allocation of
systems to processors are addressed during system design [, pp. 202-205]. They also
outline the steps in building a transaction manager (although their context is database
systems), which is an important concept in keeping the reliability of DOOAs [, p.
216].
The above mentioned methods have concepts that may be used in DOOA
development, however, the concepts they introduce are minimal. For this reason,
they are not called DOO methods. So far, the only extension, known to the author,
which has seriously considered aspects of DOOA development is the extension to
MOSES

[Henderson94]

proposed

by

Rasmussen,

et.

al.

[Rasmussen96a,

Rasmussen96b].
Rasmussen, et. al. suggest changes to the lifecycle [Rasmussen96a], and the
process and notation [Rasmussen96b] of MOSES . Their changes are comprehensive
and cover issues important to DOOA development. Their changes are motivated by
the distributed system issues that need to be captured in object-oriented methods.
They analyzed the issues and found them to affect requirements elicitation, system
partitioning, system allocation to processors, system construction, and system testing
[Low96].
A

method

[Mtihlhauser93].

built

specifically

for

DOOA

development

is

DOCASE

DOCASE is a full-fledged DOO method. DOCASE defines a

language, called DODL, for modeling the structure of a distributed application. It
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also defines a superimposition language called TSL.

The purpose of TSL is to

separate the basic functionality of the system from its operational properties. This is
equivalent to separating the functional

requirements from

the operational

requirements of DOOAs. The operational properties are similar to those identified in
Section 3.1.2. The basic idea (which is similarly applied in this study) is that the
operational properties should not affect early design decisions which should only be
concerned with the functions required of the system. This is an important feature of
DOO methods because it helps in the management of complexity.

The last

contribution of DOCASE is a set of processes that may be used to guide DOOA
development.

3.3 Summary
This chapter provides an overview of DOOAs addressed in this study. The overview
of DOOAs is given in two parts. Firstly, three example DOOAs are described in
Section 3 .1.1. Secondly, the characteristics of these applications are identified in
Section 3 .1.2. This chapter also provides an overview of DOO methods.
Three DOOAs are identified, namely: patient monitoring system, banking
system application, and petrol pump station application. The reasons why these
example applications are given this early in the dissertation are the following . Firstly,
we find it appropriate to describe the example applications at this stage because they
will be used throughout the dissertation. Secondly, the example applications clarify
the kind of distributed application addressed in this study.

The distributed

application addressed in this study is called DOOA. A DOOA is an application that
runs on a distributed environment and is used for maintaining and accessing
information on some aspect of the real-world problem domain. Thirdly, the example
applications are used as the basis for identifying the characteristics of DOOAs, which
are: physical distribution, sharing, concurrency, consistency, efficiency, complexity,
maintainability, and team development.
Lastly, the chapter provides an overview of DOO methods. There are wellknown object-oriented methods with concepts that address some distributed system
issues, e. g. Booch's method [Booch94], OOSE [Jacobson92] , and OMT
[Rumbaugh91]. However, the concepts they introduce are insufficient for them to be
called full-fledged DOO methods.
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To the author's knowledge there is only one extension to an object-oriented
method that seriously considers distribution aspects.

This is the extension to

MOSES

et.

[Henderson94]

proposed

by

Rasmussen,

al.

[Rasmussen96a,

Rasmussen96b]. In general, they found that extending an object-oriented method
affects requirements elicitation, system partitioning, system allocation to processors,
system construction, and system testing [Low96].

Their proposal includes the

extension to the lifecycle of distributed applications [Rasmussen96a], and the
process and notation required to facilitate the development of distributed
applications[Rasmussen96b].
The last D00 method described in the chapter is DOCASE [Mtihlhauser93].
DOCASE is considered a full-fledged D00 method as it is originally conceived and
specifically built to assist the development of DOOAs. DOCASE defines languages
which may be used to model the structure and describe the functional and operational
properties of the application.

DOCASE also outlines a process which may be

followed in modeling DOOAs.
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4. The DOOM
The general objective of this chapter is:
•

to explain the principles behind DOOM;

and the specific objectives are:
•

to identify some of the problems with DOO methods,

•

to identify ways how these may be solved,

•

to identify how DOOM solves them, and

•

to identify the principles of DOOM.

This chapter provides the principles behind DOOM.
The previous chapter identifies the characteristics of DOOAs. The previous
chapter also gives an overview of DOO methods.
This chapter identifies some of the problems in existing DOO methods. In
Section 4.1 , problems related to the concepts and notations used by existing DOO
methods are identified. Section 4.2 identifies some problems in their process of
building analysis and design models.
This chapter also identifies DOO aspects which need to be improved and
identifies the solution proposed by this study. Section 4.3 identifies the points that
need improvement and Section 4.4 identifies our proposed solution.

Section 4.5

identifies the principles used in the study. The chapter closes with a summary of
important points.

4.1

Some Problems with Concepts and Notations
This section identifies some of the problems related to the concepts and notations in
DOO methods identified in the previous chapter.
Only a few methods support DOOA development.

Some object-oriented

methods have extensions that address issues involving distribution. However, their
extensions are incomplete because they address only a minimal set of distribution
issues. This is understandable because the methods are originally not intended for
the development of distributed applications.
Among the different "extended" object-oriented methods surveyed in this
study, only one seriously considers the issues in distributed computing. This is the
extension to MOSES [Henderson94] by Rasmussen, et. al. [Rasmussen96a,
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Rasmussen96b].

Their extension centers on the following issues: requirements

elicitation, system partitioning, system allocation to processors, system construction,
and system testing. They also extend the notation of MOSES to model distributed
system aspects.
The resulting extended method is general enough to model different types of
distributed applications; not only DOOAs addressed in this study. This is facilitated
by the introduction of primitive concepts like active objects, interprocess
communication, synchronization, and concurrency control semantics.

These

concepts, which are supported by associated notations, may be utilized to design the
required system.
Having general concepts available in a method has advantages and
disadvantages.

An advantage is that the method may be used for almost any

distributed application problem domain. For example, in extended MOSES there are
two available semantics for communication, namely: synchronous and asynchronous.
The developer has a choice depending on which is the best for a given situation.
Perhaps the asynchronous communication semantics may be used for highly
concurrent computation intensive distributed applications while synchronous
communication may be used for transaction-based distributed applications.
However, there is also a disadvantage to this flexibility. This situation leaves
the designer with the difficulty of choosing the right abstractions considering the
many conflicting requirements. The developer must decide on the mechanism that
will fit in a more general characteristic of consistency. For example, there are
certain issues about asynchronous communication that conflict with reliability. If
asynchronous communication is used, how would this support the maintenance of
consistency when the communication network fails or the node of the object where
the message was sent crashes? Similarly, how will the failure of the node affect the
operations which have already been executed? These are questions developers need
to ask for each new application domain.
The domain of the application addressed by this study has been identified in
Chapter 3 Section 3.1.2. Although there may be a different situation for each new
application, some of the more basic issues persist in the different types of
applications. For example, asynchronous communication is not very appealing in the
domain of applications addressed in this study because the consistency of the
information must be maintained for each transaction request.
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communication complicates recovery whenever failures occur because it widens the
scope of objects that need to be restored.
As another example, extended MOSES provides concepts like mobility and
active objects.

There are no rules or restrictions about combining features and

developers may easily end up with mobile active objects. This feature has certain
repercussions on efficiency because the state of the active object needs to be saved
and restored whenever the object is moved to another location.

This particular

situation will incur processing overhead and the overhead increases as the object' s
state becomes "bigger" . The overhead associated with the scheme of moving active
objects may deter the developer from utilizing it in implementation.
These examples show that so much flexibility may not be required after all.
Perhaps what is required is a set of abstractions that removes from the developer the
difficulties of making decisions about issues that recur in a particular problem
domain.
For example, active

objects 1 are

essential

m modeling.

Several

implementations of DOOPSs have shown the advantages of mobility. It was shown
earlier that it may be inefficient to move active objects. On the one hand, it may be
rational to declare that all active objects are immobile. On the other hand, this might
be too restrictive and perhaps may be relaxed by declaring only those active objects
with "huge" state information as immobile and those with "small" state information
mobile. In this way, the overhead of storing and restoring state information may be
minimal, hence, efficiency ceases to be an issue. It is possible that there may be
quite a few of these abstractions that may be used to help developers.
Therefore, the idea is to look for abstractions that may be useful for a specific
application domain. The abstraction should be general enough to model different
situations but must also be specific only to the application domain in mind. The
semantics of these abstractions must be defined clearly so that developers may be
able to use them properly in the models they build.
Then, the next question is where do we start in identifying these abstractions?
The object is definitely the most likely candidate. However, in modeling, developers

1
Basically, active objects have their own thread of control. Active objects and other object
types will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.
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tend to use the term class or object type to describe set of objects. There lies the
answer.
This idea is not new. In the area of object orientation and concurrency, the
concept of a class is used to encapsulate the concept of a process [Caromel93]. In
fact, we do not have to go too far as the class may also be used as the basis for the
distributed architecture of a system.
This idea is applied in DOCASE [Mtihlhauser93] . In DOCASE, there are
predefined object types 2. These object types have specific semantics and icons
which may be used for modeling. Since they have defined properties, then their role
in the model is clear. In this way, the method creates a modeling language of its
own, enabling the developer to choose only from specific terms having well-defined
semantics. Others may find this too restrictive, but this is the same idea as having
active or passive objects, mobile or immobile objects, shared or unshared objects,
only that the these new objects abstract more information.
The idea in DOCASE is indeed useful.

However, the semantics of the

predefined object types is fragile and there are some useful object types which have
not been defined. For example, object sharing is limited to one object invocation at a
time. Reliability is a major concern of DOOAs, however, in DOCASE it is not clear
how objects maintain their consistency in the presence of faults or concurrency.
Another observation is that some of the object types are unstable in the sense
that their type does not persist across applications. For example, an object which is a
configured type in one application may be a generated type in another.3

In the

example of Mtihlhauser, et. al. in [Mtihlhauser93], they defined a clerk object as a
configured object in their travel expense example. Of course, their example, as in
any other applications, is defined within the context of a particular enterprise. Now,
assume another application, a payroll system, within the same enterprise.

The

payroll system would require the clerk object to be a generated object because clerks
(or employees) are passive objects in a payroll system application. In Mtihlhauser,
et. al's definition, configured and generated types have very different semantics.
This is a major drawback because any attempt to model the enterprise object model

2

Toey are called type categories in DOCASE [Milhlhauser93 , p. 128].

3

Basically, in DOCASE a configured type is an active object while a generated type is a
passive object.
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will fail as objects basically do not have the same type across applications. This is
definitely backward compared to E-R modeling where object types persist across
applications, enabling the developer to model the enterprise object types.
Another observation is that the authors did not clarify how they came up with
the different object types.

The authors identified different object types, namely:

configured, generated, role, relation, and logical types, but did not explain how they
identified these object types. Initially, they cited experience as the major motivation
for these object types and later declare intuition naturally leads to the identified
object types [Milhlhauser93 , p.128]. Although intuition may help, it may sometimes
help to analyze object types in a more systematic way.
This last observation applies to DOCASE and to all object-oriented methods
described in the previous chapter. The semantics of how objects may be related is
not clear.

This is surprising considering that objects and their relationships are

fundamental concepts in object-oriented systems.

Objects do not work by

themselves, they coordinate with others to do their task. Therefore, it is essential that
the semantics of how they may be related to others be clarified.
This is not the first time this problem has been acknowledged. For example,
Mtihlhauser, et. al. in [Milhlhauser93 , p. 129], declare that aggregation is
"semantically poor" and enhances its definition using subsystems. Cook and Daniels
[Cook94] have also acknowledged that the semantics of aggregation is unclear.
Civello in [Civello93b] has analyzed the problems within the bigger domain of
whole and part associations and suggested how the problems may be solved.
However, the problem is not confined only to relationships between whole and
parts. Several authors have acknowledged that the current ways developers model
associations affect reusability and maintainability. These observations have been
made by Rumbaugh, et. al. [Rumbaugh87] and Tanzer [Tanzer95].
Naturally, the notations associated with the semantics of class instance
relationships are affected as well. This point is not so much related to the choice of
icons (but also affects it) rather it is related more to the fundamental problem of
applying the same notation for different abstraction levels.

For example, in

DOCASE, the concept of a subsystem is intended to replace aggregation.
Aggregation is at the level of object relationship while subsystems appear in the level
of classes.

Subsystems are used as a concept of partitioning classes in the

application, whereas aggregation identifies object composition. These two concepts
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have different purposes so therefore need to be treated differently in relation to their
semantics and notation.

4.2 Some Problems with the Process
This section identifies problems with the process of building DOOAs.
The problems here are not as serious as the problems associated with concepts
and notations. In fact, the guidelines found in the object-oriented methods described
in the previous chapter present descriptions of ways in which to go about the analysis
and design of distributed applications. Some even go to the extent of describing
activities during implementation and testing. Also, the suggestions in other wellknown object-oriented methods (not only those identified in the previous chapter) are
useful because they provide general guidelines applicable to any object-oriented
system.
However, there are some details that reqmre clarification.

For example,

DOCASE suggests using a single language for design and implementation.
Miihlhauser, et. al. suggest this so that design and implementation may be seamless.
They actually suggest that design and implementation be combined into one phase;
they said: " ... In particular, the decision was taken to integrate design and
implementation into a seamless phase ... " [, p. 128].
This is indeed good for developing small systems but it fails to address some
of the concerns of larger system development activities, which is characteristic of
DOOAs. For example, it fails to address concerns about project management, where
assessing progress of the project through the phases in development is a major
concern. In the project manager' s view, it is not advantageous to combine the two
phases into one.

The project manager may appreciate having well-defined

boundaries between phases in development so that progress may be assessed
properly.
Here 1s another observation of the consequence of Miihlhauser, et. al's
integration of design and implementation. Miihlhauser, et. al. developed a language,
called DOOL, and describe it as both a design and implementation language.
However, it is not clear from their description how DOOL addresses hardware
failures and concurrency control, which are some of the major concerns in DOOA
development.

Their hybrid language is abstract enough to describe some object
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properties.

However, it 1s also too abstract to identify details about some

implementation concerns.
Seamlessness is an important property in application development. Though it
may be intuitive to achieve this by integrating design and implementation into one
phase there are negative effects which we have just seen.
Abstraction is another property that drives the development process. As we
have seen earlier this may be achieved by inventing object types which are useful in
This has been applied in extended MOSES, which provides

modeling DOOAs.

notations for communication semantics.

However, it does not provide any

suggestion as to how its semantics affects other features of DOOAs. Abstractions
are important but methods should be able to explain how they affect the whole
development process or at least explain how they may be used in relation to other
abstractions.

These concerns are important because it is the developer' s task to

ensure the features of the system do not conflict with each other. These concerns are
also important because developers must be able to rationalize about their designs.
Methods should be able to assist developers in these aspects.
Developers must also have an idea of how their design may be implemented
albeit in an abstract way. Research in DOOA development is still in its infancy.
Different developers have different knowledge and bias about how certain aspects
may be implemented.
Sometimes developers may not even have an idea how some aspects of their
design may be implemented. This may be surprising, but it is true that developers
may depend on the abstraction provided by the DOOPS, in which case, a particular
feature may be assumed to work. There may be truth in this claim because we are
yet to master the complexity of distributed systems. We need to use abstraction to be
able to cope with the increasing demands of this complexity.
However, what is important is for methods to provide abstractions and to be
able to explain how these abstractions may help in modeling. At the same time,
methods should be able to assist developers in combining these abstractions to form
applications with non-conflicting features.
It was mentioned at the start of this section that existing DOO methods do
assist in analysis and design. But, the question is do they assist in implementation?
Perhaps the answer is a reluctant yes. Remember, DOCASE integrates design and
implementation.

Also, MOSES has been extended to include requirements
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elicitation, system partitioning, system allocation to processors, system construction,
and system testing.
However, we find the abstractions of DOCASE to be insufficient to model
certain aspects of DOOAs addressed in this study. In the case of extended MOSES,
the authors do not suggest any implementation language.

Therefore, developers

using extended MOSES must choose the implementation language.

The next

question, therefore, is which implementation language do we choose for our
application?

This is indeed a very difficult choice.

In fact, to the author' s

knowledge, there is no existing programming language that implements the features
of DOOAs identified in the previous chapter.
It is clear there is a problem moving from design to implementation.

For

example, in MOSES there is an available icon for expressing the mobility of an
object.

But, it does not describe ways in which mobility may be achieved in

implementation nor does it describe the issues round mobility. In other words, it
does not give the developer enough information when to use mobility and how it
may affect the overall design.
Perhaps one will argue that this must be drawn from the developers'
experience about distributed systems. Indeed this is partly true, but it is also true
that, in the first place, a method should provide concepts from which the developer
may draw some of the needed foundation on which experience may be built. This is
analogous to a situation where an object-oriented method that provides notation for
aggregation becomes useless because it does not explain the semantics of
aggregation. A method must provide the underlying concepts, first and foremost,
and then devise notations that capture these semantics and which developers may use
in their process of application development.
The features of DOOAs should influence the development process. Iterative
and incremental development should be seriously considered because DOOAs are
complex and need to be maintainable.
As we have seen, application development is not just about analysis and
design, it includes implementation as we114. Implementation is heavily based on the
DOOPS used. No amount of effort in design may be useful if the DOOPS do not

4

For the sake of argument, we limit it to just these three.
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have abstractions or mechanisms needed to support the design. For example, if the
DOOPS do not support iterative development then design efforts may be futile.

4.3 Moving Towards a Solution
The previous two sections identify the problems with existing DOO methods. This
section identifies what needs to be done to solve these problems.
There are four points that need to be clarified in a DOO method. Firstly, the
object types which are useful for DOOA modeling must be identified. Secondly, the
possible ways by which objects may relate to one another need to be clarified.
Thirdly, a development process that clearly supports the features of DOOAs must be
determined. Fourthly, some clarifications must be made about how some of the
features of DOOAs may be implemented.

4.4 The Solution -

DOOM

The author proposes a solution to these problem. The solution is in a form of a DOO
method, which is called DOOM.
DOOM provides a set of concepts, notations, and process for DOOA
development.

DOOM concentrates only on the analysis and design phases.

However, it provides additional concepts which may be used as a guide during
implementation.
DOOM builds on existing object-oriented methods by incorporating distributed
system abstractions.

The foundation of DOOM and the other object-oriented

methods are the same. DOOM and the object-oriented methods all use classes for
modeling. However, DOOM's classes are different because they have predefined
semantics.
The idea of identifying object types with predefined semantics as a tool for
building distributed applications is not new.

We have seen this in the case of

DOCASE as described earlier. However, DOOM's object types are novel as the
semantics associated with the object types have never before been identified in one
integrated method. In DOOM, these object types are ensured to be coherent with the
other features of DOOAs.
Also, the way these object types have been determined is systematic and
rigorous. Object types commonly used in the literature in object orientation and
distribution were identified and classified.

Then these object types were
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amalgamated to determine object types useful for modeling DOOAs. The identified
object types are the following : shared serial, shared atomic, autonomous-mobile,
autonomous-immobile, unshared-passive-mobile, and unshared-passive-immobile
objects. The analysis of these object types is given in Chapter 5.
DOOM identifies how objects may be related. These are called class instance
relationships in DOOM. It has been found that existing object-oriented methods do
not define class instance relationships well. So it is clear that the next step towards a
better DOOA development method is to clarify the semantics of class instance
relationships.
The analysis is systematic and rigorous. The approach used is to analyze the
basic elements that differentiate one object relationship from another. As soon as
this has been identified, higher-level relationships are determined by amalgamating
these basic elements. The author believes the resulting class instance relationships
have clearly defined semantics.

Although these class instance relationships are

specifically defined for DOOM, the author believes they may also be used for nondistributed application development.
These class instance relationships are novel.

DOOM' s class instance

relationships are the following: Knows-A, Uses-A, Has-A, Is-An-Aggregation-Of, IsA-Collection-Of, and their different variation which show distribution properties.
The analysis of these class instance relationships is provided in Chapter 6.
So far, the solution consists of a set of object types and a set of class instance
relationships. DOOM also introduces new notations to clearly show the semantics of
the object types and class instance relationships. Given these, the developer is now
able to model the structure of the system. These same concepts and notations are
used throughout analysis and design.
There are other requirements in DOOA modeling which may not be satisfied
only by object types and class instance relationships.

For example, it is a

requirement for a DOO method to be able to partition and allocate objects to
processors.

DOOM introduces the concept of a subsystem to satisfy these

requirements. Lastly, DOOM provides steps on how analysis and design progress.
These aspects are all explained in Chapter 7.
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4.5 Guiding Principles
This section identifies the principles that guide the development of DOOM. The
following principles are used: seamless, traceable, incremental development,
modular, abstract, and efficient. Each of this is explained in tum.

Seamless. We aim to assist developers in building models which naturally
move forward from analysis to design. The object-oriented paradigm is the major
factor that has helped us attain this goal. At the same time, it has been an effort on
our part not to introduce concepts that will clash with this natural phenomenon.
We envisage the analysis model to provide the architectural foundation of the
design model.

If the architectural structure of the design model varies from its

analysis model, then we foresee its variation to be inconsequential. We do not say
they should be exactly the same but a close symmetry between the two models must
be obvious.
Consequently, the objects in the analysis model may also be used in the design
model. We achieve this by identifying object types and class instance relationships
which may be used in both analysis and design.

Traceable. We need to assist developers in building traceable models because
DOOAs are complex, need to be maintainable, and usually involves team
development. Seamless and traceable go hand in hand. If seamless has a forward
thrust, traceable has the opposite. The same concepts apply only from the opposite
perspective; one looking forwards the other backwards.

Incremental Development.

It should come natural for developers to have

systems which could be developed incrementally.

We expect DOOAs to be

maintainable, hence, they should be able to evolve naturally.
Also, we envisage DOOA development to start in a centralized environment
and then slowly move towards the target distributed system environment.

This

would mean the designs in the centralized environment are simply supplemented
with features related to, and that would cope with, distribution issues like partial
failure and concurrency.
We accomplish this goal by providing abstractions that may be easily added
incrementally.

Although the realization of this would require a complete

implementation of a suitable DOOPS we believe our design works towards this
direction.
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Modular. The applications that DOOM will be used for are generally regarded
as complex.

In a way, this complexity must be contained in manageable units.

Modularity is our way of managing complexity.

Developers are familiar with

modularity as a principle for creating highly cohesive and loosely coupled systems.
This same principle is used throughout the study.
DOOAs have many conflicting requirements. Chapter 2 identifies some of
these conflicting requirements.

DOOM attempts to ameliorate the situation by

localizing these conflicts within the objects themselves. For example, concurrency
and sharing conflict, but if we invent objects which can be shared and at the same
time maintain their own consistency without the need for centralized algorithms, then
the conflict may be dealt with individually on a per object basis. It has been a
conscious effort to localize decision making to either the object or at least within the
node.
Abstract. It will consistently be our goal to invent powerful abstractions that
will assist developers in DOOA modeling. We believe that object types with welldefined semantics will be useful in DOOA modeling. These object types may be
used as building blocks for modeling DOOAs.
Closely related and equally important to object types are object relationships.
We have found the semantics of class instance relationships to be ambiguous. We
hope to clarify the semantics of class instance relationships as this is important in
mode ling.
Efficient. We exert an effort to achieve a balance between abstraction and
efficiency. It is important to provide powerful abstractions because they are essential
in modeling. However, it is equally important for these abstractions to contribute to
the efficient execution of the system .
Abstraction and efficiency may be two conflicting goals. We have made a
conscious effort not to introduce abstractions that will severely compromise
efficiency.

However, we also give priority to abstraction whenever we have to

choose between whether to provide efficiency or abstraction. Although we believe
abstraction is more important, we do not lose sight of efficiency.

4.6 Summary
This chapter provides the principles behind DOOM.
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Firstly, problems related to existing D00 methods are identified.

The

problems are grouped into: concept and notation problems and problems with the
process. There are centralized object-oriented methods with extensions that address
issues involving distribution.

However, since they are originally intended for

centralized applications, their notations and concepts are incomplete.
There is an extension to an object-oriented method which seriously considers
distribution issues. This is the extension to MOSES [Henderson94] introduced by
Rasmussen, et. al. [Rasmussen96a, Rasmussen96b]. We consider the concepts and
notations introduced by Rasmussen, et. al. flexible because they may be used to
model different types of distributed applications. However, the major disadvantage
we found is the difficulty of choosing the right abstractions considering the many
conflicting requirements of DOOAs. For example, Rasmussen, et. al. provide the
concepts and notations for asynchronous and synchronous communication.
However, they do not explain how these communication schemes (in particular,
asynchronous communication) affect the consistency of the system.
Perhaps so much flexibility is not really required and what is needed is a set of
abstractions that removes from the developer the burden of making difficult
decisions about issues which are normally recurring.

We show one method that

provides these abstractions. This method is called DOCASE [Miihlhiiuser93]. The
chapter identifies some of the problems with DOCASE, such as, the semantics of the
object types is fragile, there are some object types which have not been defined, the
object types are unstable in the sense that their type does not persist across
applications, and the process how the object types were determined is not clear.
Another problem which we discovered regarding the concepts and notations is
that methods do not clearly describe the semantics of class instance relationships.
Class instance relationships are fundament to object-oriented systems, therefore,
their semantics must be clarified.
Moving on to the process, we have found that the approach adopted by
DOCASE to achieve seamlessness is to integrate design and implementation. This is
good only for small systems. Integrating design and implementation may not be
advantageous for large systems because of the complications it brings to project
management. In this chapter, we also show how abstraction drives the development
process. Another area which we covered is related to the problem that some D00
methods do not provide information about how some abstractions are to be
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implemented. We also emphasize that the process of DOOA development is iterative
and incremental.
After describing all the problems, we outline and explained four points which
need to be improved in existing DOO methods. The four points are as follows .
Firstly, identify object types which are useful for DOOA modeling.

Secondly,

clarify the possible ways by which objects may be related. Thirdly, determine a
development process that clearly supports the features of DOOAs. Lastly, clarify
how some of the features of DOOAs may be implemented.
The last part of the chapter concentrates on the principles that guide the
development of DOOM.

These principles are described in Section 4.5.

The

principles are as follows : seamlessness, traceability, incremental development,
modularity, abstraction, and efficiency.
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5. The Object Model
The general objective of this chapter is:
•

to describe the properties of DOOM's object model ;

and the specific objectives are:
•

to demonstrate DOOM's support for value abstractions and objects,

•

to analyze and classify objects,

•

to identify object types that may be used as building blocks for
modeling DOOAs, and

•

to provide an overview of the relationships between objects.

There is no consensus on the model of an object--object model-in the domain of
D00. The object model forms the basis for the analysis, design, and implementation
of object-oriented systems. This chapter describes the properties of DOOM ' s object
model.
The object is the foundation of any object-oriented system. The basic concept
of an object is that it has state and behavior.

Objects can receive messages.

Depending on its current state, the object will exhibit a behavior as a response to a
message it receives.
This concept 1s common to all DOOPLs and DOOPSs.
disagreements emerge in extensions to this basic notion.

However,

For example, in some

object-oriented systems all objects are active (Hybrid [Nierstrasz87]), in others, they
are all passive (Arjuna [Parrington95] , Guide [Balter94]), and in others, a
combination of passive and active objects is allowed.
Another manifestation of contrasting viewpoints appear m biases towards
objects being mobile (Emerald [Jul88]) or immobile (Argus [Liskov88]). In wellknown methods that have support for distribution, objects are classified in different
ways. For example, in OOSE [Jacobson92, pp. 132-135] objects are classified as
control, entity, and interface objects; while others have simple classification such as
active and passive objects [Booch94]. These differences are subtle and form the
basis of debate of the merits and demerits of the distributed object model.
The objective of this study is to develop a method for building DOOAs.
Central to this study is the concept of an object. Therefore, the obvious first step to
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be able to define a method for developing DOOAs is to clarify the concept of an
object.
It is important to understand the object model of a particular domain of study
because different object-oriented systems have different variations in their model. It
is essential to provide a definition of object because it provides a perspective where
arguments may be based and clarifies how applications are realized. In developing
DOOAs, the concept of an object is used so that developers may be able to model the
real-world problem domain and the software-world so lution domain. In DOOPSs
and DOOPLs, the properties of objects determine their execution efficiency and
capability to abstract real-world problems in the software-world. Indeed, the object
model forms the basis for the analysis, design, and implementation of object-oriented
systems.
This chapter identifies object types which may be used as building blocks for
modeling DOOAs . The identification of these object types is one of this study' s
contribution to knowledge. This is significant because if these specific classes of
objects are known then they may be used in DOOA development. This is analogous
to having knowledge about the existence of generic types or library routines. In
other words, these object types may be used as patterns that may be adopted to
specific situations to be modeled.
Since identifying object types is a worthwhile endeavor, the next question is:
where do we start our analysis? In this study the analysis starts by classifying the
object types identified in centralized and distributed object-oriented literature. Then
these object types are amalgamated until the required building block object types are
identified.
This chapter is divided into five sections. Section 5.1 emphasizes DOOM's
support for both value abstractions and objects. This is a firm contradiction to the
uniform or pure object model. The acceptance of both abstractions in the model is
motivated by the presence of these abstractions in the real-world .

This firm

conviction is also motivated by the philosophy that developers should model their
software-world solution domain as close as possible to the real-world problem
domain.
Section 5 .2 starts the analysis of object types. The object types commonly
identified in centralized and distributed literature are classified and explained . In
Section 5.3 , a series of amalgamations are shown until the desired DOOM' s object
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types are identified . In Section 5.4, an overview of how objects may be related is
given. The chapter closes with a summary of the major points.

5.1

Value Abstractions and Objects
DOOM supports both value abstractions and objects.

This corresponds to

MacLennan ' s view [MacLennan82] that these two are different and programming
languages should support them and provide the means to use them correctly. The
detailed differences between these two are not explained here because they are
discussed extensively elsewhere.

Readers are directed to [MacLennan82] and

[Atkinson91 , pp. 23-25] for the detailed discussion of the subtle differences between
value abstractions and objects . However, the major points in their differences, which
are relevant to this study, are highlighted.
Novices to object orientation experience difficulty in identifying objects. This
may be blamed on the basic notion in that there are many concepts that may not be
suitable to model as objects. Good examples of these are mathematical entities like
integer, real, and complex numbers. These entities are atemporal, therefore, they are
never created nor destroyed, unlike objects. For example, the number 8 is never
created nor destroyed. It is just there, and used as an abstraction for anything that
may be associated with " 8" or "eight". These abstractions are called values.
Operations may be applied to values.

However, this does not mean that

operations create or destroy them. For example, 3 + 5 = 8 does not mean that the
number 8 is created and that 3 and 5 are destroyed.

Operations simply show

relationships between values. Another example of values are qualities like big or
small. Big or small is regarded as a quality of an object and not an object in itself.
Big or small are neither created nor destroyed. In addition, the concept of updating
do not apply to them because they are immutable. In summary, values are atemporal
abstractions, and the concepts of updating and instantiation do not apply to them.
Objects embody the concept of time.

At one time they are created and at

another they are destroyed. In a library system, it is typical to find books that are
created and added to the library' s collection.

Books are also destroyed as a

consequence of their being out of date, ruined, or by the application of some library
policy.

Borrowers are created when they sign-in to be a member of the library.

Borrowers are destroyed when they disassociate themselves from the library.
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Since objects exist in time, their qualities change in time.

For example, a

borrower object may have the quality unmarried. However, after some time this
quality may change. This is an important characteristic that distinguishes objects
from values. Values do not change whereas objects do. In the previous example 3 + 5 = 8-neither 3, 5, nor 8 changes. The qualities of an object leads to the notion
of the object' s state. In this way, one can say that the state of an object may change
in time.
However, having said there are value abstractions and objects in the realworld, there are DOOPLs that treat values as objects. For example, the distributed
variants of Smalltalk-80 [Goldberg83] like those introduced by Decouchant
[Decouchant86, Decouchant89], Bennett [Bennett87, Bennett90], and McCullough
[McCullough87] ; DOWL [Achauer91 , Achauer93a, Achauer93b] which is the
distributed variant of Trellis/Owl [Schaffert86] ; and Emerald [Black86, Black87,
Jul88, Raj91]. The objective of these systems is to provide a pure and uniform object
model. The philosophy behind the uniform object model is that the semantics of all
objects, whether local or distributed, large or small, should be independent of their
implementation technique.
The author only partly agrees with their philosophy. The author agrees with
maintaining the same semantics for local and distributed objects.

However, the

author argues that the distinction between large and small objects is vague.

The

author conjectures that the classification of large and small objects is simply a result
of these systems non-acceptance of value abstractions in their model. In DOOM ' s
view, it is wrong to view value abstractions also as objects. This is wrong because
the real-world problem domain consists of both value abstractions and objects .
DOOM' s acceptance of the "mixed paradigm" view, that is, value abstractions
and objects is based on the premise that the real-world problem domain consists of
these abstractions.

This is fundamental and therefore should be the basis of any

DOOA development method. The acceptance of the mixed paradigm view is also
consistent with the view of other authors. An example is MacLennan ' s view, which
may be summarized by the quotation from his paper [MacLennan82, p. 77]:
" ... programmers should be clear about what they are trying to model
and then use the appropriate constructs. If they are modeling an
abstraction, such as a number, then they should use values, if they
are modeling an entity or thing that exists in time, then they should
use an object. . . ".
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Although DOOM supports both value abstractions and objects, at the
architecture level, DOOM imposes modeling applications as interacting objects.
DOOM and Smalltalk-80 [Goldberg83] are similar because they both model
applications as interacting objects. The difference between DOOM and Smalltalk
lies in the "pure" object-oriented view of Smalltalk.

In the pure object-oriented

view, everything, including value abstractions, are objects.

As described earlier,

DOOM is different from DOOPLs that adopt the pure object-oriented view but also
similar to them in the sense that DOOM imposes that DOOAs are modeled as
interacting objects.
DOOM

is similar to

DRAGOON

[Atkinson91]

because

emphasizes the distinction between value abstractions and objects.

DRAGOON
However,

although DRAGOON supports both value abstractions and objects, the difference is
that it does not impose the object-oriented paradigm. Therefore, it is possible to
produce non-object-oriented programs in DRAGOON.

This is not the case with

DOOM.
For a similar reason, DOOM differs from DOOPLs which extend C++
[Stroustrup86]. C++ is a superset of C, C is a non-object-oriented programming
language, therefore, it is possible to produce non-object-oriented programs in C++.
Consequently, it is possible to develop non-object-oriented programs in DOOPLs
which are an extension of C++. Examples of DOOPLs that extend C++ are Arjuna
[Parrington95] , DC++ [Dasgupta9 l ], Avalon/C++ [Detlefs88].
Therefore, DOOM's support of value abstractions and objects is different from
current implementation of DOOPLs. The only exception known is Distributed Eiffel
[Gunaseelan92], which is an extension of Eiffel [Meyer88] . However, Distributed
Eiffel is fundamentally different because it is designed for a distributed environment
with a distributed shared memory [Li89] architecture.
Value abstractions are supported in real-world problem-domain and softwareworld solution-domain models, but they are encapsulated or hidden in objects. They
are primitive data types: numeric, Boolean, character, and reference to object. They
are always local to their enclosing object. They are allocated space within the object
and accessed directly in their containing object' s data area. Values may be passed to
other objects as parameters in method calls using the pass-by-value parameter
passing scheme.
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Objects are instances of non-primitive data types. Non-primitive data types
are user-defined types. Example of user-defined types are the object types identified
in Sections 5.2, strings, linked-lists, arrays, etc . Unlike value abstractions, objects
are not allocated space within their enclosing object.

Objects are contained by

reference as opposed to contained by value [Booch94, pp. 128-130]. In addition,
objects may be accessed locally or remotely.
The strategy taken by DOOM in supporting values and objects, and in
particular, in encapsulating value abstractions in objects, is essential to DOOA
modeling.
The strategy guarantees that DOOM models consist of interacting objects.
Even the smallest possible application in DOOM is an object. The strategy ensures
the

software-world

is

always

object-oriented,

unlike

some

object-oriented

programming models.
The strategy contributes to the modularity of the system.

Modularity is a

fundamental concept and benefit of object-oriented technology ([Meyer88] ,
[Booch94]). Users of DOOM are forced to think in an object-oriented way since an
application may be modeled only through objects. DOOM assists developers so that
they may avoid models that do not conform to the object-oriented paradigm .
This strategy also clarifies and simplifies the concept of an object' s state.
Since objects encapsulate values and only have references to other objects, then the
state of the object can be readily deduced from the value of the object's fields. This
is similar to Meyer's view [Meyer88].
One possible problem of this strategy comes from the existence of abstractions
which may be modeled as either value abstractions or objects. A good example is
date. Dates--03/03/93, February 7, 1997-are real-world abstractions which qualify
as value abstractions. Another example is time. These two are absolutely value
abstractions, however, they may be represented m a program as objects having
components.

For example, date may be represented as an object with three

components--day, month, and year-as primitive values with associated operations
that may be applied to them.

Representing value abstractions, such as the one

illustrated here as objects, is not much of the problem.

Nothing is lost if such

abstractions are modeled as objects in the software-world. As shown, they may in
fact be modeled naturally as objects.
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The cause of the problem is that there are certain DOOPLs that allow several
interpretations to these abstractions. For example, one such DOOPL is DRAGOON
[Atkinson91]. In DRAGOON, it is possible for the abstraction date to be represented
either as value abstraction or object. With this option, the programmer is given the
added burden of making the right decision of how to represent these abstractions. If
the wrong choice is made, a change in the program code or even the design would
have to be applied.
The obvious solution to this problem is to allow only one abstraction for this
sort of value abstractions. The object model must impose how value abstractions
such as date and time will be represented. Conceptually, they should be treated as
value abstractions.

Pragmatically, however, there are advantages if they are

represented as objects because they may be allowed to evolve and have different
implementations. Since the value representation has no advantage over the object
representation except in conceptual symmetry, and pragmatically it is advantageous
to allow the evolution of these abstractions, DOOM elects to treat value abstractions
such as date and time as objects.

5.2 Analysis of Object Types
There are different types of objects in DOOAs. This claim may be justified by the
existence of different object types commonly mentioned in distributed and objectoriented literature. For example, active, passive, mobile, immobile, unshared, and
shared objects, commonly appear in distributed and object-oriented literature. These
object types have well defined properties, which may be combined to form new
object types. For example, active-immobile, passive-immobile, passive-mobile and
active-immobile-shared objects are possible combinations. In the effort to identify
the properties of objects, it is worthwhile analyzing and identifying these commonly
mentioned categories of objects and their possible combinations.
The analysis of object categories must proceed systematically. In general, the
complexity of a system is easier to master if a certain organization about it is formed.
In particular, categorizing object types is valuable for several reasons. Firstly, it is
easier to discuss object properties when objects are classified.

Secondly,

classification forms the basis for analyzing new object types which may be formed
by combining object properties.

Thirdly, knowledge of object types assists in
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modeling DOOAs.

Lastly, the properties of an object type form the basis of its

implementation.
In Subsection 5.2.1 , object categories commonly mentioned in the literature

are classified and their properties identified. Some deductions are also made about
these object categories. In Section 5.3 , the properties of these object categories are
combined to determine object types which may be used as building blocks in
modeling DOOAs.

5.2.1 Object Dimensions
In a distributed system, objects may be classified in two dimensions, namely: relative
and absolute. In general, the properties of an object in the relative dimension are
determined with reference to another object.

In particular, the properties are

determined by either identifying the object' s node placement relative to another
object, the object' s role during object interaction, or the object's role during
composition. The properties of an object in the absolute dimension are determined
by analyzing characteristics which are native to the object, without reference to other
objects. These two dimensions are further divided, thereby, forming a hierarchical
structure, with the end nodes identifying specific object types. Figure 5-1 illustrates
the object categories.
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Figure 5-1 : Object Types in their Object Dimension

5.2.1.1 Node Locality Dimension
The node locality dimension identifies object categories which describe an object's
node placement relative to another. Objects are either node remote or node local
based on the node locality dimension.
Two objects, compared with each other, are node remote if they are located in
different nodes. Node remoteness is symmetric. Figure 5-2, illustrates icu_computer
is a node remote object relative to monitor_ 1 and vice-versa. Node remoteness is
intransitive. If monitor_ 1 is node remote relative to icu_computer and icu_computer
is node remote relative to light, it does not imply that monitor_1 is node remote
relative to light.
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Figure 5-2: Node Local and Node Remote Objects

Two or more objects, compared with each other, are node local if they are
collocated in a node. Node locality is symmetric. In Figure 5-2, instrument, light,
and monitor_ 1, in relation to each other, are node local objects . Node locality is
transitive. If monitor_1 is node local relative to light and light is node local relative to
instrument, then it implies that monitor_1 is node local relative to instrument.

5.2.1.2 Clientship Dimension
The clientship dimension identifies object categories which describe an object' s role
within a situation where one object uses the services of another. Objects are either
client or supplier based on the clientship dimension.
Two objects that interact play the role of either the client or the supplier. The
object which sends the message takes the role of the client while the receiver takes
the role of the supplier.

Figure 5-3 illustrates monitor_1 as the supplier and

icu_computer as the client.
monitor_1
set_ up(i nit_values)

~
icu_computer

Figure 5-3: Client and Supplier
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In general, a supplier object can become a client object, and vice-versa,
depending on a specific scenario. Figure 5-4 illustrates a scenario where monitor_1
is both client and supplier, depending on the object interaction.
monitor_1
set_range(mtn, max)

.-----::::

set_ up(init_values)

~
icu_computer

instrument

Figure 5-4: A Client may be a Supplier and vice-versa

Clientship is intransitive.

In Figure 5-4, if icu_computer ts a client of

monitor_ 1 and monitor_ 1 is a client of instrument, it does not imply that icu_computer
is a client of instrument.

5.2.1.3 Composition Dimension
The composition dimension identifies object types which describe an object' s role in
aggregation or collection. Objects are either whole or part based on the composition
dimension.
In general, composition is asymmetric. The whole is composed of its parts but
a part is not composed of its whole. There is generally no restriction on whether the
whole and part objects are node local or node remote. The whole may have several
parts and a part may never belong to several wholes.
In practice, composition has several facets .

Composition is discussed

extensively and in detail in the work of Civello [Civello93 b]. Facets relevant to this
study will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

Meanwhile, topics related to the

current discussion will be mentioned as the need arises. Also, in the discussion that
ensues, the properties of whole and part will be limited. This is necessary to limit the
scope of the discussion as the intention at the moment is to simply identify object
categories. In particular, in this section, emphasis is given on the software-world
meaning of composition and composition is limited to two types, namely:
aggregation and collection.
Aggregation is a composition of disparate parts. In aggregation, the whole is
called aggregate and its parts are called components. The destiny of the components
is dependent on the aggregate.
encapsulates its components.

The aggregate has exclusive use and therefore
The cardinality [Booch94, pp. 109-11 OJ of the
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relationship between the aggregate class and each component class is one-to-one.
Inherent in aggregation is the functional dependence of the whole on its parts. Figure
5-5 shows an example of aggregation. In Figure 5-5 , instances of PULSIMETER,
SPHYGMOMANOMETER, and THERMOMETER are all components of the instance

of MONITOR, the aggregate.
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Figure 5-5: An Aggregate Class with its Component Classes

Collection is a composition of similar parts. In a collection, the whole is called
group and its parts are called members. The creation of the group does not imply the
creation of its members . The destruction of the group may require the destruction of
its members. The destruction of a member does not imply the destruction of its
group. The cardinality of the relationship between the group class and member class
is usually one-to-many, from group to member. Figure 5-6 shows two classes that
may be found in a banking system application . BRANCHES is the group class and
BRANCH is the member class. An instance of the BRANCHES class may create and

destroy instances of BRANCH class . In general, messages to the members pass
through the group.
I -

'

BRANCHES ',

Figure 5-6: A Group Class and its Member Class

Sometimes it may be inefficient for all messages to instances of BRANCH class
to go through the instance of BRANCHES class. To avoid this limitation, another
property of a collection is that the group may allow other objects to gain a copy of its
parts. In other words, the group may expose its parts. For example, in Figure 5-7, an
instance of BANK class may acquire a reference to an instance of BRANCH class
through its group, which is an instance of BRANCHES class.
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exposing the members of a group has several consequences for design and
implementation. The discussion of these consequences is deferred until Chapter 6 as
the intention of this chapter is simply to identify the object types.

BANK

Figure 5-7: A Member may Shared by its Group

5.2.1.4 Mobility Dimension
The mobility dimension identifies object types which describe whether the object's
placement in a node is fixed or not. Objects are either immobile or mobile based on
the mobility dimension.
An immobile object is "fixed" in a single node during its lifetime. On the
other hand, a mobile object may move from one node to another during its lifetime.
The ability of objects to move to different nodes may be harnessed to improve
the efficiency of distributed systems. Efficiency gained through the possibility of
moving objects to different nodes is a major motivation in the design of some
DOOPLs and DOOPSs ( e.g., Emerald [Jul88] and Panda [Assenmacher93]).
Basically, mobile objects may be moved closer to objects with which they interact.
Hence, eliminating communication overhead and consequently improving efficiency.

5.2.1.5 Shareability Dimension
The shareability dimension identifies object types which describe whether an object
may be shared or not, and if they are shared, to what extent is sharing allowed.
Objects are either unshared or shared based on the shareability dimension.
In general, an object accessible to different objects is shared and an object
accessible only to a single object and that object alone is unshared. Access to objects
which are shared must be controlled. This is essential, otherwise, shared objects'
states, observed by objects accessing them, may become inconsistent.
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A typical example of unshared objects are component objects which are
encapsulated by their aggregate. Figure 5-5 on page 66 illustrates an example of
unshared

objects.

Assume

the

instances

of

PULSIMETER,

SPHYGMOMANOMETER, and THERMOMETER classes are encapsulated by an

instance of MONITOR class.

In this case, they are not shared by an instance of

MONITOR class with other objects.

There are two types of shared objects. Figure 5-8 illustrates an example of
these two types.

A particular atm object requests the client_base to send it a

depositor object, identified by its depositor_id.

In tum, client_base sends a get

request to the collection of depositors supplying the depositor_id . If the requested
depositor, which is identified by depositor_id is found, then client_base replies to
atm's request by giving it a copy of the depositor object.

In this example, the

depositor object is shared by atm and client_base objects. Another example of this
first type of shared object is shown in Figure 5-7. Instances of BRANCH class are
shared by instances of BANK and BRANCHES classes .
aim
1. depositor ·= send(depositor_id:
::::----.. INTEGER): DEPOSITOR

client_base

1

2. depositor := get(depositor_id :
INTEGER) DEPOSITOR

depositor:
DEPOSITOR

Figure 5-8: depositor i s Shared by client_base and atm

The second type of shared object is a supplier object that may be
simultaneously accessible to several clients. In Figure 5-8, the client_base object
may be simultaneously accessed by several atm objects.
The two types of shared objects are distinguished by the number of clients that
may access them at any one time. In the first type, they are accessed serially by their
clients. In the second type, they may be accessed simultaneously by their clients.
Other differences between these two types of shared objects are identified in Section
5 .3 .2 and Section 5 .3 .3.
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5.2.1.6 Activity Dimension
Activity dimension describes whether an object has its own thread of control.
Objects are either active or passive based on this dimension.
Active objects have their own thread of control.

Passive objects get their

thread of control when they receive a message. In some object-oriented systems, all
objects are active (Hybrid [Nierstrasz87]), in others, all are passive (Arjuna
[Parrington95]), still in others, there may be a combination of active and passive
objects.
The availability of active and passive objects in a distributed object model is
important. The rationale behind this claim is that there is no substantial basis to
favor one over the other.
The major argument against having active objects is the cost incurred in their
management, which is largely due to their implementation complexity [Balter94].
The major argument for active objects is the conceptual simplicity they provide the
resulting system model [Nierstrasz87]. The major argument against passive objects
is they do not capture some of the common real-world problem domain abstractions.
The major argument for passive objects is their simple implementation, which results
in less overhead.
In DOOM, it is suggested that active objects should be used whenever they are
needed.

Priority is given to the ease in capturing real-world abstraction in the

software-world over complexity and cost of managing them. The cost incurred in
using active objects is outweighed by the simplicity they provide to the resulting
model. However, care must be taken in their design. Fundamental to keeping the
cost of managing active objects at a minimum is to avoid their arbitrary "crossbreeding" with objects from other dimensions. This requires the analysis of which
object types from the other dimensions may be combined with active objects so that
cost is minimized. Section 5.3 provides such analysis.

This ends the analysis of object types commonly found in distributed and objectoriented literature. In retrospect, object dimensions, analyzed by themselves, are not
very interesting because they provide partial descriptions of objects. This indicates
the need to combine the properties of objects in different dimensions. Therefore, the
analysis of object types now shifts from identifying object types commonly found in
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the literature to object types that may be used as "building blocks" for modeling
DOOAs. These new object types are determined by combining object types from
different dimensions.
The amalgamation must be systematic. To this end, three basic principles are
identified to guide the amalgamation . These principles are first described in Section
5.2.2 before the amalgamation of object types are performed. Section 5.3 analyzes
and identifies object types which may be used as building blocks for modeling
DOOAs.

5.2.2 Principles used in the Amalgamation
This section identifies the principles that guide the amalgamation of object types
from different dimensions.
The amalgamation must result to meaningful object types.
combinations prove to be meaningful.

Not all object

Meaningful object types are those that

provide new and valid properties. For example, combining the properties of objects
in the composition and mobility dimensions do not result in meaningful object types .
One of the requirements of DOOAs is efficiency. The reduction of the runtime overhead in maintaining objects contributes to the efficiency of the system .
More importantly, an object model must not introduce properties and mechanisms
that complicate the run-time management of objects . For example, it is not a good
strategy to invent mobile objects which may be simultaneously accessible to other
objects .

Implementing mechanisms to keep the consistency of simultaneously

accessible objects in the presence of communication and node failures are hard
enough and adding the property of mobility makes them even more difficult to
implement. On the other hand, an object model should support active mobile objects
because they are real-world abstractions that software developers would want to be
pre-defined in their modeling tools.
This requires a balance between efficiency and abstraction. An object model
should make programming DOOAs easy.

Hence, abstractions that make

programming easy are given priority. However, focus on the value of efficiency
remams .
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5.3 Amalgamation of Object Dimensions
The objective of this section is to analyze and identify object types which may be
used as building blocks for modeling DOOAs. Based on the principles set in Section
5.2.2, the amalgamation should result in new object types which are meaningful, may
be implemented efficiently, and provide abstraction that will make modeling easy.
The analyses that ensue show those amalgamations that result in such object
types.

Section 5.3.1 introduces the concept of object-local and object-remote

objects, which are different from node local and node remote objects described in
Section 5 .2. 1. 1.

In Section 5 .3 .2, the shareability and activity dimensions are

combined. This results in the basic object types. They are called basic object types
because they are the minimum set of object types which may be used to model
DOOAs . Although these objects may be used to model DOOAs, they do not yet
cover all the object types identified in the subsections of Section 5.2.1 and their
semantics are still vague. Therefore, they require further amalgamation with other
dimensions. In Section 5.3.3 , the basic object types are combined with the object
types in the mobility dimension . This results in DOOM's object types . These are the
object types required for modeling DOOAs.

Lastly, in Section 5.3.4, comments

about the amalgamation are given.

5.3.1 Object Locality Dimension
Section 5.2.1.1 identifies object types based on the object' s node placement-no de
locality dimension . Object categories identified in the node locality dimension are
relevant in systems of objects in distributed machines.

However, distributed

applications may be viewed only as communicating objects; that is, simply as
systems of objects. In DOOM, aspects related to distribution are delayed until the
later stages of development. Therefore, a better way of describing locality is one
which is based on objects rather than node placement-ob ject locality dimension .
Figure 5-9 shows the object categories in the object locality dimension,
namely: object-local object and object-remote object. The object locality dimension
also belongs to the relative dimension. Therefore, the object categories under this
classification are always discussed relative to another object.
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Object Locality

Object Local Object

Object Remote Object

Figure 5-9 : Object Locality Dimension

An object-local object exists in a common address space relative to another
object. If the client exists within an address space which is common to its supplier,
then the client is said to be an object-local object relative to its supplier. Similarly, if
a part exists in a common address space relative to its whole, then the part is said to
be an object-local object relative to its whole. Object-locality means the client and
supplier objects are in a common address space.

Furthermore, if the client and

supplier are in a common address space, then they are always in the same node.
An object-remote object exists in a separate address space relative to another
object. If the client exists within an address space which is separate from the address
space of its supplier, then the client is said to be an object-remote object relative to
its supplier. Similarly, if a part exists in a separate address space relative to its
whole, then the part is said to be an object-remote object relative to its whole.
Object-remoteness means the client and supplier objects are in different address
spaces. However, it does not necessarily mean that they are in different nodes.
The relational

properties of object-locality and object-remoteness are

analogous to their node locality and node remoteness counterparts, respectively.
Object-locality is symmetric and transitive; while object-remoteness is symmetric
and intransitive.
It is possible for an object-remote supplier to be in the same node as its client.

One reason would be that the supplier and its client were created in the same node.
Another reason may be due to mobility; either the supplier, client, or both moved and
are now in the same node. This does not cause any conflict in the analysis because if
an object is mobile, then the predominant view should be that it is object-remote
relative to its supplier. It should be emphasized that the object locality dimension is
based on the object' s address space relative to another object; and not an object's
node placement relative to another object.
A DOOA may be viewed to be made up of several interacting objects. A
subset of these objects may have their own thread of control and may be either
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executing m different nodes or the same node.

This model of computation is

essential for DOOA development because this means that a developer can initially
build the application in a centralized environment and then later reconfigure it for
use in the target distributed environment. This is also essential because it allows
DOOPSs to provide mobility, which may help in achieving efficiency.

These

requirements affirm the need for object-remote objects.
The specification that a supplier should be object-local relative to its client is
common in the software-world . It is inherent in non-distributed applications. It is
sometimes required, hence, needs to be specified in distributed applications.

A

strong bonding between the supplier and client is a cogent argument why the supplier
should be object-local to its client.
An example that illustrates strong bonding between the client and supplier is
when the supplier serves only a single client. In this case, it is clearly advantageous,
from the efficiency point of view. if the supplier is not remote from its client. A
similar example is when the whole encapsulates its parts. Again, it is advantageous
if the parts are not in a remote node.

These examples illustrate a fundamental

requirement where the supplier should be client-local, that is, object-local, and the
parts should be whole-local, that is, object-local. Take note that this requirement
cannot be solved by making the parts or suppliers simply node local because with the
possibility of mobility, objects which are at one instance in the same node will be in
different nodes in another instance of time.

Ironically, this requirement does not

attract much attention, perhaps because we are so familiar with building nondistributed applications.
There may be reasons to make a single-server-s ingle-client system objectremote (e.g., to allow partial failure), similarly there may be reasons to make a
whole-part system object-remote (e.g. shared parts).

But, unless such special

requirements exist, efficiency dictates using an object-local setup.

Therefore, a

notation for object-local object should be a part of DOOM.
In the cases illustrated above, there are specific requirements that may only be
solved by a specific strategy. Indeed, the object locality dimension is a better way of
describing the relationship of objects with respect to locality than the node locality
dimension. It allows developers to describe the intended meaning of their designs
better, hence, allowing them to trace design decisions perhaps back to requirements.
It is also better because as shown by the examples above, it allows the developer to
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provide a more elaborate model, if this is required. Lastly, it is better because it
allows the developer the possibility of developing applications in a centralized
environment which may later be moved to a distributed environment.
In summary, an object-local object exists in an address space that is common
with the object with which it is related. An object-remote object exists in an address
space which is separate from the object with wh ich it is related . Similar to their node
locality and node remoteness counterparts, object-locality is symmetric and
transitive; while object-remoteness is symmetric and intransitive.

5.3.2 Basic Object Types
Table 5-1 shows the object types derived from the amalgamation of the shareability
and activity dimensions .

The amalgamation identifies the basic object types,

namely: shared serial, shared atomic, autonomous, and unshared-passive objects.
These object types are common in the real-world problem domain and softwareworld solution domain . They are basic because DOOAs may be modeled using these
object types, except that the objects do not have the notion of mobility.

•

Shared atomic
objects .

•

Shared serial objects.

Autonomous objects.

•

Unshared-passive
objects.

Table 5-1 : Basic Object Types

Shared-passive objects are normally passed between objects, possibly as
parameters to method calls. Access to them is serial and largely controlled by their
clients . For this reason, they are called shared serial objects. Typical examples of
shared serial objects are data objects like depositor, message, and patient objects.
Shared serial objects are typically acted upon rather than take active roles.
In DOOM, shared serial objects ' state 1 is kept consistent by controlling access
to them . It was mentioned earlier that shared serial objects are accessed serially.
This can be achieved by locking [Eswaran76]. For example, before a shared serial

1

Precisely, this means the objects ' observable state. The observable state is an object's state
before and after it has been accessed by another object. However, in this section it suffices to
use the term state.
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object is accessed by a client, the client first acquires a lock to it. If another object is
currently holding the shared serial object's lock, then those clients requesting access
to the shared serial object will have to wait until the object currently holding the lock
releases it. If the shared serial object is not currently locked, then the client acquires
a lock and holds the lock until it is finished . After the client is finished accessing the
shared serial object, it releases the lock to allow other objects to acquire a lock to the
shared serial object.
Shared-active objects are envisaged as "heavyweight" objects, both in terms of
space and processing requirements. They generally provide services to a number of
different objects, at arbitrary times. These services may be invoked simultaneously
to enhance concurrency in the system, thereby, increasing throughput and
consequently increasing the quality of performance.

Contrary to shared serial

objects, shared-active objects take an active role in maintaining their consistency by
permitting atomic transactions [Moss85 , Gray93] to control the access of other
objects to them . In turn, they may also have their own atomic transactions to assist
them in maintaining the consistency of objects they access. For this reason, sharedactive objects are called shared atomic objects. Typical examples of shared atomic
objects are name servers and file servers.
Shared serial objects should not be confused with shared atomic objects.
Shared serial objects do not allow simultaneous access to them while shared atomic
objects do. Shared serial objects are passive objects, which may be passed to objects
that share them . On the other hand, shared atomic objects are active objects, which
may be used to coordinate access to shared serial objects or other resources. Shared
serial objects are normally member objects while shared atomic objects are normally
aggregate or group objects.

Shared atomic objects guarantee the consistency of

objects they manage even in the presence of concurrency, and node and
communication failures.
Unshared-active

objects

are

called

autonomous

objects

m

DOOM.

Autonomous objects have their own thread of control. They are autonomous because
once they are created, they continuously and independently perform the task they are
designed to accomplish, until they are destroyed.

A typical example of an

autonomous object is a sensor. Autonomous objects are unshared because they do
not provide service to arbitrary clients.

In addition, they are envisaged as
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"lightweight" objects.

The state information autonomous objects keep about

themselves is minimal and their task is normally limited.
Unshared-passive objects are the most common and always present in any
DOOM application. They interact with the different objects mentioned above. They
are unshared because they are specifically designed for use by a single object. Their
creation may or may not trigger the creation of other objects.

5.3.3 DOOM's Object Types
Table 5-2 shows the basic object types derived so far and their amalgamation with
the mobility dimension. This table shows DOOM' s object types. These object types
are the building blocks for modeling DOOAs. This section describes the semantics
of these object types.

wi!IIIJIIIIII I JI I II JI IJIIIIIIIIIJIIJjj l l l l l l l l l l :l:I
Shared serial-mobile
objects.

lllil •::::;:::~~•bile

•

Shared serial-immobile
objects are not allowed .

•

Shared atomic objects.

•

Autonomous-immobile
objects.

•

Unshared-passiveimmobile objects.

(\ff

•

Unshared-passivemobile objects.

Table 5-2: DOOM's Object Types

Objects with the feature of mobility, if designed carefully, enhance the
efficiency of DOOPSs. In DOOM, shared serial objects are mobile, shared atomic
objects are immobile, and autonomous and unshared-passive objects are either
mobile or immobile. These object types are explained in the succeeding four subsections.

5.3.3.1 Shared Serial Objects
The mobility of shared serial objects enhances the efficiency of DOOAs . Since
shared serial objects are mobile, then they may be moved to the address space of
their client. Thereby, avoiding the communication overhead that would otherwise be
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incurred. The decision of making shared serial objects mobile is justified because
they are exclusively passive and accessed serially.
However, moving objects may sometimes be costly. In general, moving an
object depends on the relative cost of mobility and local and remote invocation
[Jul88]. In particular, moving an object depends on the following: the number of
invocations to the object after the move, size of the object, and current and future
invocations of the object.
In DOOM, the developer of the client object has to decide if the shared serialmobile object needs to move. This decision is based on the developer's knowledge
of how the client object will use the shared serial-mobile object. Specifically, the
developer of the client object would know how many invocations the client object
will make to the shared serial-mobile object Therefore, if the cost of moving a
shared serial-mobile object outweighs the number of invocations to be made by the
client object, then the developer of the client object should choose not to move the
shared serial-mobile object to the address space of the client object.
For example, in the banking system problem domain, if a terminal object
requires the date of birth of a depositor and requires nothing else from the depositor
after receiving the date of birth information, then the developer of the routine in
terminal which needs access to the depositor' s date of birth, should not design this
particular case in such a way that the routine requests the depositor to move to the
address space of the terminal. A possible scenario illustrating this design is shown in
Figure 5-10.

In this scenario, terminal calls the get_dob() operation supplied by

client_base and expects a return result of type DATE to be assigned to dob. The
terminal object does not require the depositor object to move to its address space.
terminal
1. dob := get_dob(depositor_id:
::::------. INTEGER) DATE
client_base

1

2. depositor := find(depositor_id:
INTEGER): DEPOSITOR
3. dob := depositor.deb: DATE

depositor:
DEPOSITOR

Figure

5-10: depositor need not move to terminal
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However, it should be emphasized it is the supplier that provides the
operations that permit the shared serial-mobile object to move to the address space of
the client object or to stay in its current location. Strictly speaking, moving a shared
serial-mobile object is a decision taken by the developer of the client object and the
developer of the supplier object. The developer of the supplier object provides the
operations that may or may not require the shared serial-mobile object to move. On
the other hand, the developer of the client object must choose the operations it
requires. The shared serial-mobile object may move to the address space of the
client object or it may stay in its current location depending on the operation invoked
by the client object on the supplier object.
The statements above require further explanation . In particular, the keywords
client, supplier, shared serial-mobile object, and move need to be clarified. Figure 511 shows a client_base object having several depositor objects. Also, several atm
objects may access the client_base object at arbitrary times. It may be deduced that
the client_base object is a shared atomic object (explained in Section 5.3 .3.2) and the
depositor objects are shared serial-mobile objects.

Also, the atm objects may be

clients of both the client_base and depositor objects. An atm object can be a client of
depositor objects because it can gain direct access to them .
atm
1. depositor := send(deposiior_id:
::::------. INTEGER): DEPOSITOR
client_base

1

I

ti

2. depositor := get(depositor_id:
INTEGER) DEPOSITOR

depositor:
DEPOSITOR

Figure 5-1 I : Client. Supplier, and Shared Serial Object

A depositor object can move to the address space of an atm object. This is
essential to achieving efficiency because the communication overhead may be
reduced by moving the depositor object closer to the atm object. Take note also that
the atm, client_base, and depositor objects may be in the same physical node. In
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general, the meaning of move implied in the discussion is based on the object
locality dimension instead of node locality dimension .
The client_base supplier object provides the send() operation, which allows the
shared serial-mobile depositor object to move to the atm object if the depositor object
specified by depositor_id exists. Also, as illustrated in Figure 5-10, the client_base
supplier object provides the get_dob() operation, which does not required the shared
serial-mobile depositor object to move. Therefore, the preceding discussion clarifies
that the client objects are the atms, the supplier object is the client_base, the shared
serial-mobile objects are the depositor objects, and move implies movement based on
the object locality dimension.
Two other factors that influence whether a shared serial-mobile object should
move are its size, and its current and future invocations.

The cost of moving a

"huge" shared serial-mobile object may outweigh the cost of invoking it remotely.
Also, it is possible that moving an object might result to more remote invocations,
which may be avoided if the shared serial-mobile object is not moved. Similarly,
moving a shared serial-mobile object may be costly because of the need to store and
restore state information related to current invocations by the shared serial-mobile
object.
These factors are different from the one that was described earlier. In these
cases, it is only the developer of the supplier object who has the knowledge to make
the decision of whether to allow the shared serial-mobile object to move or stay. In
most cases, if the cost of moving shared serial-mobile objects outweighs the cost of
invoking them remotely, then the developer of the supplier object will not provide
any operation which allows the shared serial-mobile object to move. This decision is
taken solely by the developer of the supplier and shared serial-mobile objects.
Therefore, if the cost of mobility outweighs the cost of remote invocation then the
shared serial-mobile object is not allowed to move to its client.
Based of the discussion so far, it is intuitive to invent shared serial-immobile
objects. Using Figure 5-11 as an example, let us assume any or a combination of the
following : the depositor object's size is huge, the depositor object currently has
several pending invocations, the depositor object will make multiple remote
invocations after the move. In any of these cases, due to efficiency considerations,
the developer of the client_base object may choose not to provide any operations that
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will allow depositor objects to move, hence, making depositor objects immobile.
However, further analysis shows that shared serial-immobile objects are undefined.
Take note that the definition of move is based on the object locality dimension.
Hence, immobility means depositor objects do not move into the address space of
atm objects. In other words, depositor objects just stay within the address space of
the client_base object and accessible only through operations provided by
client_base. If this is the case, then depositor objects are not shared because the atm
objects do not gain direct access to them . Shared serial-immobile objects do not
exist due to the fact that no sharing is allowed . It is not the shared serial-immobile
objects themselves which are shared but their manager. For these reasons, shared
serial-immobile objects are not allowed in DOOM.
Since shared serial-mobile objects are exclusively mobile, the mobile qualifier
is dropped, hence, referring to them simply as shared serial objects in the succeeding
discussions. The mobile property is always implied in shared serial objects.
Shared serial objects are part objects because another object, their whole,
needs to manage them. Specifically, they are member objects and their manager is
the group object. A shared serial object may be a client or a supplier.
In summary, shared serial objects have the following properties: mobile;
shared; passive; accessed serially; they are generally part objects but they may also
be the whole of other parts; and they are managed by their whole.
The properties identified above may be used as guidelines for identifying
shared serial objects (SSOs) during analysis and design. DOOM' s object types are
drawn as classes in class diagrams . Class diagrams are used in analysis and design to
model a particular situation by showing classes and their relationships. Basically, a
class is adorned by its object type. In the case of a shared serial object type, the class
is adorned as shown in Figure 5-12. The adornment {SSO} in DEPOSITOR means
that all instances of DEPOSITOR class are shared serial objects.

/ oEPos1-roR '.
I

{SSO}

I

Figure 5-12: Adorning a Shared Serial Object Type

Figure 5-13 illustrates how DOOM ' s SSO may be shown in a class diagram.
Figure 5-13 illustrates the class diagram depicting the situation which may be
deduced from the object scenario diagrams shown in this section (Figure 5-10 and
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Figure 5-11). The class diagram illustrates how DOOM ' s SSO may be shown, the
relationships between the classes will be discussed in the next chapter.
/

TERMINAL ',
I

'

ATM

'
I

I

__\ ,:
----·\ ____/ M
/
I
I

CLIENT_
BASE

O J

',

..

I
'

,,,-

-

--- -

-

,

~ DEPOSITOR I
I
:
{SSO}
O.. J I
/
', - - - - - - - -

Figure 5-13: Class Diagram showing how DOOM ' s SSO may be used

Figure 5-13 shows that instances of ATM may directly access instances of
DEPOSITOR and instances of TERMINAL may not directly access instances of
DEPOSITOR although DEPOSITOR is a SSO. This situation depicted by the class

diagram is consistent with the object scenario diagrams shown in Figure 5-10 and
Figure 5-11.

5.3.3.2 Shared Atomic Objects
Shared atomic objects are exclusively immobile. They are heavyweight objects with
possibly several clients access ing them simultaneously. If these objects are allowed
to move either from one node to another or from one object to another, their
management cost will be considerable and outweigh the benefits of mobility. For
these reasons, DOOM requires immobility of shared atomic objects . Since shared
atomic objects are exclusively immobile, the immobile qualifier in shared atomicimmobile will be dropped, hence, referring to them simply as shared atomic objects
in the succeeding discussions. The immobile property is always implied in shared
atomic objects.
Shared atomic objects may be either aggregates or groups. They cannot be
components because components are not shared in DOOM. A shared atomic object
may be a client or a supplier. Shared atomic objects are object-remote because they
have their own address space.
Shared atomic objects are drawn as classes with the {SAO} adornment. Figure
5-14 illustrates the CLIENT_BASE object as a shared atomic object. In this case, an
instance of CLIENT BASE may be accessed simultaneously by instances of
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TERMINAL and ATM . The semantics of shared serial object dictate that the state of

instances of DEPOSITOR are kept consistent even in the presence of concurrency,
and communication and node failures .
,

TERMINAL ',
I

,

ATM

',

I

I

----•\ ---_/M -_\ )
,'
I

:

CLIENT_
BASE
{SAO}

',

O.. J

I

~

\ - - - - - - - - /

/ DEPOSITOR ',
O.. J

{SSO}

I

;

Figure 5-14: Class Diagram showing SAO

In summary, shared atomic objects have the following properties: active; they
are envisaged as "heavyweight" objects; they provide service to a number of
different objects simultaneously and at arbitrary times; they take an active role in
maintaining their consistency by using atomic transactions; and they are normally
aggregate or group objects which are used to coordinate access to shared serial
objects or other resources .

These properties may be used as guidelines for

identifying shared atomic objects (SAOs) during analysis and design.

5.3.3.3 Autonomous Objects
Autonomous objects are either mobile or immobile.

Making autonomous objects

mobile may appear to contradict the principles set in Section 5.2.2 because
autonomous objects are active and active objects incur processing overhead.
However, making autonomous objects mobile is justified because the cost of
managmg them is minimal even though they are active objects.

The cost of

managmg the movement of autonomous objects is minimal because they are
unshared and lightweight.
Table 5-3 shows the autonomous objects that may exist when they are
combined with objects in the object locality dimension . Autonomous objects are
parts of the whole object that created them . They may either be object-local or
object-remote to the whole that create them . They can themselves also be whole of
other parts. Hence, they may either be a client or a supplier.
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Autonomous
Mobile Object-local
Object.

•

Autonomous Mobile
Object-remote Object.

Autonomous
Immobile Objectlocal Object.

•

Autonomous Immobile
Object-remote Object.

Table 5-3: Autonomous Objects and Object Locality Dimension

Autonomous-mobile-object-local objects, autonomous-mobile-object-remote
objects, autonomous-immobile-object-local objects, and autonomous-immobileobject-remote objects are always defined relative to their whole. They are analyzed
in this subsection to determine if they may be object-remote or object-local from
their whole. Object relationships are analyzed in the next chapter.

However, we

find it important to analyze these combinations so that we may guide the developer
on possible combinations of autonomous mobile/immobile objects with objectlocality and object-remoteness.
Autonomous-mobile-object-local objects are mobile only if their whole is
mobile. Autonomous-immobile-object-local objects are immobile if their whole is
immobile. In both these cases, the autonomous objects are in the same address space
as their client, that is, their whole.
Autonomous objects are made object-remote relative to their whole for
specific reasons. For example, they are made object-remote so that they may fail
independently of their whole. If the part object is made object-remote then it may be
placed in a remote node. Since the whole and the part objects are in different nodes
then the probability of independent failure is increased. A straightforward way to
guarantee that whole and part objects stay in remote nodes is to declare them both
immobile objects (the part being an autonomous-immobile-object-remote object). In
this way, they will stay in the nodes they are created during their entire lifetime.
However, if any of the whole or part object is mobile or if both of them are mobile
then to increase the probability of independent failure the run-time system or the
programmer (perhaps through some mechanism available in the programming
system) must ensure that the whole and part objects always stay in different nodes.
Another reason why a part object is made object-remote would be during a
situation where a part object is required to be in a specific node location which is
different from the node location of the whole object. Again, in this case, the part
object must be object-remote relative to the whole. The autonomous object-remote
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part object may be made immobile to guarantee that it stays in the specific node
location assigned to it.
It is also sometimes required for a part object to be an autonomous-mobileobject-remote object without the added restriction of always having to be in a
different node as their whole.

One example of this is in a situation where an

intelligent agent [CACM94] is allowed to roam around the network looking for
information it requires. In this case, it is possible (and should not be restricted) for
the part object to be located in the same node as its whole.
In summary, autonomous objects have the following properties : unshared;
active; they are envisaged as " lightweight" objects; they are generally part objects
but they may also be the whole of other parts; they may either be mobile or
immobile; and they may be object-local or object-remote objects. These properties
and the examples above may be used as guidelines for identifying autonomous
mobile objects (AMOs) and autonomous immobile objects (AIOs) during analysis
and design.
They may also be called simply as autonomous objects (AOs). This may be
done if it is not so important to specify their mobile/immobile property or if it may
be deduced from the context. For example, if their whole is specified to be mobile,
then it is implied that they are mobile; similarly, for immobile.
Figure 5-15 illustrates how AMO and AIO may be shown in a class diagram.
In the figure shown, it is assumed that MONITOR is mobile and that PULSIMETER,
SPHYGMOMANOMETER, and THERMOMETER are autonomous objects which are

local to MONITOR. Also, LIGHT is an autonomous object which is intended to be
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Figure 5-15: Class Diagram showing AMO and AIO

remote to MONITOR.
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Figure 5-16 shows the same set of classes, however, this time MONITOR 1s
assumed to be immobile.

Figure 5-16: Class Diagram showing AIO

5.3.3.4 Unshared-Passive Objects
Unshared-passive objects are either mobile or immobile. Unshared-passive objects
are generally parts of the whole that create them. Unshared-passive objects may be
either object-local or object-remote to the whole that create them. However, they
can also be the whole of other parts. Unshared-passive objects are very similar to
autonomous objects except that they are passive while autonomous objects are
active. Unshared-passive objects are mobile only if their whole is mobile, otherwise
they are immobile.
Table 5-4 shows the amalgamation of unshared-passive objects and the object
locality dimension. Unshared passive mobile object-local, unshared passive mobile
object-remote, unshared passive immobile object-local, and unshared passive
immobile object-remote objects are always defined relative to their whole. These
combinations are allowed for the same reasons as autonomous objects.

Unshared-PassiveMobile-Object-local
Object.

•

Unshared-PassiveMobile-Object-remote
Object.

Unshared-PassiveImmobile-Objectlocal Object.

•

Unshared-PassiveImmobile-Objectremote Object.

Table 5-4: Unshared-Passive Objects and the Object Locality Dimension

In summary, unshared-passive objects have the following properties: unshared;
passive; they are generally part objects but they may also be the whole of other parts;
they may either be mobile or immobile; and they may be object-local or object-
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remote objects. Again, these properties may be used as guidelines for identifying
unshared passive mobile objects (UPMOs) and unshared passive immobile object
(UPIOs) during analysis and design.
They may also be called simply as unshared-passive objects (UPOs).

This

may be done if it is not so important to specify their mobile/immobile property or if
it may be deduced from the context. For example, if their whole is specified to be
mobile, then it is implied that they are mobile; similarly, for immobile.
Typical example of unshared-passive objects are members of group or
components of aggregate in a collection or aggregation, respectively. Figure 5-17
shows an example of A_MONITOR class whose instances are UPIOs.

In this

particular case, instances of A_MONITOR may be considered as members of the
instance of LIST_OF_MONITORS, which is the group. Instances of A_MONITOR are
not accessible from outside the instance of LIST_OF_MONITORS; they are object-
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/
I
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__ ______ ,
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~

A~MONITOR ',
{UPIO}

:

Figure 5-17: Class Diagram showing UPIO

local.
Figure 5-18 shows an example of an UPIO and UPMOs. These are the same
classes in Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16, however, in this example, instances of
PULSIMETER,

SPHYGMOMANOMETER,

and THERMOMETER are

unshared

passive mobile objects. Instances of these classes are mobile because the instance of
MONITOR is also mobile. Also, the instance of LIGHT is unshared passive immobile

object-remote object implying that it is in a different address as the instance of
MONITOR.
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Figure 5-18: Class Diagram showing UPMOs and an UPIO

DOOM's object types have now been identified, they are: shared serial object (SSO),
shared atomic object (SAO), autonomous mobile object (AMO), autonomous
immobile object (AIO), unshared passive mobile object (UPMO), and unshared
passive immobile object (UPIO).
These object types may be used in modeling situations during analysis and
design.

In DOOM, these object types are considered as the building blocks in

modeling DOOAs. The identification of these object types is one of this study's
contribution to knowledge. This contribution is significant because developers now
have a set of object types with clearly defined semantics which they may use to
convey the intention of the models they build.

5.3.4 Comments on the Amalgamation
This section provides other details to add to the previous discussion.
The analysis suggests mobility as a way of achieving efficiency. There are
other ways to achieve efficiency.

One way is to use different message passing

modes. Another example is the design of more efficient algorithms. Another is the
design of more efficient communication protocols. Still, another example is the use
ofredundancy. These methods are beyond the scope of this study.
The investigation shows interesting objects are those that cross different object
dimensions. For example, it is interesting to discuss shared serial-immobile objects
in relation to objects in other dimensions.

A meaningful object is one which

provides new and valid properties. Therefore, even though object types result from
the "cross-breeding" of objects in different dimensions, these objects may not be
outright meaningful, and are therefore eliminated from DOOM's object types.
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Closely related to this observation is the danger of arbitrarily combining
objects from different dimensions. To ensure the thoroughness of the investigation,
all combinations of objects from different dimens ions need to be shown . However,
arbitrarily combining two or more dimensions, can result in objects having no
meaning or needing further qualification .
An important result of the amalgamation is the identification of DOOM' s
object types. On the one hand, this result may be viewed as a generalization of the
object types in DOOAs. Subsequently, th is reduces the number of object types to be
studied yet assures complete coverage of all DOOA object types. On the other hand,
this result may also be viewed as a specialization because it establishes the types of
objects allowed to model real-world and software-world abstractions. One possible
objection is that this specialization may be seen as a restriction and, therefore, may
render the study moot. However, as the examples in the succeeding chapters show,
the types of objects identified are sufficient to model DOOAs.

5.4 Relationship between Objects
The relationship between objects are identified either through links or composition
[Booch94, pp. 97-103]. The same apply for objects in a distributed system. A link
denotes an connection between the client and supplier.

Composition denotes the

connection between the whole and the part. It is through these connections that a
form of communication. which allows the cooperation between participating objects,
take place . The link or composition between two objects may exist only if there is a
relationship between the classes in the model from which they are an instance.
A link between two objects shows a path where messages, values, objects, and
exceptions may traverse.

A message identifies the service required by an object.

Two objects connected by a link takes exclusive roles; client and supplier.

The

object which sends the message takes the role of the client while the receiver takes
the role of the supplier. During object interaction, arguments and results in the form
of values, objects, or exceptions may be passed between the client and supplier.
Therefore, a link shows a path where messages and data may flow .
Conceptually, an object may be simultaneously linked to several objects . This
makes group communication [Tanenbaum95 , pp. 99-114] possible.
objects that are linked may be object-local or object-remote objects.
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Therefore, a link is a physical connection between the client and supplier. In a
centralized computing environment, the link between two objects may be permanent
or temporary. The semantics of a permanent link dictate that the link is established
as soon as the objects that it relates are created and kept until they are destroyed.
The duration of the connection of a permanent link is long and typically lasts until
the application terminates. On the other hand, the duration of the connection of a
temporary link is limited by the execution of a method, which established the link.
In the temporary link, it is only the method in an object which requests the link to be
set-up, as opposed to a permanent link, which is requested by the objects themselves.
In a distributed environment, the link between two objects may also be
permanent or temporary. However, the exact nature of the duration of the connection
is determined by new parameters.

In a distributed environment, the concept of

object-locality plays an important role. On the one hand, the duration of the link
between object-remote objects, whether it is established by the objects themselves or
by the methods within objects, is always determined by the duration of the execution
of the method or transaction that binds them. Therefore, the following actions are
necessary: establish a link between two objects that wish to communicate, maintain
the link for the entire duration of their communication, and destroy the link when
they are finished. On the other hand, in a distributed environment, the nature of the
link between object-local objects remains unchanged.
Composition is another form of connection between objects.

However, the

centralized system interpretation of the semantics of composition cannot be applied
to distributed systems, as composition is more complicated than its link counterpart.
Composition denotes whole and part relationship.

Take note that the

discussion centers on the connection between objects. The meaning of composition
in this discussion is different from the composition dimension, which involves object
types, and which have been discussed earlier in Section 5.2.1.3.
concepts are very closely intertwined.

However, the

Take note also that there are two special

object types in the composition dimension, namely: aggregation and collection.
They too induce important properties to composition viewed as a connection between
objects. The issues involved here will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. For
the moment, the emphasis will simply be on the overall idea behind composition as a
connection mechanism between objects . The tentative semantics of composition-to
be identified in the next paragraph-may seem to be very strict.

However, assume
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them for the moment as everything will be clarified in the next chapter. The purpose
here is to emphasize the difference between link and composition.
Inherent to composition is the link that occurs between the whole and its parts.
Therefore, all the properties of a link are part of the properties of composition. The
whole can communicate with its parts through the inherent link.

However,

composition has several important features which make it different from a link.
Firstly, only the whole can create and destroy its parts.

Secondly, the whole

encapsulates its parts. Thirdly, the lifetime of the parts is dependent on the whole.
Fourthly, a part belongs to at most one whole. Fifthly, the whole and part may or
may not be in a common address space. Lastly, any object, except the root object,
must be a part of a whole. These features show that composition is different from a
link. In fact, it shows that composition is a stronger object relationship than a link.
The importance of the relationship between objects, in particular, the
composition connection between objects, is not as great in modeling as it is in the
implementation of DOOPSs and DOOPLs that are based on DOOM. This statement
may seem to be misleading at first, but it only emphasizes that developers model
using classes. Objects are more relevant in running systems. Some methods allow
nesting of objects.

The concept of nesting is important in the efficient

implementation of systems that support DOOM. However, in modeling, nesting is
not allowed as this complicates the concept of object state, which makes DOOM
models fragile to more rigid formal approaches. The subtleties and formal treatment
of this issue is beyond the scope of this thesis.
The principle that a model must be traceable and seamless, demand developers
to state clearly in their models the nature of the relationship between class instances.
Take note of the shift in attention from objects to classes. Again as explained earlier,
a developer's model is in terms of classes and not objects.

The current DOO

methods are deficient in the sense that they do not provide notations that allow
analysts to show in one place, the exact nature of the class instance relationships.
Analysts rely on textual notations, which is perhaps in another part of the
documentation of the model, to elaborate their descriptions. Designers suffer the
same fate. At the end of the line are the programmers who interpret on their own the
intended model of the designer. This interpretation may be subjective, hence, may
not capture the model as intended by the designer.
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The problem goes deeper in the sense that current object-oriented methods are
unclear about the concepts behind class instance relationships. If the objective of
this study is to invent a method for developing DOOAs, then it is clear that the
second step is to attempt to clarify the concepts behind class instance relationships.
In the next chapter, class instance relationships are analyzed. It is the aim of
the analysis to clarify the concepts and to introduce semantics and notations
appropriate for DOOA modeling.

However, the analysis will be limited to the

relationships that involve the instances of classes. Therefore, relationships between
classes, which cover inheritance, metaclasses, and generic classes, will not be
analyzed.

These are considered beyond the scope of this thesis.

However, an

overview and the philosophy adopted by DOOM regarding these relationships has
been discussed in Chapter 2.

5.5 Summary
This chapter describes the properties of DOOM's object model. It is important to
describe the model of an object--object model- because each study in the domain of
DOO has their own interpretation of the meaning of an object. The objective of this
study is to invent a method for developing DOOAs.

The notion of an object is

central to this study. Therefore, an important first step towards attaining this study ' s
objective is to clarify the meaning of an object.
This chapter provides this study ' s first contribution to knowledge: the
specification of object types which may be used as building blocks in modeling
DOOAs. DOOM ' s object type are the following: shared serial object (SSO), shared
atomic object (SAO), autonomous mobile object (AMO), autonomous immobile
object (AIO), unshared passive mobile object (UPMO), and unshared passive
immobile object (UPIO).
The chapter starts by identifying its motivations for adopting the mixed
paradigm approach. The mixed paradigm approach means that value abstractions
and objects are supported in DOOM.
Then the object types commonly identified in the centralized and objectoriented literature are identified and classified. The object types are classified into
several dimensions. Two general dimensions are first identified, namely: absolute
and relative dimensions. Then other dimensions are classified under each of these
general dimensions. The dimensions under the relative dimension are node locality,
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clientship, and composition dimensions.

The dimensions under the absolute

dimension are mobility, shareability, and activity dimensions.

Each of these

dimensions has its own set of object types. The semantics of the individual object
types are explained in detail.
It is found that these object types are not interesting because their semantics
provide only partial descriptions of objects. In the effort to identify object properties
which may be used in modeling DOOAs, the different object types are amalgamated.
The first amalgamation involves the objects in the relative dimension. This resulted
to the object locality dimension, which has two object types, namely: object-local
objects and object-remote objects .

The second amalgamation involves the

shareability and activity dimensions. This resulted to the basic object types, namely:
shared serial objects, shared atomic objects, autonomous objects, and unsharedpassive objects. These object types are called basic because they may be used in
modeling DOOAs, however, the resulting model do not incorporate the concept of
mobility. The last amalgamation involves the basic object types and the mobility
dimension. The result of this amalgamation are DOOM's object types, which have
been enumerated above.
The chapter ends by giving an overview of how objects may be related, which
serves as an introduction to the next chapter, and this summary.
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6. Class Instance Relationships
The general objective of this chapter is:
•

to describe the semantics of DOOM ' s class instance relationships;

and the specific objectives are:
•

to identify the class instance relationships semantics problem,

•

to devise a framework for describing class instance relationships,

•

to identify and explain atomic class instance relationships,

•

to identify and explain higher-level forms of class instance
relationships, and

•

to introduce new notations for class instance relationships.

Most systems organized as interacting objects are modeled using classes and the
relationships among them . Chapter 5 identifies classes or object types which may be
used for modeling DOOAs.

This chapter describes how class instances may be

related.
The subject of class instance relationships is fundamental to modeling
DOOAs. The current understanding of class instance relationships in the domain of
object-oriented methods, may be used as a starting point for describing the semantics
of DOOM's class instance relationships.

Object-oriented methods may have the

answer to the question: what are the possible ways of relating objects in a distributed
system? It is natural to confront the problem in this way because class instance
relationships are also described by object-oriented methods, albeit in the context of
non-distributed systems.
However, there is a fundamental problem.

The semantics of class instance

relationships, as they are described in current object-oriented methods, is ambiguous.
The objective of this study is to develop a method for building DOOAs.
Fundamental to the method are the definitions of objects and object relationships.
Object types have been addressed in the previous chapter. If the semantics of class
instance relationships is ambiguous, then it is clear that the next step is to attempt to
clarify their semantics. To the author' s knowledge, there is currently no study which
clarifies the semantics of class instance relationships in the context of DOO.
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This chapter provides two additional contributions to knowledge. Firstly, this
chapter clarifies the semantics of class instance relationships. Secondly, this chapter
introduces new notations that illustrate the semantics of class instance relationships.
Section 6.1 provides an overview of the problem, describes the scope of the
problem which will be addressed in this chapter, describes the proposed method for
solving the problem, and gives an overview of the results. Section 6.2 identifies and
explains the semantics of atomic class instance relationships. It is essential that these
semantics are understood as they form the basis of DOOM ' s class instance
relationships. Section 6.3 presents the amalgamation of the atomic class instance
relationships.

The result of the amalgamation is DOOM ' s class instance

relationships. Section 6.3 identifies and explains the semantics of these novel class
instance relationships, and introduces notations which clearly illustrate their
semantics. The chapter ends with a summary of important points.

6.1

Class Instance Relationships Semantics Problem
All

well-known

object-oriented

methods

(OOMs)

describe

class

instance

relationships as these are important in modeling applications. However, the types of
class instance relationships they identify and the semantics they attribute to them,
vary. This is the essence of the class instance relationships semantics problem.
The problem with current OOMs is that they do not capture the semantics of
class instance relationships in terms useful to DOOA development. Their definitions
allow for a subjective interpretation. Methods rely on a culture of how developers
use class instance relationships and how developers model situations using them .
Developers become immersed in this culture in the sense that they build doctrines.
However, these doctrines-"rules of thumb", as they are normally called-are
fragile, hence, constantly subject to inquiry. The effect is developers continuously
search for better ways to model a situation . Constantly finding ways to improve
models is not the bad point. The issue goes deeper in the sense that the concepts
used by developers are ambiguous.
The problem is acute because it hinders the development of traceable and
seamless models. Traceability and seamlessness are important properties of models.
They influence the maintainability of systems and models to a great extent. The
problem is fundamental because it affects the " understandability" of models. If the
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basic premise is that systems should evolve, then these properties must be of primary
concern in the models developers build.
A method is defined in terms of concepts, notations, and processes.

The

concepts are the foundation of all methods. Therefore, in order to solve the class
instance relationships semantics problem , we must first attempt to clarify the
concepts behind class instance relationships.

This chapter attempts to find the

solution to the class instance relationships semantics problem by analyzing,
classifying, and identifying class instance relationships.
The analysis will be limited to the relationships that involve instances of
classes, hence, class instance relationships.

Relationships between classes, which

cover inheritance, metaclasses, and generic classes, will not be analyzed.
Indeed, inheritance is an area which needs close attention . Another reason
why inheritance is not covered in this study has to do with its scope. On its own,
inheritance is a vast topic. Concurrency is ubiquitous in distribution . This implies
that concurrency and its interplay with inheritance should also be studied in detail.
For these reasons, the study does not analyze inheritance. Although inheritance is
not analyzed in detail in this study, DOOM still utilizes inheritance in modeling.
Metaclasses and generics are also not analyzed in this study.

However,

DOOM adopts generics but does not adopt metaclasses . This dissertation does not
explain in detail why metaclasses are not supported.

However, the basis for

DOOM ' s non-support for metaclasses originates from the mixed paradigm approach,
discussed in Chapter 5 Section 5.1. Therefore, DOOM supports inheritance and
generics in modeling DOOAs. However, their detailed analysis is beyond the scope
of this thesis. The semantics adopted by DOOM for inheritance and generics are
similar to Eiffel [Meyer88].

6.1.1 Overview of Analysis
The method used for analyzing class instance relationships mainly involves the
review of related literature.

Firstly, object-oriented methods with and without

extensions to distribution were reviewed.

Secondly, the survey on DOOPLs and

DOOPSs [Dayao93] published by the author was input to the analysis. Thirdly, the
survey on distributed operating systems [Dayao94] published by the author was also
input to the analysis. Lastly, the thesis of Civello [Civello93b], which centers on the
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association between whole and part objects, provided important information on the
subject.
The same method used in the previous chapter to determine DOOM's object
types is adopted in the analysis of class instance relationships. The analysis starts by
identifying the primitive properties of class instance relationships. These properties
then become the basis for formalizing class instance relationships. These properties
also serve as input to the next step in the analysis.
The idea in the next step is to derive which among the properties identified in
the first step may be used to uniquely distinguish class instance relationships. The
desired result is one or two properties, otherwise, the analysis will be complicated.
We call these the "essential properties" to distinguish them from the other properties.
Using these essential properties, atomic class instance relationships are then
identified, classified, and described.
The atomic class instance relationships describe only a subset and a loose set
of the relationships. The next step is to amalgamate these atomic relationships to
higher-level forms of class instance relationships which may be useful in DOOA
development.

These

higher-level

forms

identify

DOOM's

class

instance

relationships.

6.1.2 Overview of Results
The leftmost column of Table 6-1 identifies the properties of class instance
relationships. It was discovered that the dependency propeny may be used as a basis
for analyzing class instance relationships.
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Aggregation

Collection

Single,
Physical

Single, Physical

Single,
Physical

Unidirectional

Unidirectional/
Bidirectional

Unidirectional/
Bidirectional

Unadorned

Unadorned

Unadorned

Implied

Implied

Implied

O.. M:1 (client to
supplier)

1:1 (whole to
part)

1:O ..N (whole
to part)

Optional/
Mandatory

Optional/
Mandatory

Optional/
Mandatory

Unary, Binary

Unary, Binary

Binary

Immutable/
Mutable

Immutable/
Mutable

Immutable/
Mutable

Table 6- I: Properties of Class Instance Relationships

As indicated in Table 6-1, the identified dependencies are relational,
functional, aggregation, and collection dependency. It was also discovered that there
is a fifth form of dependency, which is unique to distributed systems. This is called
locality dependency.
Table 6-2 compares the atomic class instance relationships identified in this
study with those of the surveyed methods' class instance relationships. The narrative
of the highlights of Table 6-2 is found in Section 6.2.6 on page 134.
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ATOMIC CLASS INSTANCE-RELATIONSHIPS

111''
I
BoochMethod
[Booch94)

1
d~;:~i,~
.. ~I
dency

I

functional
dependency

association

using

I

aggregation
dependency

I

collection
dependency

·•

.

locality

I-aggregation
:

OMT
[Rambaugh91]

assoc!ation

Fusion
[Coleman94]

I aggregation

relationship~

Roo·

aggregation

has-knowledg~-of

is-p~rt-of

[Wfrfs-Brock90J
HOOD
[Robinson921
SOMA··.. :s.

include

use
association

IGraham95]

I

usage

comppsition

..

BON
[Walden95]
Syntropy·
[Cook94]

association

aggrega~ion

-

OOSE
[Jacobson92]
OAN/ODL
[deChampeaux93]

asso6iation

aggregation

..

..
..

acquaintance .!communication!
.

consists-of

acquaintance I

collections

relationships

..

Table 6-2 : DOOM 's and other well known Class Instance Relationship names

The atomic class instance relationships are not sufficient to describe existing
class

instance relationships.

The atomic class

instance relationships are

amalgamated to derive DOOM' s class instance relationships.
The following are DOOM's class instance relationships: Knows-A, Uses-A,
Is-An-Aggregation-Of, Is-A-Collection-Of, Has-A, and their different variations
which show distribution semantics.
Section 6.2 provides the analysis of the atomic class instance relationships.
Section 6.3 identifies DOOM's class instance relationships.

6.2 Class Instance Dependencies
This section has three objectives. Firstly, to identify properties that may be used to
describe class instance relationships. This forms the framework for describing the
class instance relationships. Secondly, to identify which among the properties may
be used as a basis for describing class instance relationships. This identifies the
essential property from which more detailed analyses may be conducted. Lastly, to
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classify and explain the atomic class instance relationships deduced from the
essential property.
The review of related literature resulted in the identification of properties that
may be used to describe class instance relationships. The leftmost column of Table
6-1 identifies the properties. This also identifies the framework that may be used to
describe the different class instance relationships.
It has been observed from among the different properties that the essential
property which may be used to analyze class instance relationships is the dependency
property. Basic to all the class instance relationships is some form of dependency
between objects they relate. It has been found that the dependencies vary in strength;
from a weak acquaintance dependency to a more involved and stronger lifetime
dependency. It has also been observed that there is a dependency, which is unique to
distributed systems, called locality dependency. The dependencies relevant to this
study are classified according to the following categories, namely: relational,
functional, aggregation, collection and locality dependencies.

These dependencies

form the basis of the atomic class instance relationships.
Table 6-2 illustrates the atomic class instance relationships identified in this
study and compares them with the concepts in the surveyed methods. An empty cell
indicates that there is no associated concept corresponding to the method being
described .

Some of the concepts in some of the surveyed methods cross the

boundaries established by this study.
The first and second objectives of this section have now been met.

The

remainder of the section classifies and explains the atomic class instance
relationships.

6.2.1 Relational Dependency
Relational dependency means there exists a connection between instances of classes.
It is a weak form of class instance relationship in the sense that the only meaning that
may be deduced from it is the fact that there is a connection, conceptual or physical,
between instances of classes. Relational dependency provides the basic semantics of
the functional, aggregation, and collection dependencies.
Relational dependency is illustrated using a line. The line joins two different
classes or a single class ( called recursive relational dependency, this will be shown
later). Formally, a line which joins two classes expresses only a potential connection
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between instances of the joined classes. In the same manner that a class describes a
potential set of class instances with common properties, so a relational dependency
between two classes describes a potential set of connection between instances of
those classes.
Figure 6-1 illustrates a relational dependency between the PATIENT and
DOCTOR classes. This means that an instance of a PATIENT class may be connected

to an instance of the DOCTOR class; and an instance of a DOCTOR class may be
connected to an instance of the PATIENT class.
,'

PATIENT

1

Figure 6-1: Relational Dependency

Relational dependency is described by some authors as a class instance
relationship that occurs when there is oniy a semantic dependency between two
classes ([Rumbaugh9 l , p. 27] , [Booch94, p. 109]).

The meaning of semantic

dependency is vague in the sense that it does not describe the exact nature of the
dependency that exists between instances of the related classes.

Relational

dependencyl is described by Booch as the most general and the most semantically
weak from among the different "class relationships", without clarifying the meaning
of semantic weakness [Booch94, p. l 07, p. 108]. In this study, semantic dependency
means relational dependency. The semantic weakness is brought about by the fact
that there is only a connection between instances of the related classes.
It is possible to navigate from an instance of one class to an instance of another

class if there is a relational dependency between the classes of the respective
instances.

In Figure 6-1, given an instance of PATIENT class, an instance of

DOCTOR class may be navigated or identified. The same navigation property may

be deduced the other way round . Given an instance of DOCTOR class, an instance of
PATIENT class may also be navigated .

1 Relational

dependency is called association in Booch's book [Booch94] .
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The navigation property of relational dependency may be bidirectional or
unidirectional. In DOOM, the default navigation property of relational dependency
is bidirectional. The developer needs to provide a navigation adornment to specify
unidirectional navigation. This means that if no navigation adornment is provided
then the connected instances may be navigated from either direction.

Figure 6-1

provides an example of a situation where navigation is bidirectional.
There are

instances

in the problem- and solution-domain when the

bidirectional property of navigation may be relaxed.

For example, it may be

sufficient to navigate the relational dependency from only one way. As mentioned
earlier, a navigation adornment is used for this purpose. A navigation adornment is
an arrow placed adjacent to the line connecting the two classes. The arrow points to
the direction of navigation . Figure 6-2 shows examples of classes with relational
dependency and navigation adornment.

The navigation adornment may also be

shown together with the relational dependency name adornment; this will be
explained shortly.
A

A

A

(d)

A

,
(b)

(a)

_______ ,.,

(e)

(c)

Figure 6-2: (a) Bidirectional. (b & d) Unidirectional from A to B.
(c & e) Unidirectional from B to A

A relational dependency may be given a name.

This is called the name

adornment. The name adornment provides meaning to the relational dependency. In
Figure 6-3, the name APPOINTMENT provides meaning to the relational dependency
between the PATIENT and DOCTOR classes. That is, an instance of PATIENT class
and an instance of DOCTOR class are connected by virtue of an appointment that
exists between them.
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,'

PATIENT

1

Figure 6-3: Relational Dependency with Name Adornment

It is sometimes important to emphasize in which direction the name adornment
should be interpreted for the relational dependency to be meaningful. This is shown
by adding an arrow at the beginning of the name adornment. A name adornment
which starts with an arrow is called a directed name adornment. For example, Figure
6-4 shows a directed name adornment, tCHECKED_BY. In this particular model (a
hospital problem/solution domain), the beginning arrow in CHECKED_BY points
downwards to the direction of the PATIENT class.

The beginning arrow in the

directed name adornment indicates which class should be read first when interpreting
the relational dependency. Therefore, the model should be read in the following
manner: an instance of PATIENT is checked by an instance of DOCTOR: not the
other way round . The arrow placed at the start of the name adornment may point to
either up, down , right, or left direction.
I

DOCTOR

!

Figure 6-4 : Directed Name Adornment

There is no restriction on combining adornments. Figure 6-5 shows how the
navigation adornment may be combined with the name adornment. Figure 6-5 shows
that an instance of PATIENT is checked by an instance of DOCTOR, and the
relational dependency is navigated only from PATIENT to DOCTOR.

Compare

Figure 6-5 with Figure 6-4 where navigation is bidirectional, which is the default.
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I

DOCTOR

Figure 6-5: Directed Name Adornment and Unidirectional Navigation
from PATIENT to DOCTOR

The same classes are allowed to participate in multiple relational dependencies
as shown in Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4. Multiple relational dependencies are shown
in Figure 6-6 .
,.,,.----- -- ,

:, _ T_ _-7,
I

PATIENT

l

I

'tcHECKED- BY

{,

APPOINTMENT

,--- ---,
'

I

DOCTOR

,I
I

I

Figure 6-6: Multiple Relational Dependencies

All methods declare that it is good practice to name associations. However,
they also preach that naming an association is optional if the context of the relational
dependency is implied by the classes which they connect.

In Figure 6- 7, the

relational dependency between the ICU_COMPUTER and MONITOR classes and
PATIENT and MONITOR classes are implied in the context of the domain, thus,

naming the association may become redundant.
,'

PATIENT

,,..------:

I

I
ICU
COMPUTER :

: _______ ,,'

'-------~

, MoN1ToR- ' ~

I

I

Figure 6-7: Relational Dependencies without Name Adornment

Some methods also use the line to represent a similar concept to relational
dependency, but they are not specific about directional name adornment and
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navigation direction. These are made explicit in this study. Also, some methods are
not clear about how many instances of one class may be connected to instances of the
class at the other end of the relational dependency if they are left unspecified. In
general, it is good modeling practice to be clear about this detail. For this reason,
relational dependency must always have cardinality adornments---explicit or
implicit.
Cardinality specifies how many instances of one class may be connected to a
single instance of the related class. The cardinality of a relational dependency is
shown using cardinality adornments. Cardinality adornments are specified adjacent
to the class .

In this study, a relational dependency without explicit cardinality

adornments has an implied cardinality of one. This is different from Booch ' s method
where dependencies without cardinality adornments have undefined cardinality
constraints [Booch94, p. 180].

This is also different from Fusion where an

unspecified cardinality is by default O..M [Coleman94, p. 16]. Our approach is the
same as OMT where an association without any cardinality adornments implies a
cardinality of one [Rumbaugh91. p. 30].

Therefore, in this study, a relational

dependency without any cardinality adornments has an implied one-to-one ( 1: 1)
cardinality.

Figure 6-8 illustrates that an instance of CAPITAL class may be

connected to one and only one instance of COUNTRY class, and an instance of
COUNTRY class may be connected to one and only one instance of CAPITAL class.

All the figures we have shown in this subsection, so far, have I: I cardinality.

Figure 6-8: One-to-One (I : I) Relational Dependency

In Figure 6-9, the cardinality of the relational dependency between
ICU_COMPUTER

class

and

MONITOR

class

is

one-to-many

(1 :N),

from

ICU_COMPUTER to MONITOR. Remember that a relational dependency without

any cardinality adornment has a default of one. Also, take note that the direction of
the relational dependency is significant when stating its cardinality. That is, in
Figure 6-9, the cardinality is I :N from ICU_COMPUTER to MONITOR. In general,
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cardinality may be specified by a single non-negative non-zero integer or integer
identifier (I, 2, N, M), by a set of non-negative non-zero integers ((3, 4, 6) or (2, 4)),
Cardinality is sometimes called

and by a single interval (0 .. 1, O.. M, N .. M).
multiplicity in other methods .
.,..- - - - - - -

,1

PATIENT

',
I

I
I

'

I
,

_______

I

I
ICU
COMPUTER :
I

~

1

'T'MONITORE~O~. _____ / - - - - - - - ,
' MONITOR ', N
I

I

Figure 6-9: Relational Dependencies with Cardinality Adornment

Optionality is another property of relational dependency.

In Figure 6-9, an

instance of PATIENT class may be connected to O or I instance of MONITOR class
and an instance of MONITOR class is connected to one and only one instance of
PATIENT class. This interpretation may be deduced from the cardinality constraint.

However, the cardinality constraint shown in the example goes beyond the meaning
of cardinality, in the sense that it also shows optionality.
Optionality means that if instances of classes joined by relational dependency
exist, then they may or may not be connected. Optionality has two forms, namely:
mandatory and optional. Figure 6-9 shows that if an instance of MONITOR class
exists then it should be connected to one instance of PATI ENT class ( the default
cardinality of PATIENT class). However, if an instance of PATIENT class is created,
then it may or may not be connected to an instance of MONITOR class (the 0 .. 1
cardinality of MONITOR class in MONITORED_BY association).

Therefore, it is

mandatory for an instance of MONITOR class to be connected to one instance of
PATIENT class when it is created, and optional for an instance of PATIENT class to

be connected to an instance of MONITOR class when it is created. This means that a
patient may exist without any monitor connected to it, but if any monitors exist then
they should each be connected to different patients.
Figure 6-9 also shows that an instance of ICU_COMPUTER class may be
connected to many instances of MONITOR class.

Precisely, an instance of

ICU_COMPUTER may be associated with one or many instances of MONITOR. This

shows the mandatory association from an instance of ICU_COMPUTER to instances
of MONITOR and from instances of MONITOR to ICU_COMPUTER. This means
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that if an instance of MONITOR exists, then it should be connected to the instance of
ICU_COMPUTER.

If an instance of ICU_COMPUTER exists, then it should be

connected to at least one instance of MONITOR. If an instance of MONITOR cannot
be connected to the ICU_COMPUTER instance for any reason, perhaps because there
is no instance of ICU_COMPUTER. then that instance of MONITOR should not be
created at all.

The same reasoning applies the other way round for the

ICU_COMPUTER instance.

However, it may be required for an instance of ICU_COMPUTER to exist even
without any instance of MONITOR connected to it.

In this case, the relational

dependency from ICU_COMPUTER to MONITOR should be changed to optional.

'

I

PATIENT
I~ -

I
:

I

I

'- - - ----~
✓

-

ICU - - - ',
-

COMPUTER :

o~y- -----I
I

MONITOR

I

I

I

I

~

0.:_1_____ _

t MONITORED_BY

I

I

,

__ ___ __ ,,,

I

Figure 6-10: Optional Relational Dependency from ICU_COMPUTER to
MONITOR

This is illustrated in Figure 6- I 0.
Classes in a relational dependency play specific roles. The role of a class is
identified by its role name. Figure 6-11 illustrates the role of the STUDENT and
TEACHER classes in the STUDENT_TEACHER association.

An instance of a

STUDENT class is the supervisee of an instance of a TEACHER class and an instance

of a TEACHER class is the supervisor of an instance of a STUDENT class. In this
study, specifying the role name is optional; this is similar to other methods.

I

I

' - - ____ ' supervisee
~

O..M

STUDENT
TEACHER-

supervisor

/ TEACHE_R_',
I

I

I

,

___ ____ ,,,

I

Figure 6-11: Relational Dependency with Role Names
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The degree of relational dependency refers to the number of classes involved
in the dependency. The degree of the relational dependencies shown in the examples
so far are all binary. The degree of a relational dependency may also be unary as
shown in Figure 6-12. A unary relational dependency is also called recursive or
reflexive relational dependency. It is necessary to specify role names in recursive
relational dependency.

Connections involving more than two classes are called
An example of higher-order relational

higher-order relational dependency.

dependency will not be provided at this moment as it requires further analysis.
Section 6.3 .1 on page 13 8 provides the analysis of higher-order relational
dependency.

Figure 6-12: Recursive Relational Dependency

Immutability is another property of relational dependency.

It determines

whether the instances of classes involved in the connection may be changed or not.
There are two immutability forms, namely: immutable and mutable.

Immutable

relational dependency is illustrated using a thick line, to emphasize the immutability
of the association. An example of immutability is shown in Figure 6-13. It shows
that when a connection between an instance of DNA_STRUCTURE and an instance
of PERSON is created then it can never be changed.

Examples of mutable

associations are those which have been illustrated so far except Figure 6-13.
I

I

PERSON

1

I

I

, _______ .,,,,.'

Figure 6-13: Immutable Relational Dependency
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6.2.2 Functional Dependency
Functional dependency means there is a relational and operational dependency from
an instance of the client class to an instance of the supplier class. In addition, the
lifetimes of the instances of the client and supplier classes are independent.
Functional

is

dependency

stronger than

relational

dependency

because

it

encompasses the properties of relational dependency.
In operational dependency, the client draws some of its functionality from its
supplier. Operational dependency means that the client depends on its supplier to
perform some operations on its behalf. In other words, the client depends on the
operations provided by its supplier, to be able to perform its function .
Functional dependency combines operational and relational dependency. The
connection between the client and supplier is required, for without it, the client
cannot pass messages to the supplier and the supplier cannot pass results back to the
client.
Given the clear demarcation of the concepts of relational, operational, and
functional dependency, it becomes natural to draw an inheritance graph relating these
dependencies.

Figure 6-14 illustrates that functional dependency derives the

properties of relational dependency and operational dependency. Also, functional
dependency adds to these two dependencies the property that the lifetimes of the
client and the server are independent.
/OPERATIONAL\
'. DEPENDENCY- :
;
{A}
I

' RELATIONAL
: DEPENDENCY :
I

'

\ /
'-

'

'

"

__

/FUNCTIONAL_\
: DEPENDENCY I
I
I

Figure 6-14: Inheritance Graph involving Relational, Operational, and
Functional Dependency

In this study, operational dependency is thought of as analogous to an abstract
class, shown in Figure 6-14 using the abstract class adornment-{ A}, for two
reasons. Firstly, on its own, it is not strong enough to describe a dependency that
may occur between two instances of classes. Operational dependency just describes
that the client depends on its supplier to perform some operations on its behalf. This
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1s not strong enough because almost all situations which reqmre operational
dependency also require the developer to be specific about issues involving questions
like: can the client continue to operate even if the supplier is not available? or can a
supplier continue to exist if its client gets destroyed?

These questions are so

commonly asked making it incomplete, in almost all (if not all) cases, to just say that
a client is operationally dependent on its supplier.

The second reason why

operational dependency is abstract is that no notation is introduced for operational
dependency in this study. However, operational dependency, being analogous to an
abstract class, may serve as an ancestor of other class instance dependencies that
need its features.
The semantics given to operational dependency are sufficient to this study. Its
semantics is flexible, thereby, allowing it to be used in different contexts.

For

example, in this section, functional dependency derives from relational dependency
and operational dependency and states that the lifetimes of the client and supplier are
independent.

In the next section, operational dependency will again be used,

although in a different context. The next section shows that a client has operational
dependency on its supplier and states that the fate of the supplier is determined by its
client.
Functional dependency is illustrated using a line with a circle at one end of the
line. The end of the line with the circle is placed adjacent to the class that requires
the functionality. In other words. the client has the circle adjacent to it, and the other
end identifies the supplier. This notation is similar to Booch's using relationship
[Booch94]. This notation naturally builds on the notation of relational dependency.
The line illustrates relational dependency and the circle represents operational
dependency.
While multiple relational dependencies may exist between two same classes
within a model, as shown in Figure 6-6 on page I 03, only a single functional
dependency may be illustrated for the same client and supplier classes. It is possible
for a client to be operationally dependent on its supplier in different ways because a
client may request the supplier to perform different operations on its behalf.
However, these different forms of operational dependency are subsumed in a single
functional dependency.
An example of functional dependency is shown in Figure 6-15. An instance of
ATTENDANT class may use up to M instances of TERMINAL class to perform some
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of its functions. In tum, an instance of TERMINAL class may use up to N instances of
PUMP class to perform some of its functions.
PUMP

'l
I

Figure 6-15: Functional Dependency

Functional dependency supports asymmetric communication [Dayao94, p. 20].
This is advantageous because in asymmetric communication, it is only the client
which is required to know the address of the supplier. The supplier does not keep
information about its possible clients (e.g. address of client). The supplier simply
identifies the client's address from the message it receives. In this way, it is not
required for the supplier to know its clients beforehand . This is in direct support to
the principle of modularity because information about clients are not kept in a single
location-here referred as the supplier.
Functional dependency is generally not adorned by a name because the name is
implied in the operational dependency. Similarly, the roles of the classes are also not
identified through adornments. Cardinality and optionality vary and depend on the
situation modeled by the functional dependency.

A client instance may be

functionally dependent on different types of supplier instances. A supplier instance
may provide some functionality to possibly a number of different types of client
instances.
Another important property of functional dependency is that the lifetimes of
the client and supplier are independent. If the supplier does not exist then the client
may still continue to function. Since the client has operational dependency on its
supplier, then its functionality will naturally be affected if its supplier does not exist.
However, functional dependency does not impose any dependency on the lifetimes of
the client and supplier. In other words, if the supplier does not exist then the client
can still continue to function albeit in a limited way.
The independence of the lifetimes of the clients and suppliers is an important
abstraction in distributed systems. This semantics is not mentioned in any of the
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methods surveyed.

Perhaps the reason is because the methods are designed

specifically for use in centralized systems.

In a centralized system, if one object

crashes then the whole system of objects to which it belongs also crashes.
distributed system, components may fail independently.
motivation for building distributed systems.

In a

This is a primary

In this study, the semantics of

independent failure has be made clear in the definition of functional dependency.
For example, Figure 6-16 shows that several instances of ATM are functionally
dependent on an instance of CLIENT_BASE. Instances of ATM draw some of their
functionality from a single instance of CLIENT_BASE . Also, the lifetimes of the
instances of ATM and the instance of CLIENT_BASE are independent. Assuming that
the instance of CLIENT_BASE is currently down then the instances of ATM can still
perform some of their functions.

At the very least, they may be able to inform

prospective users that no ATM transactions may be performed at the moment. On the
other hand, if all the instances of ATM are down then the instance of CLIENT_BASE
may just simply wait until one of them goes back up again and sends its request.
/

r

ATM

Figure 6-16: ATM is Functionally Dependent on CLIENT_BASE

Another example of functional dependency is shown in Figure 6-17. It shows
that the instance of TERMINAL has functional dependencies on instances of
PRINTER, ARCHIVE, DAY_SALES, and PUMP. There may be a maximum of one

instance of PRINTER, ARCHIVE, and DAY_SALES each and they are mandatory.
The instance of PUMP is optional, but, there can be a maximum of 5 instances of
PUMP.
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Figure 6-1 7: Functional Dependency Mandatory Suppliers

Recursive functional dependency is allowed.

Optional and

Take note, however, that the

instances involved in the relation are different instances. For example, in the bank
system application description in Chapter 3, the bank has several branches and each
branch has a computer. A branch computer allows other branch computers access to
information that it maintains. In other words, a branch computer allows another
branch computer to use an operation that it provides. This may be modeled as a
recursive functional dependency that occurs between branch computers.

This is

illustrated in Figure 6-18 .
r"
I

:

'

BRANCH_

"1

COMPUTER 0--------,
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;

I

I

Figure 6-18 : Recursive Functional Dependency

The next two subsections discuss dependencies between whole and part objects.
These two dependencies are called aggregation dependency and collection
dependency. Common to these dependencies is the concept that an object "is a part
of' another object. It is intuitive to form a category that captures their common
properties.

This may be illustrated using the inheritance graph in Figure 6-19.

Dependencies between whole and part objects are commonly called whole-part
relationship.
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Figure 6-1 9: It is intuitive to form a category which captures the
common properties of aggregation and collection dependencies Abandon this path!

Figure 6-19 shows that AGGREGATION_ and COLLECTION_DEPENDENCY
are special forms of COMPOSITIONAL_DEPENDENCY. Compositional dependency
may be used to represent the properties common to aggregation and collection
dependency. However, it is difficult to provide a precise definition of compositional
dependency.
Several concepts were analyzed to determine if they may be used to describe
compositional dependency, similarly, the concept of "is a part of'. The outcome of
the analysis is that none of the concepts that were tested is sufficient to assist the
discovery and invention of whole-part relationship. Each concept has its own reason
why it is insufficient.

The only concept which is common between aggregation

dependency and collection dependency and which may be defined in objective terms
is relational dependency.

Therefore, the use of a category to describe properties

common between aggregation dependency and collection dependency is abandoned.
It is important to discuss the concepts which were tested and to show why they
are insufficient in describing the concept of "is a part of'. The reasons why they are
insufficient provide the motivation of the definition of aggregation dependency and
collection dependency.
Some of the concepts available in the literature and which may be used to
define compositional dependency are the following: propagation, inclusion, lifetime
dependency, ownership, and encapsulation. These concepts are commonly used in
describing whole-part relationships.

The succeeding discussions describe each

concept and present arguments why they are insufficient in describing the concept of
"is a part of'.
There are two forms of propagation, namely: propagation of property and
propagation of operation. Propagation of property [Cook94, p. 38) means that the
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property of the whole apply to its parts. For example, a car object with four doors as
its parts, may have a property that represents its color. One might then say that the
color property of the car propagates to its parts, such that, the color of the doors is
the same as the color of the car. However, propagation of property does not apply
only from whole to part. The property of the part may also propagate to its whole.
For example, if each part of a car has a property that represents its weight, then one
might say that the weight of the whole car is a direct function of the weight of its
parts. Since the property may propagate from either direction, then propagation of
property is not a good basis for the definition of "is a part of'. The concept of "is a
part of' requires a strong directional property which is not found in propagation of
property.
Propagation of operation [Rumbaugh91, p. 60] means an operation applied to
the whole also applies to its parts. For example, if the car is moved then naturally its
doors move with it. However, there are other operations that do not propagate to its
parts [Walden95, p. 70]. For example, painting a building does not necessarily mean
that the offices within it are also painted. Since nothing specific may be deduced
from propagation of operation, then it is also discarded as a basis for the definition of
"is a part of'.
Inclusion is another candidate concept which may be used to define " is a part
of'.

Composition is discussed extensively and in detail in the work of Civello

[Civello93b].

Civello found that the roles of composition are different during

analysis and during design. For example, during the analysis of the petrol pump
station system, a developer may illustrate a model where a pump includes a timer,
motor, and clutch, thereby, making them parts of the pump. However, it is difficult
to provide a precise definition of inclusion in the software-world solution domain.
Does inclusion mean that the storage space occupied by the timer, motor, and clutch
objects are within the storage space of the pump object? No definitive answer can be
provided because while some implementations allow the nesting of objects, others
only allow the implementation of pointers from the whole to the part objects, and
there are also those that allow both nesting and pointer implementations. Inclusion,
by itself, is not applicable in the software-world solution domain because it cannot be
used as a guide to the design of whole-part relationships. For this reason, inclusion
is discarded as a basis for the definition of "is a part of'.
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An object' s lifetime refers to the duration of an object's existence; from its
creation until its destruction. Lifetime dependency, in the context of composition,
has two possible types: either the lifetime of the part is dependent on its whole or the
lifetime of the whole is dependent on its part. If the part is lifetime dependent on the
whole then the part must be destroyed when the whole is destroyed and the part may
only be created after the whole is created. If the whole is lifetime dependent on the
part then the whole must be destroyed when the part is destroyed and the whole may
only be created after the part is created.
Lifetime dependency is discarded as a basis for the definition of " is a part of'
because it is too restrictive. In the case where the part is lifetime dependent on the
whole, interesting situations where the part is created before the whole cannot be
represented as whole-part relationship. For example, if an engine is a part of a
chassis and the engine is lifetime dependent on the chassis then the chassis-engine
relationship would only allow engines to be created after chassis are created. It is
convenient and natural to allow chassis and parts to be created independently and
then later assembled into one. A similar argument applies to the situation when the
whole is lifetime dependent on its part.
In general, lifetime dependency restricts the creation of objects. If object A is
lifetime dependent on object B, then A may only be created after B is created . It is
common to find situations in both the problem- and solution-domain where wholepart relationships do not require restrictions when the whole or part is created. For
this reason, lifetime dependency is discarded as a basis for the definition of " is a part
of'.
Ownership is a directional property wherein the whole has ownership of its
parts. Ownership does not impose restrictions on when the part is created and who
creates it.

However, ownership requires that the whole-the owner-has

responsibility over the fate of its parts. The fate of the parts is dependent on the
situation which is modeled in the whole-part relationship.
Ownership is less restrictive than lifetime dependency. Ownership allows the
developer to model situations where the creation and destruction of the part object
may be carried out by different objects. A part may be created before its whole is
created. This situation is common in assembly processes where parts are created and
then assembled into one whole. An object which is owned does not necessarily have
to be created by its owner.
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In addition, it is appropriate for the whole to play a major responsibility over
the fate of its part.

The whole may directly destroy its part or it may pass the

responsibility of destroying its part to some other object. Also, if the whole needs to
be destroyed, the whole may first move its parts to a new owner. Alternatively, if the
part is shared, the whole may first inform others that the part is to be destroyed.
There are different policies possible, but the important factor is that the whole has a
responsibility over the destiny of its parts . Whether this responsibility involves the
unilateral decision of the whole object or the cooperation of other objects is
immaterial.
Indeed ownership is a good candidate for describing the property which is
common between aggregation and collection dependency. However, it may only be
applied during design. In the real-world problem domain, the meaning of ownership
is not strong enough to guide the discovery of whole-part relationships.

Firstly,

ownership is synonymous to possession, which does not imply whole-part
relationship [Civello93, p. 80]. Secondly, it is difficult to associate the concept of
ownership with some real-world problem domain whole-part relationships.

For

example, during analysis it is intuitive to model a car-engine relationship as a wholepart relationship. However, the car may not have direct responsibility over the fate
of its engine. For these reasons, ownership is discarded as a basis for the definition
of "is a part of'.
Encapsulation is another candidate concept which may be used to define "is a
part of'. In this study, the term encapsulation is associated with information hiding
[Parnas72] . Although it is not fully supponed by OOPLs and methods, it may be
used to create software solutions which are modular, thereby, making them
understandable and maintainable [Lieberherr89]. If the whole encapsulates its parts
then objects outside the whole may not access its parts directly. The fact that the
inside of the whole may not be accessed from outside results in modular solutions.
Encapsulation seems to be a good candidate because it has the strong directional
property required by whole-part relationship. If object A encapsulates object B then
A is the whole of B and B is a part of A.

However, encapsulation is too strong

because in some situations the parts of the whole may be shared with other objects
outside the whole.
In summary, propagation, inclusion, lifetime dependency, ownership, or
encapsulation, may not be used to represent properties which are common between
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aggregation dependency and collection dependency. Propagation does not have the
strong directional property required by whole-part relationships.
difficult to define in general and objective terms.

Inclusion is

Lifetime dependency is too

restrictive. Ownership may only be applied during design. Lastly, encapsulation is
too strong.
Having identified the reasons why these concepts may not be used to describe
properties common between aggregation and collection, we now proceed by
providing our definition of aggregation dependency and collection dependency.

6.2.3 Aggregation Dependency
Aggregation dependency means there is a relational and operational dependency
from the whole object to the part object. Aggregation dependency is used to model a
developer' s perception of a situation where an object is "a part of' another object and
the whole object is operationally dependent on its part. The whole may have several
parts and its parts are generally, but not necessarily, of disparate types.
In addition, the whole has ownership of its parts and as such decides on the
fate of its parts. The fate of the parts is dependent on the situation which is modeled
in the aggregation dependency. Also, the parts may either be encapsulated or shared.

,' RELATIONAL \
: DEPENDENCY

I

'

/OPERATIONAL \
DEPENDENCY- I
,
{A}
'

I

----\ 7----1
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: DEPENDENCY

1
I

I

, _________ .,. I
Figure 6-20: Inheritance Graph of Aggregation Dependency

Figure 6-20 shows the inheritance graph of aggregation dependency.
In this study, the whole and part objects that participate in an aggregation
dependency are given specific names. The whole is called aggregate and the part is
called component. Therefore, aggregation dependency is used to model a situation
where a component " is a part of' the aggregate, and the aggregate is operationally
dependent on its component.
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Aggregation dependency is illustrated using a line, with a solid ball enclosed in
a circle, which is placed at one end of the line. The solid ball enclosed in a circle is
placed adjacent to the class of the aggregate.

Figure 6-21 shows an example of

aggregation dependency between the aggregate class PUMP and each of the
component classes CLUTCH, MOTOR, and TIMER.
/

MOTOR

I

Figure 6-21: Aggregation Dependency

Inherent to aggregation dependency is the relational dependency between the
aggregate and its components.

The connection between the aggregate and its

component is required because without it the aggregate cannot pass messages to its
component and the component cannot pass results back to the aggregate. Navigation
is bidirectional. In general, aggregation dependency is not adorned by a name and by
role names because they are implied in the dependency.
All the cardinality and optionality rules of relational dependency apply to
aggregation dependency. In Figure 6-21 , the instance of PUMP has I : 1 relationship
with instances of CLUTCH, MOTOR, and TIMER. Also, it is mandatory for instances
of CLUTCH, MOTOR, and TIMER to exist and to be connected to an instance of
PUMP when the instance of PUMP exists, and vice-versa.

Another example of

aggregation dependency is shown in Figure 6-22. The figure shows that the instance
of MONITOR needs to have three instances of INSTRUMENT and optionally, a single
instance of LIGHT.

/INSTRUMENT\

I -

I

'------~
-'
3

I

I

-

-LIGHT - - '

I

✓
' - - -----0 .. 1

.-----·

MONITOR \

Figure 6-22: Aggregation Dependency with Cardinality
and Optionality
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In general, a component of an aggregate may have its own components. An
example of this is shown in Figure 6-23, where an instance of PUMP has an instance
of PETROL_LINE and GUN. In turn, instances of PETROL_LINE and GUN have
instances of METERING_DEVICE and TRIGGER, respectively.
PUMP
I
\

I

-~--"®'
/ _· ·_\ - - - - -

,' - PE-TROL - ' ,
LINE

I

,'

GUN

\

I

'---~---' ,___l ___ ,
-

I

I

'

I

I

,---· ---,
' METERING
DEVICE
I
t

-

,- --· --- ,
I
I

I
I

I

TRIGGER

\

I

l
I

Figure 6-23 : Components may have their own Component(s)

Components of the same aggregate are called peer components.

Peer

components cooperate so that they may be able to provide the functionality required
by their aggregate. fn Figure 6-23 , instances of PETROL_LINE, and GUN are peer
components.
Components may be shared.

A shared component is one which may, in

addition to its aggregate, be accessed by another object. Sharing does not mean a
component has two or more aggregates. In this study, a component may belong to
only at most one aggregate.
In this study, aggregation dependency involving shared members is given a
different notation. The components in Figure 6-21 , Figure 6-22, and Figure 6-23 are
all unshared or encapsulated.

Aggregation dependency where the component is

shared is illustrated using a line, with a hollow ball (instead of the solid ball)
enclosed in a circle, which is placed at one end of the line. The hollow ball enclosed
in a circle is placed adjacent to the class of the aggregate.
Figure 6-24 shows examples of shared and encapsulated components.

A

shared component may be shared with its peers or with objects outside its aggregate.
Figure 6-24 shows that an instance of HOLSTER is shared with the instance of GUN.
Instances of TRIGGER and GUN are shared with an instance of CUSTOMER, which
is

an

object

outside

the

instance

of PUMP.

Lastly,

the

instance

of
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METERING_DEVICE (TRIGGER) is shared by the instance of PETROL_LINE (GUN)

with the instance of PUMP.

Figure 6-24: Aggregation Dependency with Shared and Encapsulated
Components

In Figure 6-24, one may argue that if an instance of PUMP is an aggregate of
an instance of GUN and an instance of GUN is an aggregate of an instance of
TRIGGER then the instance of TRIGGER should also be a component of the instance

of PUMP. It is logical to draw this conclusion, however, it may be unnecessary to
show this in the model because the main purpose of a model is to show the
developer' s perception of the situation.
During analysis, the model in Figure 6-24 may be used to show the situation
where the trigger is indeed a part of gun and gun is a part of pump. Drawing an
aggregation dependency from PUMP directly to TRIGGER, although logical, should
not be done because it does not show the situation as intended by the developer.
During design, a model may be used to show the architecture of the system. It
shows potential class instance relationships, and with regards to whole-part
relationships, it may be used to emphasize who is responsible over the fate of
component objects. Figure 6-24 may be used to guide the detailed design of the
system by illustrating who should be responsible over the fate of instances of
component objects. In this study, the aggregate has responsibility over the fate of its
components because the whole has ownership of its parts.
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A possible contradiction to this semantics is that it affects sharing in a negative
way. This semantics dictate that an aggregate must be destroyed when its whole is
destroyed, even if it is currently being used by another object. This semantics is
essential in a distributed environment.

The whole has the sole responsibility for

maintaining aspects about its parts.

This directly supports the principle of

modularity. Information about the fate of the parts are not distributed in the system
but localized in the whole. This is not to say that sharing is avoided. In fact, sharing
is promoted.

Remember that sharing is a major motivation for employing a

distributed system.

The semantics simply clarify who is in-charge of the

components.
Perhaps the root of the contradiction is the opposition to the idea that a
component, called A, which currently being used by a remote object called C,
becomes suddenly unusable because the whole to which A is a part, call this B, and to
which Chas totally no knowledge of, is destroyed by some phenomenon that C is not
even aware of. Indeed, this is an undesirable property. The answer lies in the more
fundamental issue of encapsulation. Should components of the aggregate be exposed
to other objects or should they be encapsulated?
Undoubtedly, the answer must favor encapsulation.

Encapsulation is a

fundamental concept that encompasses modularity, reuse, and maintainability
(perhaps even more!). In this study, an aggregate is hidden from remote objects. A
shared component is shared only with its peers, and its peers' descendants and
ancestors. It is not shared with objects outside the "clan".
But, there are situations when the parts really need to be shared. For example,
a timer component also needs to be used by another. The developer is left with a
dilemma. The author calls this the encapsulation-sharing dilemma. Both are good
but they conflict in intricate ways. Our suggestion is a practical one. Promote the
component by making it an aggregate so that others may use it.
Another important feature of aggregation dependency is related to mobility. In
this study, the general notion is that the parts go where the whole goes.

This

semantics is important in a distributed environment which provides mobility of
objects as one of its features. Aggregation (also collection) dependency provides a
powerful abstraction in the sense that parts may be viewed to automatically move
with their whole.
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However, there is contradiction to this semantics. The contradiction has been
Aggregation dependency

introduced in Chapter 5 and it centers on efficiency.

requires the parts should be wherever the whole is: if the whole moves all its local
parts must move with it. If the parts are "huge", then the system will have to burden
the overhead of maintaining this semantics. This burden might be too costly for the
system. Of course, the obvious solution is to have objects which are only immobile.
But, there are now several accounts that object mobility is helpful (e.g. [Black87],
[Jul88], [Assenmacher93]).

The solution proposed in this study centers on

identifying objects which may be mobile and immobile. This has been discussed in
Chapter 5. So, if the aggregate is declared immobile, then its local parts are also
immobile; otherwise, the whole object is mobile.
In aggregation dependency, the components are generally, but not necessarily,
of disparate types. In the examples shown in this subsection, so far, the aggregates

It is possible for an aggregate to be

generally have objects of disparate types.

operationally dependent on several objects of the same type. For example, in Figure
6-25 , the instance of ICU_COMPUTER is an aggregate of possibly several instances
of MONITOR. This means that the instance of ICU_COMPUTER needs some, N,
number of instances of MONITOR to perform its operations.

I
I, -

-ICU~ - - '~ , - - - - - - - ,

: COMPUTER

11

I

I

Figure 6-25 : Aggregate with the same Component Types

6.2.4 Collection Dependency
Collection dependency means there is a relational dependency from the whole object
to the part object. The whole is not operationally dependent on its parts, unlike the
whole objects in aggregation dependency. Collection dependency is used to model
situations where the parts need to be grouped together, thereby, making it possible to
view them as one object at some level of abstraction. The whole may have several
parts and its parts are generally of similar types.
Similar to aggregation dependency, the whole has ownership of its part and the
part's fate depends on the situation which is modeled in the collection dependency.
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The parts may also be encapsulated or shared. Figure 6-26 illustrates the inheritance
graph of collection dependency.
' RELATIONAL 1
: DEPENDENCY :

.~COL~ION_',

: DEPENDENCY ,
I

I

\

Figure 6-26: Inheritance Graph of Collection Dependency

In this study, the whole and part objects that participate

111

a collection

dependency are given specific names. The whole is called group and the part is
called member. Therefore, collection dependency is used to model a situation where
a member "is a part of' the group and the group is not operationally dependent on its
members. The group is usually invented so that the members may be viewed as one
object at some level of abstraction.
Collection dependency is illustrated using a line, with a solid ball enclosed in a
square, which is placed at one end of the line. The solid ball enclosed in a square is
placed adjacent to the class of the group. Take note of the difference of the notation
of aggregation and collection dependencies. Collection dependency uses a square to
enclose the ball while aggregation dependency uses a circle. Collection dependency
is a specialized form of relational dependency.
dependency apply to collection dependency.

All the properties of relational

Figure 6-27 shows an example of

collection dependency between the group class CLIENT_BASE and its member class
DEPOSITOR .

.' ~ DEPOSITOFf

I
I

Figure 6-27 : Collection Dependency

In general, member objects may have members of their own.

Figure 6-28

shows an instance of CLIENT_BASE, the group, may have O.. N instances of
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DEPOSITOR as its members. In turn, an instance of DEPOSITOR may have 1..2

instances of ACCOUNT as its members .

,' -DEPOSITOR',
I

I

~

, --CLIENT=-~
BASE

I

I

I

I

- - - - - - - ,

,:
- - - - -\ '

I

I
'

'

I

1 ..2
- ---ACCOUNT \

.,... -

Figure 6-28 : Members may have their own Members

Members may be shared. A shared member may be accessed by another object
outside its group. In this study, the collection dependency between a group and its
shared members is given a different notation.

The notation for collection

dependency, shown so far, is for unshared or encapsulated members. Similar to
aggregation dependency, collection dependency where the members are shared is
illustrated using a line, with a hollow ball (instead of the solid ball) enclosed in a
square, which is placed at one end of the line. The hollow ball enclosed in a square
is placed adjacent to the class of the group.
Figure 6-29 shows an example of collection dependency between shared
members and between encapsulated members.

Instances of DEPOSITOR is a

member of the instance of CLIENT_BASE, the group.

In addition, instances of

DEPOSITOR are shared by CLIENT_BASE with instances of ATM.

On the other

hand, instances of ACCOUNT, the member, are encapsulated by the instance of
DEPOSITOR, the group.
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,'~ACCOUNT-',
I

I

ATM

Figure 6-29 : Collection Dependency with Shared and Encapsulated Members

6.2.5 Locality Dependency
Locality dependency is used to model situations that show whether:
1.

instances of a class are in a common address space relative to the instances
of another or the same class,

2.

instances of a class are in a separate address space relative to the instances
of another or the same class,

3. instances of a class can acquire copies of instances of another or the same
class, which are in a separate address space, relative to the instances of the
class that need the copies, or
4.

instances of a class are in a common address space or separate address
spaces, or both in a common address space and separate address space
relative to instances of another or the same class.

The different class instance dependencies described in the previous subsections
do not exhibit any aspects related to distribution.

The concept of locality

dependency allows the developer to be specific about the local and distributed
properties of class instance dependencies.
Locality dependency has four types, namely: local dependency, remote
dependency, local©remote (local copy of remote object or L©R - read as L copy R)
dependency, and localvremote (local or remote or LvR - read as L or R)
dependency. These four types may be plotted in an inheritance graph showing the
locality dependency as abstract, as shown in Figure 6-30.
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_________ .,,.
Figure 6-30: Inheritance Graph of Locality Dependency

Objects with local dependency means they are in a common address space.
Objects with remote dependency means they are in separate address spaces. Objects
with local dependency and objects with remote dependency are very closely related
to the concepts of object-local objects and object-remote objects discussed in
Chapter 5 Section 5.3.1 , respectively.
One way to show local and remote dependency is to use a broken line to
enclose a network of classes. The instances of classes enclosed in a broken line are
those with local dependency relative to each other. Instances of classes outside the
enclosure have remote dependency with those instances inside. For example, in
Figure 6-31, two networks of classes are enclosed in a broken line, namely:
MONITOR_SUB and ICU_COMPUTER_SUB. In Figure 6-31 , it may be deduced that

an instance of MONITOR class and its parts, namely: its two components (the
instances of LIGHT and INSTRUMENT) and the instances of its two member classes
(MESSAGE and VITAL_FACTOR) all have local dependency relative to each other.

The other class instances have remote dependency on the instance of MONITOR class
and its parts because they are outside the enclosure of MONITOR and its parts. The
instances of MONITOR_MESSAGE, ICU_SCREEN, ARCHIVE, ICU_COMPUTER,
PATIENT,

DAILY_FACTOR,

COMMENT,

and

VITAL FACTOR

have

local

dependency relative to each other. Also, the instances of these classes have remote
dependency on instances of MONITOR and its parts.
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Figure 6-31: Local and Remote Dependency with the use of Broken lines

In Figure 6-31 , the specific instances of VITAL_FACTOR, which are members
of the instance of the PATIENT class, are different from the VITAL_FACTOR class
instances which belong to the instance of MONITOR class. Although the two whole
classes, PATIENT and MONITOR, have both the VITAL_FACTOR class as one of their
parts, the instances of VITAL_FACTOR that each of them have are different.
The broken line, used to enclose a network of classes, illustrates local
dependency and remote dependency only. A way to illustrate all the types of locality
dependency is through the use of locality dependency adornments.

Locality

dependency adornments are placed on relational, functional, aggregation, and
collection dependency notations.

There are four types of locality dependency

adornments, namely: L - local dependency, R - remote dependency, L©R - local
copy of remote object dependency, and Lv R - local or remote dependency.
For example, in Figure 6-32, the instance of ICU_COMPUTER has functional
dependency and remote dependency on an instance of MONITOR. In other words,
the instance of ICU_COMPUTER is an object-remote object with respect to the
instance of MONITOR, and vice-versa. An instance of MONITOR has aggregation
dependency and local dependency on instances of its components, LIGHT and
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INSTRUMENT. Also, an instance of MONITOR has collection dependency and local

dependency on instances of its member classes, VITAL_FACTOR and MESSAGE.
Instances of LIGHT, INSTRUMENT, MESSAGE and VITAL_FACTOR are object-local
objects with respect to the instance of MONITOR, and to each other.
INSTRUMENT

l

LIGHT

VITAL_
FACTOR

DAILY_
FACTOR

, ________ ,,,. I

Figure 6-32: Locality Dependency Adornments

L©R dependency exists only between object-remote objects. In other words,
L©R dependency is inherently remote dependency.

Assume there is an L©R

dependency between two classes A and B (see Figure 6-33).

In this case, it is

possible for an instance of class A, say a1 , to be copied and placed in a common
address space with an instance of class B , say b1, when b1 accesses a1. Take note
that a copy of an object is different from the object itself. Also, in this particular
case, it is the instance of class A that is copied to the address space of an instance of
class B.
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Figure 6-33: L©R Dependency

L©R dependency is not a copy operation. It is an abstraction for common
situations where remote objects are copied to the local site and manipulated there
instead of accessing them remotely through the network. This abstraction allows the
developer to model a situation wherein a remote object is copied and placed
(automatically) in a common address space with the remote object that requires
access to it. L©R dependency is commonly used with but not limited to shared serial
objects (SSO), discussed in Chapter 5.
In the early stages of analysis and design, the developer can be vague about
which instances of classes are copied. In Figure 6-33, we assumed that a1 is copied
to the address space of b1. We could have assumed the opposite situation where b1
is copied to the address space of a1 as this is also a correct interpretation of the
model. These two interpretations are correct because the model in Figure 6-33 is still
unclear about which of the instances of the two classes are actually copied. It is
important that developers are given this leeway as this directly supports incremental
and iterative model building.
However, in the final model, the developer must be clear about exactly which
instances are copied. It is important that this information is provided to those who
will carry on the next stage of model building. An arrow is placed at the beginning
of the L©R adornment for this purpose.

The arrow at the start of the L©R

adornment identifies where a copy should be placed.

For example, in the final

model, Figure 6-33 may be illustrated as shown in Figure 6-34 to emphasize that
instances of A are moved to instances of B. The arrow at the beginning of the tL©R
(called directed L©R) adornment points to the class whose instance needs a local
copy of the remote instance that participate in the L©R dependency.
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A

'I

B has L©R dependency on A

Figure 6-34 : Possible Final L© R

Take note that L© R (and in general, locality dependency) is orthogonal to the
other dependencies.

For example, Figure 6-34 shows a functional and L©R

dependency between classes B and A. The fact that B has functional dependency on
A has nothing to do with the fact that A is copied to the address space of B. The
developer could have modeled the situation using the opposite L© R dependency as
shown in Figure 6-35 . In this case, B still has functional dependency on A but when
an instance of B calls a feature of an instance of A, the instance of B is copied to the
address space of the instance of A.
- ------

A

'I

I

I

Figure 6-35 : Bis copied to A

Figure 6-32 shows that an instance of TERMINAL would acquire a copy of an
instance of the remote PATIENT when the instance of TERMINAL accesses the
instance of PATIENT. Also, the instance of TERMINAL will have the instance of
PATIENT locally in its address space until it is finished manipulating the PATIENT

instance. The directed L© R adornment in Figure 6-32 may be read as follows: an
instance of TERMINAL (read TERMINAL first because the arrow in the directed L©R
adornment is pointing downwards towards it) would acquire a local copy of the
remote instance of PATIENT class. In general, the arrow may point to either up,
down, right, or left direction .
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Two classes connected by Lv R dependency means that instances of one class
may either be object-local objects, object-remote objects, or both object-local objects
and object-remote objects relative to the instances of the other class.
Figure 6-36(a) shows two classes, A and B with Lv R dependency. Take note
that the cardinality is 1:0 .. N from B to A. In this case, the Lv R dependency between
A and B means that an instance of B may be connected to several instances of A,
which may either be in a common or separate address space, relative to the address
space of the instance of B; and an instance of A may be connected to one and only
one instance of B, which may either be in a common or separate address space
relative to the instance of A.

Figure 6-36(b) shows that b1 is connected to two

instances of A, a2 and a3, which are in a common address space with b1. Also, b1 is
connected to another A l.I1stance, a1, which is in a separate address space relative to
b1. In other words, b1 is connected to object-local objects, a2 and a3, and to an
object-remote object a1. b1 is an object-local object relative to a2 and a3 and an
object-remote object relative to a1. Other situations in Figure 6-36(b) will not be
elaborated further. However, their meaning may be deduced similarly in the manner
just presented.
We would like to emphasize that the use of LvR dependency means that the
developer has actually decided that instances of LvR dependent classes may be
object-local objects, object-remote objects, or both object-local objects and objectremote objects . This is not a tentative choice but a definite one. This is different
from leaving the relational, functional, aggregation, and collection dependencies
unadorned.

In these cases, leaving them unadorned means the developer is still

tentative about the object's locality dependency.

However, placing the LvR

adornment on these dependencies means that the developer has actually made a
decision to allow objects to be local, remote, or both local and remote.
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Figure 6-36: Lv R Dependency

In Figure 6-32 on page 128, the instance of ICU_COMPUTER and ARCHIVE
have collection and LvR dependency. This means that instances of ARCHIVE may
be object-local objects or object-remote objects, or both object-local objects and
object-remote objects, with respect to the instance of ICU_COMPUTER. However, it
is important to stress that a specific instance of ARCHIVE, given an identity say,
archive747, which is connected to a specific instance of ICU_COMPUTER, say with
identity, icu69, may not be both an object-local object and an object-remote object
relative to icu69, at the same time; there can only be one instance of an object with a
specific identity in the system .
Enclosing a number of classes with the broken line to represent locality
dependency is normally employed during the latter stages of analysis and design .
The broken line may be used to show the physical design of the system . In this
study, the classes which are enclosed in the broken line form a subsystem.
Subsystems are parts of the whole system which may possibly, but not necessarily,
be allocated to different processors in the distributed system environment. Objects in
a subsystem occupy a common address space, which is the address space of the
subsystem . Enclosing a group of classes to form a subsystem is usually performed at
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the latter stages, when the developer has established a stable architecture for the
whole system.
Locality dependency adornments may be used to guide how a system may be
partitioned into subsystems. Figure 6-37 shows how the network of classes in Figure
6-32, may be partitioned into subsystems. The details on how a system may be
partitioned into subsystems will be discussed in Chapter 7.
DOOM imposes that developers must be specific about the locality
dependency semantics of class instance relationships in the final analysis and design
model.
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Figure 6-37: System Partitions

So far the atomic class instance relationships have been identified.

They are

identified in the form of dependencies that may occur between objects. The atomic
class instance relationships are the following: relational dependency, functional
dependency,

aggregation

dependency,

collection

dependency

and

locality

dependency.
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The first four dependencies are useful in describing the logical design of the
system. However, they need to be amalgamated with locality dependency so that
developers may be clear about the distributed and centralized properties of the
models they build. This amalgamation is performed in the next section, Section 6.3
on page 138. However, before this is done, the highlights of the differences between
the semantics adopted by the surveyed methods and the semantics of class instance
relationships analyzed so far are discussed.

6.2.6 Highlights of Differences with Surveyed Methods
This section gives some highlights of the differences in semantics between the
surveyed methods and class instance relationships identified so far. The succeeding
paragraphs discuss each surveyed method. A summary is provide in Table 6-2 on
page 98. The terms used in the succeeding paragraphs correspond to those used in
the method currently being discussed. The notations are not compared because the
differences in semantics are subtle.
In general, the description of each method vary. Some methods emphasize on
one particular dependency and explains it clearly while it does not discuss the others.
In effect, one has to collate information from the different methods to get a grasp of
the possible class instance relationships.

Certainly it was found that the

dependencies described in methods need to be augmented with distribution
properties to make it useful for DOOA development.
Perhaps one will argue that the surveyed methods' dependencies may be useful
in the logical design of the system. We agree with this viewpoint. However, we are
still reluctant to use them because their semantics are incomplete, especially when
they get to be augmented with distribution properties. So the strategy employed in
this study is to provide the basic properties and define them so that they may be
combined later.
Another general observation is that none of the methods separate operational
dependency from functional dependency. All the survey methods treat these two as
identical. In this study, these definitions are refined so that functional dependency
may be made useful in the distributed context. Functional dependency is clear about
the independent lifetimes of the client and supplier. This aspect is not clear in any of
the survey methods.
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Aggregation

dependency

and

collection

dependency

are

two

other

dependencies whose definitions have been made clear in this study. Some methods
do not distinguish between them and simply treat them as general whole-part
relationships. Another point which is made clear in this study is that the fate of the
parts is determined by the whole. This is made explicit while in other methods this is
not.
The remainder of this subsection describe other differences with the survey
methods.
Booch ' s definition [Booch94] of association, using, and aggregation is similar
to relational dependency, functional dependency, and aggregation dependency
respectively.

However, Booch classifies aggregation in two types, namely:

containment by value and containment by reference[, pp. 128-130] (see also similar
classification: physical containment by value and physical containment by reference
[, pp. 190-192]). Containment by value is different from aggregation dependency
because it exhibits lifetime dependency. The definition of containment by reference
is more like aggregation dependency because the parts are not lifetime dependent on
the whole. On the subject of aggregation, in general, Booch declares that parts may
be shared [, p. 129], but does not clarify if a part can have at most or at least one
whole. Also, the semantics of aggregation allow for reflexive and cyclic aggregation
[p. 180]. However, Booch also declares [, p. 129] "Containment by value may not be
cyclic ... although containment by reference may .. .. ".
Rumbaugh, et. al. declare that during analysis developers should not spend so
much time in deciding between association and aggregation [Rumbaugh9 I]. The
author agrees with this viewpoint, however, does not agree with the rationale that
aggregation is " .. .just associations with extra connotations." [, p. 156]. Although it
is true that aggregation has something extra, the differences are fundamental.
Therefore, the focus of attention should be firstly, why they are different and
secondly and more importantly, how they are different.

They declare that, in

aggregation, component objects have independent existence [, p. 38].

Thereby,

eliminating the property of lifetime dependency. But, they did not clarify what
happens to the parts if the whole is destroyed. Their definition of aggregation hints
on the existence of functional dependency between the related objects. However,
this may only be deduced from their examples.

Their definition of qualified

association [, p. 35] is similar to collection dependency. However, they did not
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define qualified association in terms of encapsulation, shared, or how the parts' fate
are affected by the whole destruction .
Coleman, et. al. declares their definition of relationships and aggregation as
similar [Coleman94].

They say " .. . both are formed by taking tu pies of class

instances ... " [, p. 19]. However, they emphasize also that aggregation is different
because it implies whole-part relationships. Their notion of functional dependency
appears only during design.

Functional dependency is shown in the object

interaction graphs and visibility graphs. These graphs form part of the design model.
However, their emphasis is on how the operations are realized rather than on the
more general structural architecture of classes.
Wirfs-Brock, et. al. define three class instance relationships, namely: Is-partof, Has-knowledge-of, and Depends-upon [Wirfs-Brock90, pp. 92-93].

They

classify Is-part-of relationship in two types, namely: relationships between
composite classes and relationships between container classes. This is the same as
aggregation dependency and collection dependency, respectively. However, they did
not clarify, like most methods, if parts may be encapsulated, shared, or how the fate
of the part is affected by its whole. Their definition of Depends-upon is unclear.
Robinson does not provide a notion which is synonymous to relational
dependency [Robinson92].

Only two types of class instance relationships are

provided, namely: use and include. These two relationship types imply relational
dependency.

This is understandable because functional dependency, aggregation,

and collection dependency all imply relational dependency.
clearly shows functional dependency [, pp. 59-65].

The use relationship

The include relationship 1s

halfway between aggregation and collection dependencies[, pp. 56-57].
Graham introduces three class instance relationships related to the study,
namely: association, usage, and composition [Graham95]. However, the semantics
of these relationships are not elaborated. Since the semantics are not clear, it is also
unclear where class instance relationships identified by Graham fall under the
classification identified in this study. Although it appears in Table 6-2 on page 98
that Graham ' s classification falls under the atomic class instance relationships, it is
only because not enough information was provided to clearly classify their class
instance relationships.
Walden and Nerson comment that aggregation is a very important concept but
its semantics is not so easy to define [Walden95, p. 70]. They proceed by giving
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several examples to illustrate why. Their conclusion is that " ... the modeler must be
allowed some freedom in using the aggregation concept, and that its semantics will
probably vary from one context to another also within the same system." [, pp. 7071], which again illustrates the ambiguity of the semantics. However, they present a
similar view that a part object may only be a part of at most one whole. They also
introduced the concept of semantic links [, p. 89], which may be used to show the
different class instance relationships addressed in this study. However, they did not
elaborate on the semantics of class instance relationships in the examples they
provided.
Cook and Daniels analyzed three possible semantics for aggregation [Cook94,
p. 38-40].

The three possible semantics for aggregation are the following: an

implied sharing of properties, encapsulation, and lifetime dependency. They rejected
the first, claiming it to be too imprecise.

They favor encapsulation but did not

discuss it in terms of class instance relationships, rather they used it for system
structuring. They defined aggregation in terms of lifetime dependency where they
specifically mentioned that the lifetime of the parts is dependent on the lifetime of
the whole. In this study lifetime dependency is not used to describe aggregation
dependency because its semantics is too strong.
Jacobson, et. al. identify that the consists-of association possess the
containment property [Jacobson92, p. 181].

They claim their acquaintance

association to be unidirectional [, p. 179]. The definition of the semantics of their
class instance relationships are unclear. Although it appears in Table 6-2 on page 98
that their classification falls under the basic class instance relationships, it is only
because not enough information was provided to clearly classify their class instance
relationships.
The closest to the concepts presented in this study are those by de Champeaux,
et. al. [deChampeaux93].

They do not have the concept of locality dependency

because their scope does not cover distribution. However, it can be seen in Table 6-2
on page 98 that their classification of the basic class instance relationships is
analogous to this study.

Specifically, their definition of relationships and

acquaintance are very close, if not the same, to relational dependency and functional
dependency, respectively.

However, their definition of collections may be

interpreted as both aggregation and collection dependency. They are also tentative
about the fate of the parts.

They introduced a concept called ensembles, which
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includes the notion of lifetime dependency. However, an ensemble is an object and
it is not a class instance relationship. Ensembles are analogous to the object types in
the compositional dimension described in Chapter 5 Section 5.2.1.3.

6.3 DOOM's Class Instance Relationships
This section identifies DOOM's class instance relationships. The previous section
identifies the atomic class instance dependencies. In this section, the atomic class
instance dependencies are amalgamated to form higher-level forms of class instance
relationships that explicitly show whether they are relationships between local or
remote objects.
DOOM's class instance relationships are the following: Knows-A, Uses-A,
Has-A, Is-An-Aggregation-Of, Is-A-Collection-Of, and their local and remote
variations.

6.3.1

Knows-A Relationship
The " Knows-A Relationship", hereafter called Knows-A, is a class instance
relationship which exhibits relational dependency between instances of object-local
objects or between instances of object-remote objects.
Knows-A is illustrated by either a line, or a class and lines, connecting the
related classes. The first option is commonly used in other methods and has been
used in the examples throughout the discussion of relational dependency in Section
6.2 .1. This is illustrated in Figure 6-38 .
'

PATIENT

,

______ _,.,

I

Figure 6-38: Knows-A illustrated as a Line

Figure 6-38 means that an instance of DOCTOR knows an instance of
PATIENT because there is an appointment relationship that exists between them.

Knows-A has all the properties of relational dependency.

One feature shown in

Figure 6-38 is bidirectional navigation because the link does not have an explicit
navigation adornment. Therefore, an instance of PATIENT also knows an instance of
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DOCTOR. The Knows-A between PATIENT and DOCTOR in Figure 6-38 has other

features which may be deduced based on the properties of relational dependency;
these will not be elaborated further.
It is possible for associations or links to have their own attributes. This is

In this case, the second

commonly referred in the literature as link attributes.

notation of Knows-A is used. This involves a relational dependency class which is
connected to the classes associated by relational dependency. Also, the relational
dependency class contains the link attributes.

The relational dependency class is

distinguished from other classes with the use of the relational dependency class
adornment- {R}.

Figure 6-39 illustrates the APPOINTMENT association as a

relational dependency class with its corresponding attributes. Figure 6-39 illustrates
a model where an instance of PATIENT knows it has an appointment on a given day
and time with an instance of DOCTOR.
, .... -------,
PATIENT

I

I
I

I
1

/ APPOINTMENT/- - - - - - - I

{R}

I
I

,------

' the_day: DAY
,
'\ the_time: TIME ,'----........
___ ____ _ ,
~ DOCTOR I
- - -------I

Figure 6-39: Knows-A illustrated as a Class

The link attributes, the_day and the_time, may be modeled in a way that they
are assigned as attributes of either PATIENT or DOCTOR, thereby, eliminating the
need for an additional relational dependency class. However, DOOM discourages
this practice because neither the_day nor the_time is an attribute of PATIENT or
DOCTOR . the_day and the_time are attributes specific to the link between PATIENT

and DOCTOR. As a general rule, if the Knows-A relationship between two instances
of classes has its own attributes, then it must be modeled as a relational dependency
class. Other issues related to relational dependency class will be discussed later in
this subsection.
Knows-A with no attributes may also be illustrated as a relational dependency
class but Knows-A with attributes should not be illustrated using a simple line. The
use of the relational dependency class for representing Knows-A is advantageous
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because it is both an abstraction and implementation tool. Relational dependency
class is similar to Rumbaugh's relationship classes [Rumbaugh87].

More

importantly, however, the relational dependency class explicitly illustrates the
semantics of Knows-A.
Knows-A has three variations. These variations involve augmenting Knows-A
with three locality dependency types. namely: local dependency, remote dependency,
and localvremote dependency. The Knows-A variations are the following: KnowsA-Local, Knows-A-Remote, and Knows-A-LocalvRemote. The semantics of these
variations are deduced directly from the notion of locality dependency discussed in
Section 6.2.5.
The variations of Knows-A specifically show relational dependency and
locality dependency.

The illustrations in Figure 6-40 show that the instances of

PATIENT and MONITOR classes have relational dependency and the different

variations of Knows-A. Figure 6-40(a) shows that an instance of PATIENT KnowsA-Local instance of MONITOR, and vice-versa.

In this case, the instances of

PATIENT and MONITOR are in a common address space. Figure 6-40(b) illustrates

that an instance of PATIENT Knows-A-Remote instance of MONITOR, and viceversa. That is, instances of PATIENT and MONITOR are in separate address spaces.
Lastly, Figure 6-40(c) shows that an instance of PATIENT Knows-A-Localv Remote
instance of MONITOR, and vice-versa. This means that instances of PATIENT and
MONITOR are either in a common address space or in separate address spaces or

both in a common address space and in separate address spaces.
I

I

-------PATIENT

I

I

I

----r--

- ---- --PATIENT

-----\--

-------PATIENT

I

______ _.,,.

'
I

____ ) ___
I

_______ .,,.

(b)

I

LvR

MONITOR ',

'

I

---,----

I

___\ ____

MONITOR ',

(a)

I

R

L

__ _\__ ___
,'

I

I

I

'

I

MONITOR ',
I

----- - (c)

Figure 6-40 : Example of Variations of Knows-A

Figure 6-40 shows variations of Knows-A using locality dependency
adornments.

Recall that two forms of locality dependency, object-locality and

object-remoteness, may be illustrated in two ways: through locality dependency
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adornments and through the use of broken line. In general, Figure 6-40 illustrates
how the notations for locality dependency are combined with the different
dependencies. Basically, the locality dependency adornment is placed somewhere at
the middle of the line connecting the two classes.
Figure 6-41 illustrates the use of broken line to show Knows-A-Local, and
Knows-A-Remote. Recall from the discussion in Section 6.2.5 that the use of the
broken line can only be used to show local or remote dependency. An instance of A
Knows-A-Local instance of B and an instance of B Knows-A-Local instance of A.
An instance of B Knows-A-Remote instance of C and an instance of C Knows-ARemote instance of B. An instance of C Knows-A-LocalvRemote instance of D and
an instance of D Knows-A-LocalvRemote instance of C. Lastly, an instance of D
Knows-A-Remote instance of A and an instance of A Knows-A-Remote instance of
D.

'

-

I
I

:
:

-

-

I

______

A

-

,,,,.-- - 13--- \
r - - - - - ~I

I

.J

Figure 6-41: Example of Variations of Knows-A using Broken line

Take note there is no variation for L©R dependency. The rationale for not
introducing this dependency is based on the weakness of relational dependency.
Relational dependency between instances of classes occur only due to some
connection that may exist between them. There is no cogent reason for an objectremote object to request for a copy of another object when its association with it is
bound only by a weak connection. Table 6-3 provides a summary of the acceptable
variations of Knows-A.

Table 6-3: Knows-A and the acceptable Variations
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Developers must be clear about the locality dependency semantics of Knows-A
in the final model. DOOM requires that all class instance relationships must have
specific locality dependency semantics in the final model. Knows-A, by itself, does
not contain any locality dependency semantics. Therefore, it should not be shown in
the final model.
However, Knows-A (similarly to all basic class instance relationships) is made
available in DOOM to support incremental and iterative development. At the early
stages of development, developers may be tentative on the distributed properties of
the system . It is also possible that developers do not want to be concerned with
distribution aspects and would simply want to concentrate on the logical view of the
system. By providing the simple Knows-A, developers are able to create models
which may be incrementally and iteratively developed. In Figure 6-41, there is no
compelling reason to remove the locality dependency adornments between objectlocal objects or object-remote objects. The diagram may equally be represented as in
Figure 6-42 .

'

I

I

I

-

-

- -

.,,.------A

:

I

t---I

I

______

L

B
I

------,
I

..J

Figure 6-42: Another version showing Locality Dependency Adornments

Rumbaugh [Rumbaugh87], Tanzer [Tanzer95], and Rumbaugh, et. al.
[Rumbaugh91 ], argue that relational dependency must be treated as equal to classes.
Rumbaugh argues that relational dependency is an abstraction and implementation
tool that must be directly supported by OOPLs. Rumbaugh demonstrated how this
may be implemented efficiently in a programming development system called Data
Structure Manager [Rumbaugh87].
Tanzer [Tanzer95] argues that modeling and

implementing relational

dependency as an attribute should be avoided. He enumerated several disadvantages
of modeling relational dependency as an attribute: complicates specification and
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implementation, hampers reusability, creates difficulty in treating link attributes with
cardinality greater than one, makes the system vulnerable to change, degrades
potential for abstraction, increases memory consumption, and increases the
development effort. Tanzer declared that the fundamental idea to avoid all these
disadvantages is to ensure that classes related through relational dependency do not
contain information about the association. In essence, this means avoiding attributes
in modeling and implementing relational dependency.
However, in spite enumerating these disadvantages and stating his basic
principle, Tanzer cannot escape the dilemma of choosing between attribution and
relational dependency. Rumbaugh, et. al. [Rumbaugh9 l , pp. 245-248] also express
the same view and suffers the same dilemma as Tanzer. The author blames their
dilemma on the ambiguous semantics they give to relational dependency.
The author agrees with their viewpoints and incorporates their ideas in KnowsA.

However, the situations when Knows-A may be applied in a model is made

clearer. These are only possible because the semantics of Knows-A is well-defined.
This study also builds on their work by adopting their ideas in the distributed
context.
OOPLs implement relational dependency as pointers or attributes. Tanzer,
Rumbaugh, and others have already identified the disadvantages of this approach.
To add, in a distributed environment, implementing relational dependency as
pointers is difficult, if not impossible. These form part of the reasons why Knows-A
are not implemented as attributes.
Perhaps the most important reason why Knows-A is not implemented as an
attribute is due to its semantics. Recall from the definition of relational dependency
in Section 6.2 .1 on page 99 that relational dependency exists between instances of
classes when there is some form of connection between them . So far, the exact
nature of the connection, that is, whether it is physical or conceptual , has not yet
been identified. The nature of the connection of Knows-A is purely conceptual as
opposed to physical.

Therefore, the semantics of Knows-A is limited to the

conceptual link between the instances of the classes that know each other.
Specifically, in the real-world problem domain, Knows-A manifests in either
of two cases.

In the first case, Knows-A appears as a conceptual or intangible

abstraction in the problem domain. This means there is nothing physical in the realworld problem domain that tangibly demonstrates the existence of Knows-A. These
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are normally the result of some constraint imposed by the problem domain . An
example is an instance of PATIENT class may be monitored by only one instance of
MONITOR class. This situation is illustrated in Figure 6-43 .
'

PATIENT

Figure 6-43 : Intangible Knows-A

In the second case, Knows-A may be seen as an abstraction of a tangible or
physical entity in the real-world problem domain. The physical entity, which is in
the real-world problem domain, demonstrates the existence of Knows-A. Th is is an
exact opposite of the first case. An example of a manifestation of this Knows-A is
the APPOINTMENT relational dependency class in Figure 6-39 on page 139. The
APPOINTMENT class may be viewed as an abstraction of an appointment book,

which exists in the real-world problem domain, where all the doctor and patient
appointments are recorded. Another example is in the domain of order processing
systems. In this particular domain, CUSTOMER class may be related to PRODUCT
class via an INVOICE class. This is illustrated in Figure 6-44.

'
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Figure 6-44 Tangible Knows-A

Recall that the degree of an association may be greater than two. This is
commonly referred as higher-order association.

The relational dependency class

may be used to illustrate higher-order Knows-A. An example is show in Figure 6-45 .
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Figure 6-45: High-Order Knows-A

The last motivation for modeling Knows-A as a class is derived from
Rumbaugh ' s experiment [Rumbaugh87], where he demonstrated that since Knows-A
may be modeled as a class, it may have operations of its own. The author agrees
with Rumbaugh ' s view that this approach is more symmetric than using pointers, and
operations may be applied uniformly to the Knows-A as a whole. Tanzer [Tanzer95]
also introduced a similar idea using generic Knows-A, which is a predefined generic
relationship class.
As mentioned earlier, during analysis, Knows-A may be represented using a
line. A portion of the analysis model of the patient monitoring system involving
Knows-A-Remote is shown in Figure 6-46. The diagram shows that an instance of
MONITOR knows one and only one remote instance of PATIENT and an instance of
PATIENT knows none or one remote instance of MONITOR.

It is optional for an

instance of PATIENT to be connected to an instance of MONITOR but mandatory for
an instance of MONITOR to be connected to PATIENT.

Also, navigation is

The name of the Knows-A-Remote

unidirectional, from PATIENT to MONITOR.

relationship is PATIENT_MONITOR. There are other dependencies in the diagram
which will not be elaborated because they do not relate to Knows-A. However, they
will be discussed in their corresponding subsections later.
MONITOR

/

\

I
I
I

/0..1- \-0. .M

PATIENT_
MONITOR

/4
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'1'
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1
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\
ICU
'
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I
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I

I
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Figure 6-46: Knows-A in PMS Analysis Model
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PATIENT_MONITOR is an example of an intangible Knows-A. An intangible

Knows-A appears as a line in the analysis model.

During design, the intangible

Knows-A needs to be converted into a relational dependency class. Instances of the
relational dependency class contains information related to the associated classes.
For example, Figure 6-47 shows PATIENT_MONITOR as a relational dependency
class. PATIENT_MONITOR{R} is still connected to PATIENT and MONITOR. The
cardinality and optionality properties are maintained exactly as identified in the
analysis model in Figure 6-46.

The link between PATIENT_MONITOR{R} and

MONITOR, and PATIENT_MONITOR{R} and PATIENT should not be mistaken as

new relational dependencies because PATIENT_MONITOR{R} is clearly identified as
a relational dependency class. The other dependencies will be discussed later as we
expound DOOM's class instance relationships.
,
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Figure 6-47: Knows-A in PMS Design Model

An example of tangible, high-order Knows-A is shown in Figure 6-48. This
diagram represents a portion of the petrol pump station application analysis model.
Instances of DAY_SALES exist in the petrol pump system application. DAY_SALES
is high-order Knows-A.

It involves instances of the PUMP, CUSTOMER, and

ATTENDANT classes. DAY_SALES Knows-A-Local CUSTOMER and ATTENDANT.

Also, DAY_SALES Knows-A-Remote PUMP. In all the Knows-A variations in this
diagram, navigation is bidirectional.
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Figure 6-48 : Knows-A in PPSA Analysis Model

The conversion of a tangible Knows-A, which is found in the analysis model,
to the corresponding Knows-A in the design model is straightforward.

It simply

involves declaring the discovered abstraction into a relational dependency class.
This is in direct support to traceability because abstractions found in the real-world
problem-domain may be directly translated to an implementation strategy in the
software-world solution-domain.

The corresponding design model involving the

Knows-A variations in the petrol pump station application is illustrated in Figure 649.

/ cusroMER 'i

I

, ________ ,,, I
Figure 6-49: Knows-A in PPS Design Model

6.3.2 Uses-A Relationship
The "Uses-A Relationship", hereafter called Uses-A, is a relationship between
objects which exhibit functional dependency and locality dependency.
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The semantics and notation of Uses-A are consistent with the semantics of
functional dependency.

Uses-A is simply functional dependency augmented with

locality dependency. Uses-A allows the developer to specify the different types of
locality dependencies in functional dependency.
The variations of Uses-A are the following: Uses-A-Local, Uses-A-Remote,
Uses-A-Localv Remote, and Uses-A-Local©Remote.

The semantics of these

different variations may be deduced directly from the semantics of locality
dependency, which were explained in Section 6.2.5 .

, It is important to emphasize that the lifetimes of the client and supplier, which
participate in the Knows-A relationship, are independent. This has been described in
the discussion of functional dependency. One motivation for building distributed
systems is that they allow the possibility of partial failure . If a computer in one site
fails, the whole distributed system does not fail with it. The semantics of Uses-A
captures the meaning of partial failure at the object level. However, it is difficult to
maintain this semantics if objects related by Uses-A reside in the same node.
Another point that needs to be stressed is that the connection in Uses-A 1s
physical as oppose to conceptual.

The previous subsection emphasizes that the

connection between objects that Knows-A each other is conceptual. In the case of
Uses-A, the connection is physical.

This is important during implementation

because the connection is used as the physical link where requests and results
traverse.

This physical connection is also true for the other class instance

relationships in the succeeding discussion.
The remainder of this subsection shows some examples how Uses-A may be
employed in practice. Figure 6-50 shows the Uses-A relationships in a portion of the
patient monitoring system analysis model. Two other types of relationships appear
in the diagram. The first, Knows-A-Remote between PATIENT and MONITOR has
been discussed in the previous subsection. The second, which is the relationship
between ICU_COMPUTER and PATIENT will be discussed later.
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MONITOR

1

Figure 6-50: Uses-A in the PMS Analysis Model

In Figure 6-50, an instance of ICU_SCREEN Uses-A-Local instance of
ICU_COMPUTER.

The instance of the ICU_SCREEN is the local interface of

ICU_COMPUTER. The instance of ICU_SCREEN is in a common address space

with the instance of ICU_COMPUTER, and vice-versa.

It is possible for several

instances of TERMINAL to use an instance of ICU_COMPUTER. The instances of
TERMINAL are object-remote objects relative to the instance of ICU_COMPUTER.

An instance of ICU_COMPUTER may use up to N remote instances of MONITOR.
The instance of ICU_COMPUTER and the instances of MONITOR are in separate
address spaces .
Recall that L©R dependency is not a copy operation.

It provides an

abstraction wherein an instance of TERMINAL may acquire a copy of an instance of
PATIENT through ICU_COMPUTER.

Also, an instance of TERMINAL does not

access the remote instances of PATIENT directly but it gains access to them (that is, a
copy) through the instance of ICU_COMPUTER.

Typically, TERMINAL requests

ICU_COMPUTER to send it a copy of a PATIENT. ICU_COMPUTER first checks if

the request can be serviced, if so, then the copy is sent to TERMINAL. There are
several schemes which may be implemented if the requested instance is not
available. DOOM leaves to the developer the decision on what actions need to be
done when the requested instance is not available.
Uses-A relationships which appear in the analysis model may be utilized
directly in the design model. This supports seamless application development. It
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also supports traceability because the analysis model may be used directly as the
implementation model.
Another example of Uses-A is shown in Figure 6-51. This diagram shows a
portion of the bank system application analysis model. All the variations of Uses-A,
which is shown in this diagram, has been explained previously.

However, it is

important to draw attention to the recursive Uses-A-Remote relationship in
BRANCH_COMPUTER.

This model captures the situation where the computer in

one branch is connected to each and every computer in the other branches. Thereby
allowing these branch computers to form a network, so that information they
maintain may be made available to the other branches. This allows depositors to do
their transactions in any branch or ATM.
TERMINAL',

Figure 6-51: Uses-A in the BSA Analysis Model

The last example shows the Uses-A-LocalvRemote relationship.

This is

illustrated in Figure 6-52. Assume a distributed programming system which allows
objects in a local site to communicate with each other, as well as with other objects
in remote sites. The programming run-time system needs to identify the location of
the target object before it can pass the message. The programming system has an
instance of an OBJECT_ADDRESS_LOCATOR which performs just this task.
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Figure 6-52: Uses-A-LocalvRemote Relationship

The instance of OBJECT_ADDRESS_LOCATOR employs the services of an
instance of NAME_SERVER. The NAME_SERVER keeps a record of objects and
their address, such that, given the object' s name it returns the object' s known
address. Instances of NAME_SERVER are situated in different sites in the distributed
system.

Objects which are commonly accessed from a site will have a high

probability of having an entry in the site's instance of NAME_SERVER. Each name
server does not have a complete listing of all the objects in the distributed system.
Instead, an instance of OBJECT_ADDRESS_LOCATOR relies on the different
instances of NAME_SERVER to provide it the required address. So, if the instance of
OBJECT_ADDRESS_LOCATOR is unsuccessful with its local name server then it

will try the other remote name servers until it gets the required address. Therefore,
the instance of OBJECT_ADDRESS_LOCATOR may use a local or remote instance
of NAME_SERVER.
Table 6-4 provides a summary of the possible variations of Uses-A.

Table 6-4 : Uses-A and the acceptable Variations

6.3.3 ls-An-Aggregat ion-Of Relationship
The "Is-An-Aggregation -Of Relationship", hereafter called Is-An-Aggregation-Of, is
a relationship between objects which exhibit aggregation dependency and locality
dependency.
Is-An-Aggregation -Of 1s simply aggregation dependency extended with
locality dependency. As discussed in Section 6.2.3, components that participate in
an aggregation dependency may be encapsulated or shared.

As a result, the

components in an Is-An-Aggregation -Of may also be encapsulated or shared. Table
6-5 provides a summary of the possible variations of Is-An-Aggregation-Of.
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Table 6-5: Is-An-Aggregation-Of and the acceptable Variations

The semantics of these variations may be deduced from the discussion of
aggregation dependency and locality dependency. The following variations should
not appear in the design model: Is-An-Aggregation-Of-Encapsulated-Local©Remote,
Is-An-Aggregation-Of-Shared-Local©Remote,

Is-An-Aggregation-Of-Shared-

Localv Remote, and Is-An-Aggregation-Of-Shared-Remote.
It is difficult to find a situation where a developer may require the Is-AnAggregation-Of-Local© Remote, during design, in both the encapsulated and shared
cases. If this is allowed in the design model, it implies that a developer has decided
to allocate a component to a remote location, but when access to the component is
required, a local copy of it must be made available.

We find this contradictory

because a component has been assigned remotely yet when it is needed it must be
available locally.
In DOOM, components of an aggregate may not be accessed remotely by a
different object. The reason for this restriction is the adherence to the principle of
encapsulation. One may argue that local components which are shared also violates
encapsulation. This is true, however, we find that the developer has more control
over this case compared with encapsulation violation that cross the boundaries of
object-remote objects.
The use of the Is-An-Aggregation-Of variations just mentioned, is restricted
only during design. In general, it is bad modeling practice to include them in the
design model. However, these variations may appear in the analysis model. The
analysis model depicts the current situation of the real-world problem domain . If
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these variations appear m the analysis model then they may be an indication of
potential problem areas. Developers must be able to invent solutions to this potential
problem area in their design.
Figure 6-53 is a portion of the banking system application . It shows examples
The

of Is-An-Aggregation-Of-Encap sulated-Local .
aggregation

of

instances

local

and

encapsulated

instance

of ATM

is an

RECEIPT_PRINTER,

of

MONEY_DISPENSER , ATM_KEYBOARD, ATM_SCREEN, and CARD_READER.
Similarly, the instance of TERMINAL is an aggregation of encapsulated and local
instances ofTERMINAL_KEYBOARD and TERMINAL_SCREEN .
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Figure 6-53 : ls-An-Aggregate-Of in the BSA M odel

Figure 6-54 illustrates another example of Is-An-Aggregation-Of.

This

diagram shows a mixture of encapsulated, shared, local, and remote Is-AnAggregation-Of. This is a portion of the analysis model of the petrol pump station
application .

Most of the aggregation dependencies in this diagram have been

discussed in Section 6.2 .3 on page 117.

Recall that the semantics Is-An-

Aggregation-Of relationships is simply aggregation dependency augmented with
locality dependency. In this particular diagram , only local and remote dependencies
are introduced.

The semantics of the model is straightforward, based on the

definition of aggregation dependency and locality dependency.
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Figure 6-54: ls-An-Aggregate-Of in the PPSA Analysis Model

In practice, there are Is-An-Aggregation-Of relationships that reqmre
components to be encapsulated and remote. For example, Figure 6-55 illustrates a
situation where an instance of a WEATHER_MONITOR class Is-An-Aggregation-OfEncapsulated-Remote instance of WIND_VELOCITY_SENSOR class. The instance
of WIND_VELOCITY_SENSOR class may be remote from the instance of
WEATHER_MONITOR class.

Also, the instance of WIND_VELOCITY_SENSOR

class is a component of the instance of the WEATHER_MONITOR class. Lastly, no
other object may gain access to the instance the WEATHER_VELOCITY_SENSOR
class. This particular example illustrates that it is sometimes convenient to say IsAn-Aggregate-Of instead of Is-An-Aggregation-Of. Also, it sometimes useful to say
Is-An-Encapsulated-Local-Component-Of and the other possible variation . DOOM
encourages the use of these alternative names so that the relationship may be
expressed naturally in English.
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Figure 6-55: Example ofis-An-Aggregation-Of-Encapsulated-Remote
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Examples of the other variations of Is-An-Aggregation-Of- are hard to come
by. Take note that they should only appear in the analysis model. Their semantics
may be deduced directly from the definition of aggregation dependency and locality
dependency.

6.3.4 ls-A-Collection-Of Relationship
The ·'Is-A-Collection-Of Relationship", hereafter called Is-A-Collection-Of, is a
relationship between objects which exhibit collection dependency and locality
dependency.
Is-A-Collection-Of is simply collection dependency extended with locality
dependency. Table 6-6 provides the summary of the acceptable variations of Is-ACollection-Of. Like Is-An-Aggregation-Of, Is-A-Collection-Of may be called other
names.

Alternative names for Is-A-Collection-Of are Is-A-Group-Of or Is-A-

Member-Of and the other possible variations like Is-A-Group-Of-Encapsulated Remote or Is-An-Encapsulated-Remote- Member-Of.

The use of these alternative

names is encouraged in DOOM so that the relationships may be expressed naturally
as English phrases. The reasons why Is-A-Collection-Of-Local©R emote variations
are not allowed in the design model is the same as that provided for Is-AnAggregation-Of. However, Is-A-Collection-Of is more liberal considering that Is-ACollection-Of does not imply functional dependency.

Table 6-6: ls-A-Collection-Of and the acceptable Variations

The remainder of this subsection shows some examples of the use of ls-ACollection-Of. Figure 6-56 shows that an instance of BRANCH_COMPUTER Is-ACollection-Of-Encapsulated- Remote instances of O.. N TERMINAL, instance of 1
CLIENT_BASE, and instances of O.. K ATM. Also, the instance of CLIENT_BASE Is-
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A-Collection-Of-Shared-Local instances of O.. P DEPOSITOR. In turn, and instance
of

DEPOSITOR

Is-A-Collection-Of-Encapsulated-Local
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of
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Figure 6-56: ls-A-Collection-Of in the BSA Anaiysis Modei

Figure 6-57 shows a portion of the petrol pump station application design
model.

In this diagram is an example of Is-A-Collection-Of-Encapsulated-

LocalvRemote instances of ARCHIVE. This means that instances of ARCHIVE may
be local or remote relative to the instance of TERMINAL.
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Figure 6-57: Is-A-Collection-Of in the PPSA Design Model

6.3.5 Has-A Relationship
The " Has-A Relationship", hereafter called Has-A, is a relationship between
instances of classes that exhibit aggregation or collection dependency.
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Has-A does not appear in the final analysis or design model.

Has-A is

provided in DOOM to support incremental and iterative development. It is common
for developers to build the model as knowledge about the situation is acquired.
During the early stages of analysis and design, developers are sometimes tentative
about the exact semantics of whole-part relationships.

However. this uncertainty

disappears as analysis and design progress.
In this study, there are two types of whole-part relationships, namely: Is-AnAggregation-Of and Is-A-Collection-Of.

DOOM imposes that final analysis and

design models are clear about whole-part relationships that appear in them.
However, in the early stages, DOOM allows developers to delay their decision about
the exact semantics of whole-part relationships.
In this study, Has-A is used as a mechanism to allow the developer to be
tentative about the whole-part relationship and at the same time to be clear about it.
This is in direct support to incremental and iterative application development. If the
developer ' s model contains Has-A relationship between two classes, then the
developer is sure there is a whole-part relationship between instances of these classes
but is still unsure about its exact semantics, that is, whether the relationship is Is-AnAggregation-Of or Is-A-Collection-Of.
Figure 6-58 shows an example of Has-A. Take note that the square (in the
case ofls-A-Collection-Ot) or circle (in the case of Is-An-Aggregation-Of) enclosing
the solid ball is removed to show Has-A. Also, Has-A has the encapsulated and
shared variations . Figure 6-58 shows an example of Has-A-Encapsulated. Has-AShared is illustrated using the hollow ball. This will not be elaborated further.
l
// BRANCH
: COMPUTER :

Figure 6-58: Example of Has-A

The acceptable variations of Has-A are shown in Table 6-7. The semantics of
these variations will not be elaborated further.
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Table 6-7 : Has-A and the acceptable Variations

Has-A may be recursive. However, Has-A does not occur between the same
instance . We illustrate Has-A between classes but remember that Has-A refers to
class instances. There is nothing illegal for a class to be related to itself via a Has-A
relationship, provided that different class instances are involved . This is implied for
the Is-An-Aggregation-Of and Is-A-Collection-Of relationships. A good example of
this is the Russian doll example given in [Walden95 , p. 73] illustrated in Figure 6-59
using DOOM ' s notation .

Figure 6-59 : Recursive Has-A

6.4 Summary
This chapter describes the semantics of DOOM ' s class instance relationships.

It

provides two of this study' s contribution to knowledge which are: it clarifies the
semantics of class instance relationships and it introduces new notations that clearly
illustrate the semantics of class instance relationships .
It is thought that it might be straightforward to adopt the semantics of class

instance relationships as they are described in well-known object-oriented methods.
The contrary was discovered because the semantics of class instance relationship in
object-oriented methods is ambiguous .
The chapter identifies the class instance relationships semantics problem and
shows how these problems manifest. Basically, there is a problem because methods
do not describe the semantics of class instance relationships clearly. However, the
root of the problem is that object-oriented methods have been unsuccessful in
identifying the essential property which may be used to describe class instance
relationships in the context of DOO.
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The chapter analyzes class instance relationships and identifies that the
essential property that may be used to describe class instance relationships is based
on dependency. The chapter identifies relational, functional, aggregation, collection,
and locality dependencies to be the atomic class instance relationships.
However, these atomic class instance relationship are incomplete as they can
not be used to describe other class instance relationships useful in distributed
systems.

So, the atomic class instance relationships are amalgamated to form

DOOM's class instance relationships. DOOM's class instance relationships are the
following: Knows-A, Uses-A, Has-A, Is-An-Aggregation-Of, Is-A-Collection-Of,
and their different variations.

Table 6-8 provides a summary of DOOM's class

instance relationships.
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Table 6-8: Summary ofDOOM's Class Instance Relatioships
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7. Modeling DOOAs
The general objective of this chapter is:
•

to describe how DOOAs are modeled in DOOM;

and the specific objectives are:
•

to identify DOOM's models,

•

to provide the motivation for the static model,

•

to provide the motivation for the dynamic model,

•

to identify DOOM's modeling phases, and

•

to identify some activities in modeling DOOAs.

This chapter describes how DOOAs are modeled in DOOM.
Modeling DOOAs is essentially an iterative and incremental process.

In

DOOM, a developer may start by building the structure of the application using only
the simple Knows-A relationship. As knowledge about the application is achieved,
the simple Knows-A may be changed to more elaborate relationships like Uses-A, IsAn-Aggregation-Of, or Is-A-Collection-Of, and their different variations. Several
iterations may be performed and during each iteration the knowledge about the
application is incrementally refined until the desired model is produced.
We suggest that the developer must concentrate only on the functional
requirements of the system during the early stages of model building. During the
early stages, concerns about the distributed aspects of the system must be ignored. In
this way, the developer is able to concentrate on the required functionality of the
system. Developers can immediately consider the distributed aspects as soon as the
functional requirements of the system are clarified in the model.
We have seen in the previous chapter that class instance relationships may be
incrementally adorned.

In Chapter 5, we have seen how classes may also be

categorized in an incremental way. This chapter takes a closer look at how DOOM
models are built. We start by identifying the models produced in DOOM. This is
given in Section 7.1.

Sections 7.2 and 7.3 describe these models in detail and

identify DOOM's motivation for these models. Section 7.4 identifies the application
development phases covered by DOOM.

Section 7.5 describes general modeling

activities in DOOM. The chapter ends with a summary in Section 7.6.
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7 .1

DOOM Models
The use of DOOM

in

the analysis and design of a DOOA produces a DOO-A

(Distributed Object-Oriented Analysis) model and a DOO-D (Distributed ObjectOriented Design) model, respectively.
Both the DOO-A and DOO-D models are described in two perspectives,
namely: static and dynamic. The static and dynamic perspectives are documented in
the static model and dynamic model , respectively.
The static model of a system may be shown using either of two views, namely:
logical view or physical view.

The static perspective of the DOO-A model 1s

documented in the logical view.

The static perspective of the DOO-D model 1s

documented in the physical view.

That is, the logical view is produced during

analysis, whereas, the physical view is produced during design. These two views are
illustrated using a class diagram.
The dynamic model of a system may be shown using either the functional view
or object lifetime view. The dynamic perspective of a DOO-A model is shown using
the functional view. The dynamic perspective of a DOO-D model is shown using
both the functional view and the object lifetime view. The functional and object
lifetime views are illustrated using an object diagram.
DOOM's models are organized as shown in Figure 7-1 . The directed dotted
lines at the bottom of the figure indicate where each view is used . The diagrams
used to illustrate the static and dynamic models are also shown.
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Figure 7-1: DOOM Models and Diagrams

Basically, there are only two major diagrams in DOOM and these are the class
diagram and the object diagram. These two diagrams are basic to almost all the
methods surveyed in this study. The notations used in DOOM's class diagram and
object diagram are similar to Booch ' s notation [Booch94]. For the class diagram, the
differences lie in the use of object types (introduced in Chapter 5) and class instance
relationships (introduced in Chapter 6). For the object diagram, the differences lie in
the use of a message passing syntax which shows intra-object concurrency, and
object creation and destruction.

The succeeding two sections describe these two

diagrams in more detail.

7 .2 Static Model
The static model is used to show the structure of the system . The static model is
illustrated using a class diagram . The class diagram shows the classes making up the
system, their description, their interrelationships, and their groupings

into

subsystems. A part of the output of DOO-A and DOO-D is a static model of the
system. DOO-A and DOO-D have their own version of the static model.
It was a conscious effort in DOOM to use the same concepts and notations for
the static models of both DOO-A and DOO-D. This is a direct contribution to
seamless application development. Using the same abstraction mechanisms in both
analysis and design has advantages.

Since the same notations are used in both

phases, the class diagram produced in analysis may be refined, expanded, and
transformed during design. This also facilitates and enhances the communication
between analysts and designers because the same concepts and notations are used.
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This is advantageous especially if analysis and design are performed by different
work groups.

Also, the use of a single absrraction in both analysis and design

facilitates traceability.
The previous chapter has shown several examples of class diagrams.
Basically, a class diagram shows the classes in a system and how they are r ated.
Classes are drawn using the class icon, illustrated in Figure 7-2. The class icon may
The relationships

be assigned object type adornments as described in Chapter 5.

between classes are shown using the class instance relationships described in Chapter
6.

Basically, the construction of class diagrams links the concepts presented in

Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

1

1

A_CLASS

1

Figure 7-2 : Class Icon

DOOM also supports inheritance.

However, as discussed m Chapter 6,

inheritance is not covered in detail in this study. Inheritance is illustrated using a
directed line as shown in Figure 7-3. DOOM also supports generic class. However,
generic classes will not be elaborated as they will not be shown in any of the
examples; they are also beyond the scope of this study.
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Figure 7-3 : SAVINGS_ACCOUNT and CHECKING_ACCOUNT
Inherits from ACCOUNT

An example of a class diagram is shown in Figure 7-4. This is a version of the
logical view of the banking system application.
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Figure 7-4: BSA DOO-A Static Model-Logical View

We believe that the notations used in DOOM clearly show the situation as
intended by the developer. The use of elaborate class instance relationships and
object types enhance understandability.

7.2.1 Logical View versus Physical View
The static model produced during DOO-A is the logical view, while the static model
produced during DOO-D is the physical view. They are both illustrated using the
class diagram.
The logical view is an object-oriented model which illustrates how objects in
the real-world problem domain are statically related.

The key phrase in this

definition is that the logical view relates to the real-world problem domain. The
logical view is a product of analysis. Therefore, it describes properties that relate to
the "what" of the system .
The physical view, on the other hand, illustrates how objects in the softwareworld solution domain are statically related. This is the solution recommended by
the developer. This is the "how" as opposed to the "what" of the system. It should
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be interpreted in software terms.

The physical view 1s how the structure of the

system will be like when implemented.
The logical view is the analyst's perception of the structure of the real-world
problem domain. In DOOM, details about the physical distribution of objects within
the system may be shown in the logical view. This is perhaps a major difference of
DOOM's logical view with the logical views produced by methods that cater to nondistributed application development.

Information about physical distribution of

objects may not be shown in logical views produced by methods specifically for nondistributed applications.

In non-distributed methods, physical distribution is only

considered within the realm of software.

If details about physical distribution are allowed in the logical view, then there
1s indeed very little difference between the logical view and the physical view.
However, this is only with regards to their physical appearance; underneath the two
models are very much different. The difference lies in the intention of the model. If
the static model is a product of analysis, then it shows the structure of the real-world
problem domain . On the other hand, if the static model is the output of design, then
it shows the structure of the software-world solution domain.
The model in Figure 7-4 illustrates the logical view of the banking system
application. It depicts the situation as described in the problem statement. It may be
deduced form the banking system application problem description that instances of
ATM, TERMINAL, CLIENT_BASE, and BRANCH_COMPUTER are remote.

It may

also be deduced that instances of BRANCH_COMPUTER and CLIENT_BASE may
handle different transactions simultaneously. Also, instances of DEPOSITOR may
be accessed serially.

So, they are depicted that way in the logical model.

It is

important for the logical model to show this information clearly because it guides the
developer make decisions about the design of the application.
It is conventional wisdom among object-oriented practitioners that the physical
model does not deviate "too far" from the logical model.

de Champeaux, et. al.

[deChampeaux93 , p. 222] write, " ... One of the most attractive features of a uniform
object-oriented approach to software development is structural continuity. The basic
decomposition of a system into objects retains its general form from analysis through
design into implementation. Structural continuity is both an empirical observation
(i.e., something that appears to hold widely across object-oriented development
efforts) and a guiding pnnciple for design methods ... ". Similarly, in DOOM, the
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physical view may vary slightly but the change may be minimal with respect to the
structure of the logical view.
In Figure 7-4, the developer may decide, based on acquired knowledge about
certain properties of the system, to make the CASH_CARD object-local to ATM, or to
make the CLIENT_BASE a component of BRANCH_COMPUTER instead of being a
member.

These changes may be made during design but they hardly affect the

overall structure of the logical view.
The whole system may be divided into several subsystems. The division of the
system into subsystems may also be shown in the class diagram. The concept of a
subsystem 1s used in both DOO-A and DOO-D.
differently m DOO-A models and DOO-D models.

Subsystems are interpreted
However, the subsystems

established during analysis guide decisions about the subsystems determined during
design. Subsystem is the subject of the next subsection.

7.2.2 Subsystems
In DOOM, the concept of a subsystem is used in both DOO-A and DOO-D. During
analysis, the concept of a subsystem is used to assist in the identification of work
groups and the assignment of subsystems to work groups.

During design, the

concept of a subsystem is used to assist in the partitioning and allocation of
components to processors. In both analysis and design, the concept of a subsystem is
used as a tool for managing complexity. This is achieved by organizing the whole
system into a hierarchical network of subsystems. These three uses of a subsystem
are explained in this subsection.
A subsystem is a well-known structuring strategy used in the domain of
distributed operating system design [Coulouris94, p. I 62].

The concept of a

subsystem is also employed in BON [Walden95, pp. 153-154] and OOSE
[Jacobson92, pp. 195-199] as a mechanism for managing complexity in the early
stages of analysis.

The concept of ensemble [deChampeaux93, pp.133-143] is

closest to the concept of subsystem identified in this study. However, ensembles are
not used for partitioning and allocation [Shatz93, Shatz89]. Other methods use the
concept of a subsystem as a way of grouping classes or modules [Booch94, p. 221222, Rumbaugh91, pp. 199-201].
DOOAs, being complex systems, are normally divided among work groups.
The assignment of portions of the system to work groups is an issue which is
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addressed very early in the analysis stage, especially for large systems. Walden and
Nerson describe the situation clearly: " . .. Since massive communication between
many people is extremely costly and error prone (even worse when geographical
distances are involved), having small groups of people working on separate parts of a
system is always a major principle of large developments.... Thus, when analysis
and design of a large system is to proceed concurrently, the major subsystems should
be decided already as part of the initial task, so an appropriate work organization can
be found ... " [Walden95 , p. 153].
In DOOM, subsystems are used to guide decisions involving work group
organization . Subsystems are determined during preliminary analysis (discussed in
Section 7.4.1) when the future terms and conditions of the project are being
determined. The subsystems determined during preliminary analysis may be readily
assigned to work groups as soon as analysis formally starts.
There is always the risk of premature decisions about the decomposition of the
system during preliminary analysis because the primary objective at this stage is only
to identify the project's future terms and conditions.

This risk is present in any

development method. The key is to produce a high-level division first and to analyze
and refine this high-level structure until a stable subsystem structure is produced.
DOOM has a head start because the initial high-level division has already been
determined even before formal analysis starts.
The subsystem structure must influence the work group organization.

The

initial subsystem structure may undergo changes. Changes in the initial subsystem
structure may also mean changes in the work group organization. At the outset, it is
a good strategy to organize a core group whose task will be to determine a plausible
subsystem structure.
It is important to realize that DOOM recommends a development style wherein
the overall structure of the system is first established before going into the details of
the individual classes. Subsystems are problem-oriented abstractions. Determining
subsystems is analogous to top-down decomposition [Snowdon79] employed in
structured techniques like data flow diagrams [DeMarco78] or hierarchical charts
[Sommerville89, p. 256-257] . However, this is not to say that DOOM is solely a
top-down functional decomposition method.
Subsystems may be equally viewed as abstractions very similar to classes or
objects.

They model principal components of the system.
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cohesive units. They may be linked to other subsystems but they are weakly coupled
to each other. In this way, subsystems may be used during analysis and design as a
tool for managing the complexity of the system. The same principles for identifying
object or classes may be used for determining subsystems: only that subsystems are
in the large-scale.
In DOOM, the last role of subsystems is to assist in partitioning and allocation.
Low, et. al. [Low96] define the two processes of partitioning and allocation clearly:
"'A system that is to be distributed around a network must be broken down into
components that are allocated to physical nodes. The process of breaking the system
down into those components is called ' partitioning.' The process of allocating those
components ... around the network is called ' allocation. ' ... ".
In DOOM, a subsystem is a partition of the whole system which will be
allocated to a processor. This means that the tool used for managing complexity and
organizing work groups, is the same tool used for identifying how the whole system
may be partitioned over the network of computers in the distributed system . This
directly supports the principles of seamlessness and traceability.
In DOOM, a subsystem is shown using an enclosed broken line. It is normally
in a form of a box and contains a name adornment. The enclosure must have sharp
corners to distinguish the subsystem notation from the notation used for a class,
which uses round corners. Take note that subsystems have an interplay with the
object locality dimension and locality dependency, described in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6, respectively. Figure 7-5 illustrates the subsystems in the banking system
application

physical

view.

The

figure

shows

four

subsystems,

namely:

TERMINAL_SUB, BRANCH_COMP _SUB, CLIENT_BASE_SUB, and ATM_SUB.

These subsystems are the partitions of the whole banking system application. These
subsystems may be assigned to different nodes in the distributed network of
computers.
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Figure 7-5: BSA D00-D Static Model-Physical View

Allocation, per se, is beyond the scope of design. Allocation belongs in the
domain of the underlying system that manages the objects when the application starts
running. This is especially true when the system allows object mobility. In this
context, the underlying system may be the distributed operating system or the
distributed programming language run-time system, or both.

In theory, it is the

underlying system that determines to which processor a partition is allocated. The
distributed operating system may base its decision on processor load, network load,
completion time, or system reliability.

The distributed operating system may

allocate the partitions dynamically as each partition may be viewed simply as a
process.
However, the allocation of partitions to processors may not be left entirely to
the distributed operating system. There may be partitions which need to be always in
different physical nodes; similarly, in the same physical node. In DOOM, drawing a
broken line round a network of classes specifies that instances of those classes are in
the same address space. Since they are in the same address space then they are also
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in the same node. Take note that they are object-local objects relative to each other.
Recall in Chapter 6 that instances of classes enclosed in a broken line have local
dependency on each other.

However, it is not clear if objects within separate

subsystems are in different physical nodes. Take note that the concept of subsystems
is also linked with the concept of object-local and object-remote objects as described
in Chapter 5.
There may be application specific requirements about the physical placement
of partitions relative to each other. This is shown in DOOM with the use of a bold
typeface R or L adornment placed on a heavy line connecting two subsystems. This
notation is similar to Knows-A-Local and Knows-A-Remote, however, there are
notable differences that helps to avoid possible confusion.

Firstly, physical

placement is illustrated between subsystems as opposed to classes. Secondly, the use
heavy line and bold typeface emphasize the difference between the two notations.
Figure 7-6 illustrates an arrangement where all the subsystems in the banking system
application are all required to be in separate nodes.
i
I TERMINAL SUB I

:7-1: "~

- - - - ,

~ ~

R

,- - - - ~ I
BRANCH_
COMP_
SUB

tl
R

R

~R
I

I

--

17 _ _ _ _
R

~

R

-"--

-

CLIENT_
BASE
SUB-

-

-

__/_

I

ATM_SUB

Figure 7-6 : BSA Subsystem Allocation-All Remote

The objects in a subsystem are object-local objects relative to each other. For
example, based on Figure 7-6, objects within the ATM_SUB are all object-local
objects relative to each other. Objects within the BRANCH_COMP_SUB are objectremote objects relative to the objects in the ATM _SUB, CLIENT_BASE_SUB, and
TERMINAL_SUB.

Objects within a subsystem may be mobile. If one object within a subsystem
moves to another node location, then all the other objects within the subsystem move
with it. Otherwise, the semantics of object-locality will be violated. For example,
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based on Figure 7-6 and Figure 7-5, if the instance of ATM moves, then all its parts
move with it. Also, since the instance of CASH_CARD has local dependency on it
(they are in the same subsystem-the broken line), then the instance of CASH_CARD
will also move where the instance of ATM moves. It should also be pointed out that
if the objects in the ATM_SUB subsystem are moved, then they can never be moved
in a node where any of the other subsystems reside. This ensures that the semantics
of the physical node placement identified in Figure 7-6 is maintained.
It is also possible to declare the ATM_SUB subsystem to be node local relative

to the CLIENT_BASE_SUB subsystem, as shown in Figure 7-7. Take note that this
does not violate the semantics of the object-locality dependencies established in
Figure 7-5.

Instances of classes in the ATM_SUB subsystem will still be object-

remote objects relative to the instances of classes in the CLIENT_BASE_SUB.

I
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Figure 7-7: BSA Subsystem Allocation-ATM_SUB Local to
CLIENT_BASE_SUB

The concept of a subsystem is similar to a virtual node IAtkinson88, pp. 1213]. However, their similarities lie only within the confines of the physical view of
the system. They may be used interchangeably, but only within the context of the
physical view of the application.

The concept of a subsystem also applies m

analysis, that is, the logical view.

Virtual nodes do not exist in the domain of

analysis because virtual nodes are used specifically as an implementation strategy for
distributing programs. Subsystems are m x e general because they may be used in
both analysis and design .
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7.3 Dynamic Model
The dynamic model shows the dynamic properties of the system .

The dynamic

properties of the system includes the creation and destruction of objects and how
objects interact to accomplish a specific task. The dynamic model is shown using an
object diagram.
During analysis only the functional v iew object diagram is shown.

Object

creation and destruction are viewed as software-world activities. This is the reason
why object creation and destruction do not occur in the DOO-A model dynamic
view.
The basic elements of object diagrams are objects, links, and messages.
Objects are drawn as solid line outline rectangles with round corners. Objects are
adorned by either a name, a type, or a name and its corresponding type, which is
written on the top part of the object icon. The object' s name is always written in
lower case. An object' s name may be the same as its type. The name and type are
distinguished as the object' s type is always written using all capital letters. Also, if
the object type is specified on its own, it should be preceded by a colon (the only
exception is the ROOT object-this will be discussed shortly). If the object's name
and type are both identified then they are separated by a colon.
A link between two objects illustrates a communication instance between
them. The link shows a path where messages, values, objects, and exceptions may
traverse.
A message is illustrated as a labeled directed arrow drawn adjacent to the link.
The label itself identifies the message. The directed arrow points to the supplier,
from the client. The message indicates the operation which the client invokes on the
supplier. A directed arrow may be shared by a number of messages.
A message may have one or more parameters enclosed in parentheses, called
parameter list. Each parameter consists of a parameter name and a parameter type.
Figure 7-8 shows an example of an object diagram with messages having parameters
and other details just discussed; the sequence numbers shown in the figure will be
discussed shortly.
terminal_ 1.

An accumulate(gt: GRADE_TYPE) transaction is invoked in

In turn, terminal_ 1 passes an add_all(gt: GRADE_TYPE) message to

day_sales . Each message in this object diagram shows one parameter. We would
like to mention that object diagrams are drawn incrementally and iteratively. The
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details about parameter list, and other features which will be discussed shortly, need
not be specified during the early stages of analysis and design .
terminal_ 1:
TERMINAL

1. accumuate(gt:
GRADE_TYPE)/

~- add_all(gt:
'---.'l& GRADE_TYPE)

J
1

day_sales:
DAY_SALES

attendant_
person

Figure 7-8: Object Scenario Diagram illustrating Parameters

If a message is to return a result, then the type of the result is specified after

the parameter list. In Figure 7-9, add_all() has an INTEGER type return result. In
this case, terminal_ 1 will receive a return result of integer type when the add_all()
message completes.
terminal_1:
TERMINAL

1. accumuate(gt:
, J
GRADE_TYPE1/
1
attendant_
person

\ 2. add_all(gt: GRADE_TYPE):
\\
INTEGER
day_sales:
DAY_SALES

Figure 7-9: Object Scenario Diagram illustrating Return Result

A return result may also be named and may be used in subsequent messages in
the object diagram . Figure 7-10 shows a send message to :INSTRUMENT and a
return result readings of type READING is expected.

When the send operation

returns, readings is used as parameter in the store operation to :VITAL_FACTOR.
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:INSTRUMENT

~ - readings := send: READING

:MONITOR
:VITAL_
FACTOR

Figure 7- I 0: Object Scenario Diagram illustrating a Named Return Result

In DOOM, message passing within the whole system is purely synchronous;
message number n + 1 is executed only after the completion of message n. Each
message may have a sequence number which identifies the order of operation
invocation. Figure 7-10 shows store() is invoked after the completion of send.
Figure 7-11 shows another convention for numbering messages. This example
shows the execution of a money transfer transaction.

The transfer() operation

identifies the depositor_id and the amount to be transferred from the depositor' s
savings to checking accounts.

The sequence numbers 2 and 2.1 mean that the

execution of 2.1 must first complete before control is returned to the operation with
sequence number 2, after which operation 3 may be executed.
depositor:
DEPOSITOR

I,

/

2.1. savings_withdraw
(amol.llt: REAL)
3.1. checking_deposit
(amount REAL)

CLIENT_
BASE
. ~
2 . wit.hd raw_save( depos1tor_1d:
INTEGER. amount: REAL)
3. deposit_check(depositor_id:
INTEGER, amount: REAL)

terminal:
TERMINAL

/1.

transfer(depositor_id:
INTEGER, amount: REAL)

teller_
person

Figure 7-1 I: Object Scenario Diagram illustrating Sequential Execution

Concurrency may also be shown by using sequence numbers. Within an object
diagram, the execution of an operation invoked by a message, m1 , which has a
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sequence number containing a letter, is executed concurrently with another operation
invoked by a message, m2, if m2's sequence number contains a different letter but
exactly in the same position as the letter in m1 ' s sequence number.
Figure 7-12 shows that withdraw_save() and deposit_check() may execute
concurrently. Also, since they start with 1, transfer() will complete only if these two
operations have finished. Consequently, savings_withdraw() also runs concurrently
with checking_deposit().

But, the sequence numbers show some precedence of

operation execution between withdraw_save() and savings_withdraw() ; also between
deposit_check() and checking_deposit() . withdraw_save() starts execution and then
calls

savings_withdraw()

and

completes

only

after

savings_withdraw() as indicated by their sequence numbers.

the

completion

of

A similar execution

sequence may be described for deposit_check() and checking_deposit() .
depositor:
DEPOSITOR

1

/

1'

1.2.A.1.1 savings_withdraw(amount: REAL)
1.2.B.1.1 checking_deposit(amount: REAL)

:CLIENT_
BASE
1.2.A.1 . withdraw_save(deposito~
INTEGER. amount: REAL)
1.2.8.1. deposit_check(depositor_id:
INTEGER, amount REAL)

terminal:
TERMINAL

/1.

transfer(depositor_id:
INTEGER, amount: REAL)

teller_
person

Figure 7-12: Object Scenario Diagram illustrating Concurrent Execution

Another style of drawing the object diagrams would be to simply label the
arrows with numbers and to display the statements corresponding to the numbers
shown on one side of the diagram . Figure 7-13 shows an example of this style. This
style is preferred especially when the object diagram contains many objects and
messages .
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-

2, 5

4

I(

ATM

I ~\

~
6 / /
.,,

:CARD_

READER

j

1. card is entered

2. card_info := read_card(): INFO
3. validate(card_info: INFO):
STATUS
4. check(card_info: INFO)
5. eject_card()
6. display(unreadable)
7. card is retuned

:ATM_
SCREEN

Figure 7-13: Invalid Card Entered in the Card Reader

The object diagram may also be used to show how objects are created and
destroyed. An object may be created by another object. The creation of an object by
another sometimes depend on function invocations.

An object diagram may

therefore be used to show the functional and object lifetime views.

Figure 7-14

shows an example where instances of MONEY_DISPENSER, ATM_PRINTER, and
DEPOSITOR are created.

The NEW keyword must appear in the object icon.

create() is an operation which is not really passed to the object itself but to the class
of the object.
distinction.

For this reason, the NEW reserved word is used to illustrate this
The create operation may be given initialization parameters.

An

example of this is shown in message 3.2 of Figure 7-14 . In message 3.2, the new
instance of DEPOSITOR is initialized to the value of dep_data. The diagram also
illustrates how objects are destroyed .
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:ATM_
SCREEN

NEW
:MONEY_
DISPENSER
3.1.1
.,__

NEW
:ATM_
PRINTER

,4,

12, 16

~--~

5, 13, 17
14

----

:CLI ENT_
BASE

2, 7, 19 \;

3.1.2 , 11.1
✓
:DEPOSITOR

:CASH_
CARD

1. disp(menu)
2. read(): OPTION
3. get_depositor()
3.1 dep_data := send(card_info: INFO): DEP_DATA
3.1 .1 search(card_info: INFO): DEP _DATA
3.1.2 dep_data := get_dep_data(card_info: INFO):
DEP_DATA
3.2 create(dep_data: DEP _DATA)
4. create()
5. create()
6. display(dialog)
7. amt := READ()
8. check_limit(amt: AMOUNT): STATUS

(

CARD
READER

\

NEW
:DEPOSITOR

:ATM_
KEYBOARD

9. check_avail(amt: AMOUNT): STATUS
10. Vvithdraw(amt:AMOUNT)
11.1 put_dep_data(dep_data:
DEP_DATA)
12. print(amt: AMOUNT. card_info:
CARD_INFO)
13. give(amt: AMOUNT)
14. eject()
15. destroy()
16. destroy()
17. destroy()
18. destroy()
19. destroy()

Figure 7-14: Withdraw from account

The previous paragraph describes how objects within the application can create
objects. Another way an object may be created in a DOOA is through the use of a
root object. A root object is a special object as it starts an application or a subsystem
running. A DOOA may not be started without the root object. In practice, the root
object may be the distributed operating system, the distributed programming
language run-time system, or both. In DOOM's dynamic model, a root object is
shown by adorning the object icon with the keyword ROOT.
For example, in the banking system application, an instance of the ATM class
might be created by the ROOT object. In the banking system application problem
statement, the ATM display screen is required to show greetings whenever the ATM is
not in use. Also, the card reader of the ATM must be able to receive a card from a
customer when the ATM is in service.

The insertion of the cash card initiates

processing. This information may be used in deciding the dynamic model involving
the creation of ATM. A design option is to model the ATM as created by the ROOT
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In turn, the new instance of ATM can create the new instances of

CARD_READER and ATM_SCREEN. This scenario is illustrated in Figure 7-15.

□
1
~

-

3. create

2. create
NEW
:ATM_
SCREEN

1. create

NEW
:ATM

NEW
CARD_
READER

Figure 7-15: Creation of ATM by the ROOT object

7.4 DOOM's Modeling Process
The object types, class instance relationships, and models are complemented by
DOOM's modeling process.
It is important to realize that there are two types of processes involved during

DOOA modeling.

These two processes are model development and project

management. It is true that the essential process in DOOA modeling is the process
of developing the model itself. However, it cannot be denied that the modeling of
large and complex applications need to be well-managed.
Building a DOOM model, whether it is a DOO-A model or a DOO-D model, is
an iterative and incremental process. Most, if not all, methods promote the same
style of model building. In DOOM, the separation of the functional and operational
requirements of the system is basic to the philosophy of iterative and incremental
model development.
The functional requirements are the services which the user require the system
to provide.

The operational requirements are the demands of the system on its

environment so that it may perform its services. For example, in the banking system
application problem statement, it is mentioned that a customer must be able to
withdraw from his account. This is an example of a functional requirement. The
requirement that the user must be able to withdraw from his account from any ATM,
anywhere in the country, at any time, is an example of an operational requirement.
In this study, the common operational requirements are physical distribution of
components, concurrency, and sharing of components.
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Separating the functional requirements from the operational requirements
allows the developer to manage the complexity of the system . DOOM recommends
that developers should explore the functional requirements of the system first, and
then the operational requirements next.

This provides the developer with an

organized way of investigating the system. Models must initially be built based on
the functional requirements alone. In this way, the developer is isolated from the
details of concurrency, sharing, and physical distribution, which are, by themselves,
also complicated requirements.
The developer may incorporate the operational requirements of the system as
soon as a "good" level of knowledge of the functional requirements of the system has
been acquired. The meaning of " good" is indeed relative. This must be handled on a
case to case basis. It depends on the complexity of the system and the demands of
the users and project managers.
DOOM allows the developer to incrementally build the model required . In the
first step, the functional requirements are modeled, then in the second step, the
operational requirements are added. However, this is not absolute in the sense that
the developer does not have to master all the functional requirements of the system
before investigating the operational requirements. The developer may also proceed
iteratively. Therefore, modeling process moves incrementally and iteratively until
the desired model is acquired.
In DOOM, model building is iterative and incremental. Project management,
on the other hand, is sequential. Project managers must establish a linear progression
of well-defined milestones that occur at predicted time intervals [Selic92]. There
must be a clear definition of the starting point and ending point of the project. Along
the line between these two points, must be well-defined points which specify
parameters that may be used to monitor the progress and quality of the models
developers build. The parameters required to monitor the progress and quality is not,
however, covered in this study. The reader is directed to the work of HendersonSellers [Henderson96].
DOOM covers three front-end phases in the application development lifecycle,
namely: preliminary analysis, distributed object-oriented analysis (000-A), and
distributed object-oriented design

(000-0).

These

phases are

performed

sequentially. This is not a contradiction to the principles of incremental, iterative,
seamless, and traceable application development presented earlier. However, what
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DOOM has achieve is to show explicitly the start and end of each phase at the same
time allowing for iterative, incremental, traceable, and seamless model development.
The activities in DOOM are expanded in the succeeding subsections.

7.4.1

Preliminary Analysis
Preliminary analysis is the process of creating a concise description of the real-world
problem domain. Its objective is to allow users and developers to establish the future
terms and conditions of a project. Its input is some user requirements. Its output is
the preliminary requirements document.

The input and output, and the steps in

preliminary analysis are illustrated in Figure 7-16. A rectangle with sharp corners
illustrates a process, while a rectangle with rounded corners shows documents which
may be input or output of processes. The user requirement is shown as a broken line
blob to emphasize that user requirements are normally vague during the early stages
of development.

1,..

User
Requirements

'I

-

-

-

t
.,,

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
Determine
Requirements

Narrative of
preliminary
requirements

Determine functional and
operational requirements. and
possibly the preliminary context
and subsystem diagrams

Preliminary requirements document
which includes the narrative of the
preliminary requirements, functional
and operational requirements , and
preliminary context and subsystem
diagrams.

Figure 7-16 : DOOM's Preliminary Analysis Steps, Input, and Output

Any software development project must start from some user requirements.
This study assumes that the user requirements are expressed in a tangible form called
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the preliminary requirements document.

The process by which the preliminary

requirements document are determined and composed is called preliminary analysis.
DOOM recommends that the prelim inary requirements document contains the
following: statement of the project, funct ionai and operational requirements of the
proj ect, and possibly preliminary context and subsystem diagrams. The statement of
the project is generally a narrative explaining some details about the project.

An

example of the statement of the problem is given in Appendix A. I
The functional requirements identify the use cases [Jacobson92] of the project.
Each use case describes a functionality the project must support.

In general, use

cases serve to :
1. point out the classes and operations throughout analysis and design,
and
2.

identify the important scenarios that the developer should show to
validate that the system meets its functional requirements.

The operational requirements of the project are those requirements directly
related to distribution .

These requirements may include physical distribution of

users and information sources, and potential concurrency in the problem domain.
The operational requirements are expressed in narrative form and are usually
augmented with diagrams that show the physical distribution o f the components in
the problem domain .
Dividing the pre li minary requirements into the functional and operational
requirements parts contribute to handling the complexity of DOOAs. By separating
the functional from the operational requirements, the developer is able to concentrate
on specific aspects of the application. This strategy tends to lighten the details the
developer needs to investigate at a single time.

Perhaps the developer can first

concentrate on the functional requirements of the application and then slowly
augment the problem with the operational requirements.

DOOAs are inherently

complex and a method must assist developers deal with complexity. The complexity
of the application must be introduced incrementally.

This directly supports the

principle of incremental development. As Cook and Daniels describe in their book,
" ... The secret of successful design is to be able to deal with complexity at the right
time . .. " [Cook94].

1

Examples for this section may be found in Appendix A.
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The preliminary requirements document is augmented with preliminary
context diagram and preliminary subsystem diagram. These two documents assist
developers gain insight on the project's terms and conditions.
The context diagram identifies the external entities interacting with the
situation being modeled. It also shows the output and input of the situation to and
from its external entities. However, during preliminary analysis, it is sufficient to
show the external entities as objects with links to the system being modeled. The
system is drawn as a broken lined rectangle adorned by its name. The system is
illustrated like a subsystem . Figure 7-17 illustrates an example of a preliminary
context diagram of the banking system application.
customer

1
L____J-:
teller

_

'\
1
!

.

-

-

-

-

l

BANKING
SYSTEM
APPLICATION

Figure 7-17: Exampie Preliminary Context Diagram

A preliminary subsystem diagram may also be drawn by the developer at this
stage. The preliminary subsystem diagram is another way of managing complexity.
The preliminary subsystem diagram assists developers recommend work groups that
may be assigned to study specific aspects of the system . Figure 7-18 shows the
preliminary subsystem diagram of the banking system application .
i TERMINAL_
SUB

CLIENT_
BASE_
SUB

I
I~

ATM
_SUB

Figure 7-18: Preliminary Subsystem Diagram

The preliminary subsystem diagram may be viewed as the "explosion" of the
system shown in the context diagram.

This convention is similar to data flow

diagramming techniques found in structured methodologies, for example, SSADM
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[Downs92]. To put it in context, the subsystem diagram shown in Figure 7-18 and
the context diagram in Figure 7-17 may be integrated as shown in Figure 7-19.

I TERMINAL_
SUB
teller

CLIENT_
BASE_
SUB

(
!

customer

1

- ~

I~

I

ATM
_SUB

I I
I I
I

Figure 7- I 9: Subsystem Diagram in relation to Context Diagram

7.4.2 Distributed Object-Oriented Analysis (DOO-A)
DOO-A is the process of creating a precise and concise object-oriented model of the
real-world problem domain . Its objective is to identify the "what" of the system. It
is concerned with describing what has to be produced. Contrast this with design
which determines how the system will produce the required results.
Analysis is performed by users and developers through a series of analysis
sessions. DOOM emphasizes the active participation of the user during analysis. If
we are serious about modeling what the system will do, then there is no better person
to identify this than the user. The key phrase is "active participation of the user",
without it analysis will be unsuccessful. The phrase "active participation of the user"
may be clarified in relation to the role of the developer during analysis.
Developers play both an active and passive role during analysis. Their active
role goes only to the extent of organizing work groups and meetings, monitoring and
ensuring the progress of the analysis process, stimulating the users to identify what
the system will do, and drawing an object-oriented model of the problem . Therefore,
their active role is in organizing the analysis activities and making sure they are in
order and on schedule.
On the other hand, their passive role is in all aspects related to identifying what
the system ought to do.

Developers may guide the user in expressing what the

system will do. Developers may ask questions to clarify points about the system.
The points may be clarified through a series of questions and answers; the developers
asking the questions and the users providing the clarification.
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Analysis is performed through a series of sess10ns where the users and
developers brainstorm on the aspects of the situation to be modeled . The whole
situation is normally divided into smaller components, w hich become the subject
during brainstorming. These components may be identified using the preliminary
subsystem diagram .
Input to DOO-A are the user requirements and the preliminary requirements
document. The output is the DOO-A model which includes the static and dynamic
models as described in the previous sections.
Earlier it was mentioned that model building is an iterative and incremental
process. DOOM suggests a set of activities which may be used to develop models.
These activities are identified in Section 7.5. In order to guide the developer, DOOM
suggests that those steps be performed sequentially. However, this is just a guide.
The important principles of incremental and iterative development must always be
the primary focus .

Also, as described earlier. DOOM recommends that the

functional requirements are established first and then the operational requirements
are incorporated in the model later. Also, notice DOOM ' s preference of determining
the class instance relationships first before identifying the functional view of the
system . These steps should also be augmented with definitions of subsystems if they
are necessary.

7.4.3 Distributed Object-Oriented Design (DOO-D)
DOO-D is the process of creating a precise and concise object-oriented model of the
software-world solution domain. Its objective is to identify the " how" of the system.
It is concerne<l with describing how the system will produce the required results .
Input to DOO-D is the DOO-A model. Its output is the DOO-D model. The
process of design is very similar to analysis. However, the context is different. In
analysis, the developer ' s goal is to determ ine what the user requires. In design, the
developer models how the system will provide the functional and operational
requirements of the user.
The analysis model is usually refined, expanded, and transformed into the
design model.

This is the conventional wisdom in all object-oriented methods.

Therefore, much of the groundwork in design has been done in analysis .

This

promotes seamlessness and traceability as described in Section 7.1.
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The activities in design are the same as those in analysis. However, take note
that the intention of the design model is different from the analysis model.

For

example, the classes that need to be identified are those which are suitable for the
implementation of the system .

7.5 Modeling Activities
The following are different activities that may be performed in building a DOOM
model. It is difficult to prescribe an absolute series of steps for analysis and design.
However, we have found that the activities identified in this section may be used as a
guide in building models. It is recommended that the developer follows the steps at
least in the initial pass through building the model. The developer need not follow
the steps in the succeeding iterations.
The important principle to follow is that DOOM models must be built in an
iterative and incremental way. A developer must incrementally build the model, by
relying on previous knowledge, and then iterate through the functional and the
operational requirements of the system, until the required model is achieved. Also,
DOOM emphasizes that a project must be well-managed. There must be a clear
boundary between the phases of application development.

7 .5.1

Identify Classes
During DOO-A, we must identify classes in the problem domain. Specifically, the
candidate classes must be identified during the early stages of analysis. The term
candidate class is used because the classes discovered during the early stage of
analysis may not be the final list of classes that represent the problem domain. As
the analysis process unfolds, classes may be added or removed from the list of
candidate classes. During the later stages of analysis, the list of candidate classes is
refined until the classes in the problem domain are finally identified.
In identifying candidate classes, it is important to remain within the scope of
the problem domain. To this end, DOOM suggests the use of the narrative of the
problem statement, which was produced during preliminary analysis, in identifying
classes. The suggested first step in identifying classes is to underline the nouns or
noun phrases in the problem statement. This technique is a useful first step because
nouns often correspond to classes. Also, this helps in ensuring the identified classes
belong to the problem domain .
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However, there will be a vast number of nouns in the user requirement. Nouns
that only provide context information, refer to aliases, identify relationships, refer to
implementation technology, or identify attributes should not be included as candidate
classes.

These categories are not exhaustive, the key is to pick the nouns that

identify classes that best describe the problem domain.
Other methods prov ide an extensive list of guidelines for choosing the right
classes.

For example, suggestions in OMT [Rumbaugh91 , pp. 153-156], Booch

method [Booch94. pp. 235-238] , and Syntropy [Cook94, pp. 381-384] may be used
to identify candidate classes.
The idea is to simply pick out a statement or a number of them , and underline
the nouns. Then, decide for each noun if it is a good candidate class. It is normal to
go through the problem statement sequentially. Identifying classes is an iterative and
incremental process. A detailed example of this step is shown in the Appendix A.
During 000-0, identifying classes specifically means

identifying the

implementation classes or the software-world solution domain classes. In the effort
to promote seamless application development, DOOM suggests that the classes
discovered in the analysis stage must be used during the design stage. This is in
direct support to the principle of traceability.

7 .5.2 Document Classes
Building the semantics of the classes is also an incremental and iterative process and
spans throughout implementation. During analysis, the following information may
be documented about a ciass : definition, purpose. constraint, and alias.

During

design, these information are augmented with feature declaration required in the
implementation of the system. The syntax of the feature declaration are the the same
as those described in Section 7 .3 .
During the early stages of analysis, a definition for a class can be provided. A
good definition is one which is clear and concise.

If an abstraction cannot be

defined, it is usually because the abstraction is not a good candidate class and should
be eliminated from the list.

Therefore, documentation continues the process of

identifying classes.
The purpose of the class may also be identified .

This may lead to the

identification of new classes and relationships with other classes . Classes do not
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exist m isolation, they normally coordinate with other classes to achieve their
purpose.
However, DOOM does not suggest the explicit identification of class
relationships when classes are being documented.

During the early stages of

analysis, the objective is to give an overview documentation of instances represented
by classes. Relationships identified at this stage are described in the class ' s purpose.
DOOM defines stages whereby relationships between classes are identified. Classes
are abstractions, abstractions are discovered ( during analysis) or invented ( during
design) for a purpose, therefore, classes must have a purpose. If the purpose of the
class cannot be determined, then it may not be a good candidate class, hence, should
be eliminated from the list.

However, always bear in mind that modeling is

incremental and iterative.
The constraints of the class may also be defined. The class semantics should
not only tell what an instance of a class can do, it should also tell what instances can
do under what conditions.

During the early stage of analysis, it is sometimes

difficult to determine the constraints of a class.

Remember that defining the

semantics of the class is an incremental and iterative process. Lastly, the aliases of a
class are identified. An alias for a class is another name used for it, especially in the
problem domain.

Figure 7-20 illustrates an example documentation for the

MONITOR class.
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Class name: MONITOR
Definition: A monitor manages the collection, storage, and
display of vital factors. It also manages the instruments and
devices connected to it.
Purpose:
1. Periodically collects instruments ' vital factor reading.
2. Switches the light to on when a vital factor reading falls
outside the safe range, or when an instrument malfunctions
or gets disconnected.
3. Sends a message to the icu computer when a vital factor
reading falls outside the safe range, or when an instrument
malfunctions or gets disconnected.
4. Displays the message on its screen if it has an associated
screen.
5. Switches off the light when the icu computer acknowledges
the messages.
6. Keeps information about the frequency of polling each
device.
7. Keeps information about the safety ranges for each
instrument.
8. Keeps information about the default frequency of polling
each device.
9. Keeps information about the default of safety ranges for
each instrument.
10. Allows the information about the frequency of polling to be
changed by the staff.
11. Allows the information about the safety ranges for each
instrument to be changed by the staff.
Constraint:
1. A monitor functions independently of other monitors.
2. It has limited memory space.
3. A monitor is associated to one and only one patient.
4. A monitor should continue to operate even if objects related
to it fail.
Alias: patient monitor.
Figure 7-20: Example documentation for the MONITOR class

7.5.3 Identify Basic Class Instance Relationships
The following class instance relationships are identified at this stage: Knows-A,
Uses-A, Has-A, Is-An-Aggregate-Of, and Is-A-Collection-Of.

The output of this

stage is a class diagram showing the static view of the system. Take note that the
Has-A,

Is-An-Aggregation-Of,

and

Is-A-Collection-Of has

the

shared

and

encapsulated versions. These versions are also identified at this stage.
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This stage requires the developer to identify the basic class instance
relationships . The basic class relationships are those that do not contain the locality
dependency adornments.
Identifying class instance relationships is an incremental and iterative process.
During the early stages of analysis and design, the class instance relationships are not
expected to be precise. As analysis and design progress, class instance relationships
are refined to gain the precision sought. The notations provided in DOOM also
support incremental development. For example, in the early stages, the developer
may simply identify Knows-A relationships between objects . Then in the second
pass in the iteration, the developer may add a circle to represent Uses-A, or a solid
ball to represent Has-A, and so on, to refine the meaning of the relationships, if
required.
Also, remember that DOOAs

have

both

functional

and

operational

requirements. To provide for a more systematic approach to DOOA development,
DOOM encourages developers to concentrate only on the functional requirements
during the early stages of analysis and design. In this way, the complexity of the
system is managed better, compared with analyzing both the functional and
operational requirements at the same time.

For these reasons, class instance

relationships with locality dependency variations are not identified during this stage.
During analysis, there may also be some classes identified in the earlier stages
which may not be related to other classes. In this case, they should be eliminated
from the list of classes.

Therefore, identifying class instance relationships also

continues the effort of identifying classes.
Also, take note that Has-A is a relationship provided specifically to assist the
developer express tentative whole part relationships. This relationship is intended to
be refined later to either Is-An-Aggregation-Of or Is-A-Collection-Of. Has-A is not
allowed to appear in the final DOOM model.

DOOM is specific about how the

developer can express whole part relationship.
An example class diagram showing the basic class instance relationships in the
banking system application is shown is in Figure 7-21 . The class diagram containing
the basic class instance relationships for the petrol pump system application is
illustrated in Figure 7-22.
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Figure 7-22: PPSA Class Diagram with the Basic Class Instance Relationships
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7 .5.4 Draw Object Diagrams
The objective at this stage is to describe how objects collaborate to realize a use case.
Collaborations among objects are shown using functional view object diagrams.
Functional view object diagrams are drawn for each use case. The functional view
object diagrams are drawn for both the analysis and design stages . During design,
the lifetime view of objects must be shown as this provides a clear idea of how class
instances "come into being" during program execution.
Additional objectives of this stage are to identify other classes and class
instance relationships which have not yet been identified. This is possible because
drawing a scenario for a functional requirement might lead to the discovery or the
invention of an object to fulfill the scenario.

Therefore, this stage continues the

effort in identifying classes and class instance relationships.
The developer may choose not to show all the details at the early stages of
analysis and design.

Functional view object diagrams are incrementally and

iteratively drawn as analysis and design progress.

During the early stages of

analysis, it is sufficient to show objects, links, messages, and perhaps some sequence
number to show the order of method execution. During the later stages of analysis,
details about parameter passing and concurrency may be added. During design, the
developer must provide as much detail to assist implementation.

7.5.5 Assign Features to Classes
The class diagram may be provided with more information after the object diagrams
have been drawn. The classes may be adorned with features which may be deduced
from the object diagrams.
The messages in the object diagrams correspond to the operation in the classes.
In an object diagram, the operation belongs to the class where the message is
directed.

For example, in Figure 7-12 on page 176, withdraw_save(depositor_id:

INTEGER, amount: REAL), is an operation in a CLIENT_BASE class. It is customary

to show only a shortened form, like withdraw_save(), in the class diagram. Also, for
messages with named return result like readings := send(): READING as shown in
Figure 7-10 on page 175, the named return result is not part of the class' operation.
So, the shortened form of the message, which may appear in the class diagram, is
send(). Figure 7-23 shows the class diagram of the PMS showing some of the class'
features.
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Figure 7-23 : Class Diagram showing the Class Features of PMS

7.5.6 Identify Inheritance Relationship
At this stage, the developer may be required to identify inheritance relationships.
Again it should be emphasized that the whole process is incremental and iterative.
This process continues the effort of identifying classes and relationships found in the
problem domain.
By now the architecture of the system has been established. The classes are
not anymore the candidate classes but likely the bona fide classes in the problem
domain or solution domain.
Also, the functions required of the system have now been identified and the
corresponding classes are given additional documentation identifying the operations
they provide. This is straightforward as it only requires the developers and users to
review the object diagrams and to assign the messages to their corresponding classes.
During this process, the messages may also be refined for completeness. The objects
in the object diagrams may also be assigned their corresponding classes.
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At this stage, the developer may choose to show prototypes or use other tools
that may be used to enhance the communication between the developer and the user.
The end objective of prototypes and other tools is to gain a better understanding of
the requirements of the system or to demonstrate to the user a tentative view of the
system. This may also be a point to evaluate the progress of the project.
As soon as the users and developers have agreed they now have a good grasp
of the functional requirements of the system, they may now move on by analyzing in
more detail the operational requirements . On the part of design, user or customer
reviews are essential at this stage. It is difficult to provide a precise definition for
"good grasp of the functional requirements". Perhaps one measure would be to test
the completeness of the object diagrams with respect to the use cases. Another,
would be to test if the objects in each scenario have their corresponding class in the
class diagram.

Still another step is to test further if the class relationships are

consistent with the object diagrams. Of course, all these are checked individually
and in coordination and with the assistance of prototypes and/or additional tools
employed by developers .

7.5.7 Refine Class Instance Relationships
As analysis and design progress, developers gam more understanding of the
functions required by the system. As the knowledge of the functional requirements
deepens, there must come a point where the developer moves the focus of attention
towards the operational requirements.
At this stage, it is expected that the functional requirements are now clear. The
developer may now focus on the operational requirements of the system. Earlier, the
following class instance relationships were identified: Knows-A, Uses-A, Has-A, IsAn-Aggregation-Of, Is-A-Collection-Of, and their shared and encapsulated variation.
A good starting point in the move towards putting emphasis on the operational
requirements of the system is to refine class instance relationships by reviewing them
and adding locality dependency adornments whenever they are applicable.
The input to this stage are information gathered from the users and object
diagrams . For example, in the patient monitoring system, the user may require the
light to be physically in a different location to the monitor. In this case, instead of
having MONITOR Is-An-Aggregation-Of-Encapsulated LIGHT as shown in Figure 7-
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24, it may be shown with its remote variation to specify that the instance of LIGHT
must be object-remote from the instance of MONITOR, as shown in Figure 7-25.
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Class instance relationships may also be refined by reviewing the object
diagrams. For example, Figure 7-23 shows MONITOR and PATIENT both Uses-A
VITAL_FACTOR . However, after reviewing the object scenario diagrams of the use

cases of the patient monitoring system (found in Appendix A), it may be deduced
that MONITOR and PATIENT do not functionally depend on VITAL_FACTOR . The
relationship

between

MONITOR

and

VITAL_FACTOR,

and

PATIENT

and

VITAL_FACTOR is inclined towards Is-A-Collection-Of rather than Uses-A. Hence,

the relationships between MONITOR and VITAL_FACTOR, and PATIENT and
VITAL_FACTOR may be changed to Is-A-Collection-Of-Encapsul ated-Local.

ls-A-Collection-Of-Encapsul ated-Local is favored over ls-A-Collection-OfShared-Local because instances of VITAL_FACTOR are actually moved from
instances of MONITOR to ICU_COMPUTER and then eventually stored m the
corresponding instance of PATIENT.
semantics

of

This may appear as a contradiction to the

ls-A-Collection-Of-Encapsul ated-Local,

however,

instances

of
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VITAL_FACTOR in MONITOR are not really the same instances of VITAL_FACTOR

in PATIENT. The object diagram related to this aspect is shown in Figure 7-26. The
object scenario diagram shows instances of VITAL_FACTOR are retrieved from
MONITOR, stored in PATIENT, and eventually, the copies in MONITOR are deleted.

The relationship between MONITOR and VITAL_FACTOR, and PATIENT and
VITAL_FACTOR is the local-collection dependency type, hence, Is-A-Collection-Of-

Encapsulated-Local. A similar observation may be made about MESSAGE in Figure

:VITAL_
FACTOR
2. v_factors := ge()t:
~---'"" ~
VITAL_FACTORS
'-"-- 5. delete
:MONITOR
:PATIENT
3. add(v_factor:
VITAL_FACTOR)

~

1

1-

/
4. store(v_factor:
,,---~-----.
/
VITAL FACTOR)
:ICU_
COMPUTER

1. v_factor := get():
VITAL FACTOR
-

:ICU_
SCREEN

:VITAL_
FACTOR

Figure 7-26: Collect, Store. and Display Vital Factors

7-23 .

Also, the object scenario diagrams of the patient monitoring system reveal that
MONITOR also Uses-A ICU_COMPUTER. However, in Figure 7-23, it is only the
ICU_COMPUTER which Uses-A MONITOR depicting the class instance relationships

incorrectly. Given this new information, the class diagram in Figure 7-23 is revised
and the new class diagram is shown in Figure 7-27. The class diagram also shows IsA relationship between SPHYGMOMANOMETER, PULSIMETER, THERMOMETER
and the INSTRUMENT class.
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I
I

, ------INSTRUMENT

Figure 7-27: Class Diagram of PMS with some Class Instance Relationships having Locality
Dependency

Figure 7-28 shows a refined version of the banking system application.
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Figure 7-28 : BSA DOO-A Static Model-Logical View

In summary, at some point there must be a shift of emphasis from the
functional to the operational requirements. A good way to do this is by refining class
instance relationships. In this section, we have shown that brainstorming sessions
result to the discovery of information which may lead to the refinement of class
instance relationships. We have also shown how object scenario diagrams may be
used to refine class instance relationships. Refining class instance relationships is an
incremental and iterative process _

7.5.8 Classify Classes According to their Object Type
At this stage, each class is adorned with its object type, Input to this stage are user
information, functional view object diagrams, and the class diagram.
Again, this stage is incremental and iterative. Developers and users are not
expected to identify the object types of all classes in their first attempt. Also, it is
possible that some classes may not be assigned any object type. Figure 7-29
illustrates the class diagram for the PMS with the classes adorned with their
corresponding object types.
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Figure 7-29: Class Diagram of PMS with Classes adorned with Object Type

The assignment of object types to classes naturally leads the developer to
review class instance relationships.

For example, Figure 7-29 shows the

ICU_COMPUTER, which is a SAO, Uses-A PATIENT, which is a SSO. However, so

far

the

analysis

ICU_COMPUTER.
TERMINAL

indicates

that

instances

of PATIENT

are

members

of

Also, instances of PATIENT are moved to the instance of

whenever an

instance of TERMINAL requests the

instance of

ICU_COMPUTER to send it information about a patient. This means the instances of
TERMINAL have direct access to instances of PATIENT. These requirements are not

shown in Figure 7-29. The new class diagram in Figure 7-30 better represents the
situation.
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Figure 7-30: Revised Class Diagram of PMS showing ls-A-Collection-Of-Shared-Local between
ICU_COMPUTER and PATIENT and L © R between TERMINAL and PATIENT

7.6 Implementing the Design
DOOM design models are independent of any language or implementation
framework. This section outlines some of the ways which may be used to implement
design models produced in DOOM.
A possible way of implementing a DOOM design model is to use CORBA
technology [Otte96]. The server objects are specified using the CORBA Interface
Definition Language (IDL). The CORBA IDL is a declarative language, which
means it does not provide any implementation details. A server programmer codes
the interface of the server using the IDL. The IDL is then precompiled and the result
is a skeleton for the implementation of the server. The server programmer then adds
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the required implementation code to the skeleton.

The completed code is agam

compiled and the following are produced: client stub, server stub, and server
implementation. The client stub is called by the client program that requires the
server. The client stub takes care of communication concerns by sending the request
to the server stub. The server stub. in turn, receives requests and calls the server
implementation . Any return result from the server implementation is passed back to
the server stub, which returns the result to the client stub.

Then the client stub

returns the result back to the client program that initiated the request.
Another way of implementing DOOM design models is to use an objectoriented programming language extension (OOPLE).

This approach extends an

existing object-oriented programming language to provide support for programming
distributed applications.

The extended programming language run-time system

typically runs on top of an operating system with remote procedure call (RPC)
capability.

Extensions to the base language varies and may be done by either

providing additional classes to the base language (Arjuna [Parington95] , Avalon
[Detlefs88]), or changing the base language's run-time implementation (Distributed
Smalltalk [Bennett87]).
OOPLEs are classified as merely an extension because much of the syntax and
semantics of the base language are maintained.

This is advantageous because

applications built using the base language are upward compatible with distributed
extension. This means the transition from centralized to distributed applications is
easily managed. The disadvantage of this approach is there are certain centralized
system semantics not easily implementable.

For example, the pass by reference

semantics in centralized environments are not easily implemented m a distributed
environment.
The limitations m the syntax and semantics of existing object-oriented
programming languages 1s the main hindrance to their applicability in the
implementation of DOOAs.

This problem is addressed by the development of

languages made specifically for programming DOOAs, which we call distributed
object-oriented programming languages (DOOPLs). These DOOPLs are generally
developed on top of UNIX with support for RPC.
DOOPLs are mostly experimental languages.

They are built to gam

experience on how known problems in programming DOOAs may be solved. In the
process, new problems may be discovered.

Current implementations are limited
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because they only solve specific problems.

In general, however, the

current

implementations allow DOOAs to be built albeit in a restricted way.
For example, Emerald [Jul89] concentrates in solving problems related to the
mobility of objects. However, it does not consider the reliability of applications due
to hardware failure. Avalon [Detlefs88] and Arjuna [Parrington95] both address
hardware failure but they do not consider mobility of objects. Argus [Liskov88] and
Guide [Balter94] address the handling of exceptional program run-time execution but
do not address mobility. Details of other OOPLEs and DOOPLs may be found in
[Dayao93].

7.7 Summary
This chapter describes how DOOAs are modeled in DOOM. DOOM modeling is
essentially an iterative and incremental process.
DOOM may be used during analysis and design . During analysis, DOOM
produces a DOO-A (Distributed Object-Oriented Analysis) model. During design,
DOOM produces the DOO-D (Distributed Object-Oriented Design Model). Both the
DOO-A and DOO-D models are described in the static and dynamic perspectives.
The static perspective of the DOO-A model is shown using the logical view
whereas the static perspective of the DOO-D model is shown using the physical
view. The logical view is an object-oriented model which shows how objects in the
real-world problem domain are statically related. The logical view describes the
"what" of the system. The physical view is the design of the system. It describes the
software-world solution domain, therefore, the "how" of the system.
In general, the static perspective is shown using the class diagram . We believe
that using the same concepts and notations for illustrating the DOO-A and DOO-D
models assist the seamless development of distributed applications.

The class

diagram produced in analysis may be refined, expanded, and transformed during
design since the same notations are used in both phases.

It also facilitates and

enhances the communication between analysts and designers because the same
concepts and notations are used. The use of a single abstraction in both analysis and
design also facilitates traceability.
The dynamic model illustrates the dynamic properties of the system.

The

dynamic properties include the creation and destruction of objects and how objects
interact to accomplish a specific task. The dynamic model is shown using an object
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diagram. During analysis only the functional view object diagram is shown. During
design, the functional and object lifetime views are shown.

Object creation and

destruction are viewed as software-world activities. For this reason, object creation
and destruction do not occur in the DOO-A model dynamic view.
The notations used in DOOM ' s class diagram and object diagram are similar to
Booch's notation. For the class diagram, the differences lie in the use of object types
and class instance relationships described in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively.
Also, DOOM introduces the concept of a subsystem, which is illustrated in the class
diagram. During analysis, a subsystem is used to assist in the identification of work
groups and the assignment of subsystems to work groups.

During design, a

subsystem is used to assist in the partitioning and allocation of components to
processors. In both analysis and design, a subsystem is used as a tool for managing
complexity. As for the object diagram, the differences lie in the use of a message
passing syntax which shows intra-object concurrency, and object creation and
destruction .
There are two processes involved during DOOA modeling, namely: model
development and project management. DOOM promotes iterative and incremental
model development.

However, DOOM also emphasizes that the project must be

managed carefully such that there must be well-defined milestones to enable the
project manager to assess progress.
Key to DOOM philosophy of iterative and incremental model development is
the separation of the functional and operational requirements of the system. The
functional requirements are the services which the user require the system to provide
while the operational requirements are the demands of the system on its environment
so that it may perform its services. DOOM introduces three front-end phases in the
application development lifecycle.
sequentially.

These three phases must be performed

These three front-end phases are preliminary analysis, distributed

object-oriented analysis (DOO-A), and distributed object-oriented design (DOO-D).
Another aspect of DOOM's modeling process is its modeling activities.
Section 7.5 explains the different activities. During the early stages of analysis and
design, the activities may be followed sequentially.

We find this most effective,

especially to novices in object-oriented modeling. However, remember that DOOM
modeling is an incremental and iterative process, and during each iteration a
developer may pit emphasis on a specific activity. Therefore, the general approach
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would be to iterate and during each pass, the developer must refine, expand, and
transform the model.
The last part of the chapter outlines how DOOM design models may be
implemented. DOOM models are independent of any language or implementation
framework.

DOOM models may be implemented using CORBA technology.

DOOM models may also be implemented using object-oriented programming
languages which have been extended to support distributed semantics (OOPLE) or
languages specifically designed for programming distributed object-oriented
applications (DOOPLs).
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8. Conclusion
The research reported in this dissertation has the objective of developing a method of
building DOOAs. This chapter provides a summary of achievements and identifies
areas in which the work presented in this dissertation can be expanded.

8.1

Achievements
The achievements are best summarized by recalling the specific objectives identified
in Chapter 1.

To identify the characteristics of DOOAs.

Chapter 3 identifies three

hypothetical but typical distributed applications addressed in the study.

These

applications were analyzed and found to have the following features: physical
distribution,

sharing,

concurrency,

consistency,

efficiency,

maintainability, and the requirement of team development.

complexity,

This information was

used to guide in the identification of abstractions needed in mode ling DOOAs.
To identify object types which may be used for modeling DOOAs. Chapter 5
identifies the following object types: shared serial object (SSO), shared atomic object
(SAO), autonomous mobile object (AMO), autonomous immobile object (AIO),
unshared passive mobile object (UPMO), and unshared passive immobile object
(UPIO). These object types are viewed as building blocks in modeling distributed
applications.

Each object type has been given a simple notation which may be

incorporated in the class diagram.

To clarify the semantics of class instance relationships. Chapter 6 provides a
discussion of class instance relationships.

The chapter classifies class instance

relationships according to the dependencies they exhibit.

The chapter also

demonstrates that these dependencies are atomic. These dependencies form the core
of the definition of class instance relationships.

These dependencies, except the

locality dependency, may be used in the context of centralized object-oriented
systems. After clarifying the semantics of class instance relationships, they were
amalgamated to form DOOM's class instance relationships.

These new class

instance relationships are useful in modeling distributed applications. These class
instance relationships are as follows: Knows-A, Uses-A, Has-A, ls-An-AggregationOf, Is-A-Collection-Of, and their different variations.
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To define a process for the analysis and design of DOOAs. In Chapter 7, it
was mentioned that a definitive sequence of steps do not exist for analysis and
design.

This observation is shared with practitioners of object-oriented methods.

Instead, the process of analysis and design must be iterative and incremental.
However, DOOAs are large and complex applications and as such, demand that they
should be well-managed. Chapter 7 distinguishes between model development and
project management. Chapter 7 also emphasizes that developers must separate the
functional from the operational requirements of the system. Developers must then
use these ideas so that they may be able to develop models by incrementally and
iteratively considering the functional and operational requirements. Developers must
also clearly state the boundaries of analysis and design. This is essential in a wellmanaged project. Developers must establish points within the project where they can
assess progress. Lastly, Chapter 7 provides a set of activities which may be used for
modeling DOOAs. In the initial pass during analysis, it is recommended that the
activities be performed sequentially. However, this is not a strict rule. The activities
are simply given as descriptions of "things to do" rather than of "things to do and in
what order".
In the general perspective, the research has introduced concepts, notations, and
a process, hence, a method for developing DOOAs.

8.2 Further Work
This section explores key areas in which the work presented in this thesis can be
expanded.

8.2.1 CASE Tool Support
A useful extension to this research is the development of a CASE tool. A tool which
may be used for drawing class diagrams and object diagrams, and describing classes
would be an obvious first step.
There is, however, a feature in this study which may be explored more closely
with respect to expanding it in the direction of CASE tools. The object types and
class instance relationships identified in this study have specific semantics.

This

information may be used by the CASE tool to validate the model. For example, there
are structures that we have found common in the static models that we have drawn
using DOOM. One such structure involves SSO, SAO, a client object, and the
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relationships between them; this structure is illustrated in Figure 8-1. This structure
means that the SAO is a group of shared local SSOs. A simple remote client has
direct access to the SAO and access to copies of the SSO.

Take note that the

relationships between these objects may be checked collectively rather only between
a pair of classes which is normal in today ' s CASE tools.

I

'

Figure 8-1: A Common Structure

Assume the incomplete class diagram shown in Figure 8-2. It is incomplete
because the Uses-A relationship between the simple client and SSO has not yet been
given a locality dependency adornment.

Given the current situation, it would be

illegal to adorn the Uses-A between these two classes with local dependency. This is
illegal because it will violate the semantics of those already defined relationships
with other classes.

Checking may also be extended when subsystems have been

established.
I

{SSO}

I

{SAO}

O.. N I

', ------",: j',I

I

~L~

o~.N- - _,

R

'\

____

A_SIMPLE_
CLIENT

'
1

Figure 8-2: Incomplete Class Diagram

We envisage that specific rules may be established between classes of objects
given that the class instance relationships and object types have been given clear
semantics.
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8.2.2 Class Description
The class description described in this study simply involves a narrative description
and some feature descriptions. Although the feature descriptions have complete type
descriptions, they may be improved by using design by contract [Meyer92b].
Object-oriented programming has evolved rapidly over the past 10 years. One
of its variations, design by contract, offers capabilities that answer the demands of
sequential programming. Its notion of contracts fits well in easing the gap between
design and implementation, in understanding exceptions and reliable software
systems, and in putting inheritance and specifically redefinition m a better
perspective. These ideas may be explored in the context of DOOM.
A contract is defined in the software text and appears in the form of assertions.
Assertions play a role in assisting programmers to write programs that are correct.
They assist in explicitly identify the role of the client and supplier.

The explicit

identification of roles avoid assumptions on responsibilities that sometimes lead to
incorrect software systems. Assertions are classified in two categories: those that
apply to individual routines called preconditions and postconditions; and those that
apply to the whole class called class invariant.
A precondition is an assertion that must be true whenever the method is called.
It is the requirement that any client must fulfill for a method to execute correctly. A
postcondition expresses the properties ensured by the service provider upon
completion of a method request as long as the precondition of the method is fulfilled.
The preconditions and postconditions are defined in the method of a class.
A class invariant is a property that must be satisfied by all the instances of the
class. It is a way of grouping all those preconditions and postconditions that apply to
the exported routines of the class (hence, applies to future exported routines as well).
Any call to a method of an instance of a class assumes that the invariant holds and
makes sure that the preconditions required are fulfilled. Upon the termination of a
method request, the postcondition as well as the invariant of the class are ensured.
This approach will improve the specification of classes in DOOM. However,
several authors have identified problems in the use of the concept of design by
contract in distributed and concurrent environments.
analyzed in detail.

These problems must be

Some research that address these problems are the following:

[Colin91], [Gunaseelan92], [Caromel93], [Karaorman93], [Lohr93], and [Meyer93].
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A. Analysis and Design of the Patient
Monitoring System
This chapter illustrates the use of DOOM in the analysis and design of a hypothetical
patient monitoring system (PMS).

The purpose of presenting the example is

pedagogical. Hence, there is no intention of presenting a comprehensive description
of all aspects of the PMS . The objective of this chapter is to highlight the important
aspects of DOOM .
PMS is chosen because it contains interesting features that highlight the steps
m distributed object-oriented analysis and design using DOOM.
because

interesting
applications .

PMS is also

characteristics of distributed

it shows the operational

The arguments and discussions presented in this chapter may be

applied in the analysis and design of analogous systems.

A.1

Scope of the Problem
The Patient Monitoring System (PMS) 1 may be required in the intensive care unit
(ICU) of a hospital.

It has three major features.

Firstly, it collects, stores and

displays vital factor readings. Secondly, it maintains patient information and patient
monitor information.

Thirdly, it allows remote access to patient information and

patient monitor information .
The distributed system hardware of the PMS is shown in Figure A-1. The
PMS consists of an ICU computer and a number of monitors2 linked together by a
local area network (LAN) called ICU LAN. In turn, three instruments and a light are
connected

to

the

monitor.

The

three

instruments

are

thermometer,

sphygmomanometer, and pulsimeter. These three instruments are used to measure
the patient' s vital factors, which are temperature, blood pressure, and pulse rate,
respectively. The light is used to warn the medical staff of any malfunctions or out
of range readings. The ICU computer is also connected to the hospital LAN. In turn,
the hospital LAN has several terminals connected to it. The terminals are typically
found in doctors ' offices and used for remote access to the PMS. They may simply
be viewed as general purpose computers. The ICU LAN and Hospital LAN are off-

1

This is a revised description of the PMS described by Civello and Mitchell [Civello93a] .

2

For brevity, monitor is used instead of patient monitor.
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the-shelf networking packages.

The hardware components have well-defined

interfaces. Programs may be created to enable the hardware components to send and
receive messages through the two networks.
Instruments
and Light

Terminal 1

Monitor 1

Terminal m
ICU
Computer
ICU LAN
Hospital LAN

Figure A-1: PMS Distributed System Hardware

The PMS is operated by a medical staff with the use of the ICU computer. The
vital factor readings are collected and stored temporarily by the monitors. In turn,
the ICU computer collects the vital factors from each monitor and stores them on
disk. The vital factors of each patient may be displayed on the ICU computer' s
screen.

The ICU computer screen can simultaneously display the vital factor

information of several patients.

Each patient may be allocated a window, which

displays the vital factor readings, on the ICU computer screen . The medical staff can
choose whose vital factors to display on screen. It is typical for the nurse to display
the vital factor information of all the patients in the ICU on the ICU computer' s
screen. In this way, the ICU computer is used as an observation point of the patients
in the ICU. The PMS sends an alarm, by switching the light on and sending a
message to the ICU computer, whenever an out of range vital factor is detected or the
instrument attached to the patient gets disconnected or malfunctions.
The PMS is also used to maintain information about patients and the monitors.
Information about patients are divided into four categories. The first category is the
patient personal details. The second is a chart of comments and actions. The third is
the day ' s vital factor readings. The fourth is the history of vital factor readings .
Information about monitors are generally device settings and defaults. These include
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the frequency of polling for each device, and the highest and lowest range readings
for each vital factor.
The patient's personal details are entered by a medical staff using the ICU
computer. The patient's personal details include: name, age, sex code, and other
topical related data. Data entry of patient information may run simultaneously with
the display of patient vital factors.
Comments about the patient's condition and the actions administered to a
patient are also recorded. Comments are typically given by doctors and nurses, and
basically chart the patient's condition.

Typical entries for the comments are

"patient's vital signs are stable" or "slow pulse rate relative to the other vital
factors". Actions are typically performed by the nurses. Typical entries for actions
are "oxygen intake calibrated to level 5" or "replaced thermometer at 21 00hrs". The
comment and action entries include the date, time, and the name of the medical staff
who entered the information. They may be browsed and displayed simultaneously
with the display of patient vital factors.
The day's vital factor readings are collected, stored, and displayed in the
manner described above.

The day's vital factor readings may be browsed and

displayed simultaneously with the display of patient vital factor readings.
The vital factor readings are summarized periodically. The highest and lowest
readings for each vital factor, and the average for each vital factor are computed and
stored on disk. The history of vital factor readings may be browsed and displayed
simultaneously with the display of patient vital factors.
Doctors may observe their patient's condition from a remote location. Doctors
can access the PMS using terminals connected to the hospital's LAN. A doctor can
browse information about the patient from the remote terminal.

A.2

Problem Statement
1.0 Purpose of the system.
1.1 The PMS is required for the intensive care unit (ICU) of a hospital. The
PMS is to execute in a distributed environment as shown in Figure A-1.
1.2 Patients in the ICU have three analog instruments attached to them,
namely: pulsimeter, thermometer, and sphygmomanometer, which
measure the patient's vital factors: pulse rate, temperature, and blood
pressure, respectively. The analog instruments are connected to a
monitor.
1.3 The monitor collects and stores the vital factor readings of instruments
connected to it. It is connected to the ICU local area network (ICU LAN).
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1.4 The PMS is operated by the medical staff using the ICU computer, which
is connected to the ICU LAN and Hospital LAN.
1.5 The ICU computer collects, stores, and displays the vital factor
information of each monitor connected to the ICU LAN.
1.6 Terminals connected to the Hospital-LAN may be used to access patient
and monitor information. Terminals are situated in doctors ' offices,
which are distributed around the hospital complex.
1. 7 The ICU LAN and Hospital LAN are off-the-shelf networking packages.
The hardware components in the PMS can send and receive messages
through the network using well-defined interfaces.
Patient admission.
2.1 When a patient is brought into the ICU, the patient should be made known
to the PMS . Information about the patient is input by the staff. This
includes a number issued by the hospital registration procedure, the name,
age, bed number, and other textual comments on the patient's condition .
2.2 A medical staff attaches the instruments to the patient. In tum, the
instruments are attached to the monitor, and the monitor to the ICU LAN.
The PMS, through a user command from the ICU computer, commences
the collection, storage, and display of vital factor information after all
these connections have been done.
Patient monitor.
3.1 A monitor functions independently of other monitors.
3.2 The monitor periodically collects the instruments' vital factor readings.
3.3 The monitor switches the light to on when a vital factor reading falls
outside the safe range, or when an instrument malfunctions or gets
disconnected. In addition, a message is sent to the ICU computer and
displayed on the ICU computer' s screen . The light remains on until the
error gets corrected and the medical staff acknowledges it.
3 .4 The amount of vital factor readings it can store is limited by its memory.
3.5 The frequency of collecting vital factor readings varies for each
instrument per patient. This can be set by the medical staff using the
PMS. The default value is applied when no value is set.
3.6 The safety ranges for vital factor readings vary for each instrument per
patient. This can be set by the medical staff using the PMS . The default
value is applied when no value is set.
ICU computer periodically collects vital factor readings from monitors.
4.1 The ICU computer collects the vital factor readings of each monitor
periodically.
4.2 The vital factor readings are displayed on the ICU computer' s screen
when required.
4.3 Vital factor readings are stored together with other patient information.
Staff comments and queries.
5.1 A medical staff must be able to input and browse textual remarks on the
patient condition . The text, name of the medical staff, and the time and
day when the remark is made, are retained by the PMS until the patient is
dismissed from the ICU.
5.2 The medical staff may be able to browse through a patient's vital factor
readings.
5.3 The medical staff may request for a screen display on statistics of a
patient' s vital factor readings given a time period ranging from five
minutes to six hours, for the current day. The statistics include the
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maximum, minimum and average value read for each vital factor during
that period.
5.4 The collection, storage, and display of vital factors execute
simultaneously with queries and input of staff comments.
6.0 Data retention. Vital factor readings are retained for approximately 24 hours.
Once a day the readings for the preceding day are deleted and a single record is
kept, for each patient, of the average, maximum and minimum value of each
factor for that day.
7.0 Patient dismissal. The patient's record is deleted and a tape file is produced
containing the patient information, remarks made by staff, and daily factor
statistics when the patient leaves the unit.
8.0 Remote access. All information about the patient-remarks, vital factor
readings, patient information-may be accessible from terminals connected to
the hospital ' s LAN.

A.3

Functional Requirements
The following are the PMS use case statements:3
I.

The monitor is used to poll, that is, collect and store vital factor information
from instruments attached to the patient. (1.3 , 3.2)
2. The monitor switches the light to on and sends a message to the ICU computer
when the vital factor reading falls outside the safe range or when an instrument
malfunctions or gets disconnected. (3.3)
3. Allows the medical staff to alter the frequency of collection, and the minimum
and maximum range settings for each instrument. The default value is applied
when no value is set. (3.5, 3.6)
4.
Periodically collect, store, and display vital factor information from monitors
connected to the ICU LAN. (1.5 , 4.1, 4.2, 4.3)
5. Allow the medical staff to browse and acknowledge the error messages. The
light is switched off when the last error message for that patient has been
acknowledged. (3.3)
6. Summarize the day ' s vital factor readings of each patient to the average,
minimum , and maximum values for each instrument and store them with the
patient information. (6.0)
7. Allow the medical staff to input and browse textual remarks on the patient
condition together with who and when the remarks were made. This is kept
until the patient is dismissed. (5.1)
8. Allow the medical staff to browse through a patient's vital factor readings.
(5.2)
9. Allow the medical staff to view the statistics of the patient' s vital factor
readings given a time period ranging from five minutes to six hours, for the
current day. (5.3)
10. Transfer patient's information, remarks made by staff, and daily factor statistics
to tape when the patient is dismissed. (7.0)
11 . Allow the input and storage of patient information. (2 .1).

3The numbers enclosed in parentheses (seen after each use case statement) identify the
problem statement where the use case statement was derived. The use case statements may be
incomplete, however, they highlight the features of DOOM.
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12. Allow the medical staff to start patient monitoring when the instruments have
been attached to the patient. ( 1.2, 1.4, 2.3)
13. Allow doctors, through the terminals situated in their offices, to remotely access
their patient's information. (1.6, 8.0)

A.4

Operational Requirements
The following are the operational requirements of the PMS:
I.
2.
3.

4.

A.5

Physical Distribution. Figure A- I shows the hardware configuration of the
PMS.
Sharing. The ICU computer are shared by the medical staff and doctors.
Concurrency. The ICU computer screen can display and browse comments on
patients simultaneously. The different physically distributed components may
also execute concurrently.
Consistency. The distributed machines may fail. The terminals may access the
ICU computer simultaneously. Information managed by the PMS must be kept
consistent even during node and communication failure, or during concurrent
access.

Preliminary Context Diagram
The preliminary context diagram of PMS is shown in Figure A-2 . It shows the staff,
doctor, and patient_person with links to the PATIENT MONITORING SYSTEM.
patient_
person

-----7

I

PATIENT

I MONITORING I~
SYSTEM

I_ -

-

-

-

doctor

I

Figure A-2: Preliminary Context Diagram of PMS

A.6

Preliminary Subsystem Diagram
The preliminary subsystem diagram of PMS is shown in Figure A-3. It shows the
MONITOR_SUB, ICU_COMPUTER_SUB, and TERMINAL_SUB subsystems related

through Knows-A.
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MONITOR_
SUB

I
ICU
I
COMPUTER
,- - - - _SUB
l
l _ _ _ _ 1-------------, TERMINAL_ i
I
SUB
I

Figure A-3: Preliminary Subsystem Diagram

A. 7

Identify Classes
The first step in analysis is to identify classes in the problem domain. Specifically,
during the early stages of analysis, users (with the assistance of developers) identify
the candidate classes.

The term candidate class is used because the classes

discovered during the early stage of analysis may not be the final list of classes that
represent the problem domain.

As the analysis process unfolds, classes may be

added or subtracted from the list of candidate classes. During the later stages of
analysis, the list of candidate classes is refined until the classes in the problem
domain are finally identified.
As a first step to identifying classes, DOOM suggests the use of the problem
statement identified during preliminary analysis. The idea is to simply pick out a
statement or a number of them, underline the nouns, and for each noun, decide if it is
a good candidate class.
sequentially.

It is normal to go through the problem statement

For example, pick out statements 1.1 and 1.2 from the problem

statement, underline the nouns, and decide if they are abstractions in the problem
domain.
1.1 The PMS is required for the intensive care unit (ICU) of a hospital. The
PMS is to execute in a distributed environment as shown in Figure A-1.
1.2 Patients in the ICU have three analog instruments attached to them,
namely: pulsimeter, thermometer, and sphygmomanometer, which
measure the patient' s vital factors: pulse rate, temperature, and blood
pressure, respectively. The analog instruments are connected to a
monitor.
PMS is the problem we are modelling, therefore, it is not one of our candidate
classes.

Intensive care unit (ICU), hospital, and distributed environment are not

candidate classes because they simply provide context information. Patient is a good
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candidate class because it is a key abstraction in the problem domain we are
modeling. There is a high probability that it will appear in the final list of classes .
However, it is still considered a candidate class because there are no guarantees
about which candidate classes appear in the list of classes at this early stage. It is
also important to note that it is good practice to choose the singular form of the noun
when naming abstractions. At this point we now have one candidate class: patient.
ICU has been identified previously as a noun which simply provides context
information, hence, should not be included as a candidate class. It simply represents
an alias for intensive care unit. Generally, nouns which have appeared previously
and have been eliminated will also be eliminated the next time they are encountered.
However, it is important to note that this may not always be the case because some
nouns may have a different meaning depending on the context they are used.
Therefore, the best thing to do is to take each new noun and analyze it in the context
of the statement where it appears and then decide if it should appear in the list of
candidate classes. If they are eliminated for the same reason as before, then there is
nothing to worry. However, if they are eliminated for a different reason or if they
become a candidate class, then take note of them because they may require further
analysis later. Their appearance as a candidate class may also be a good reason to
review the user requirement for clarification .
Analog instrument is a key abstraction. It is classified in three different types,
which are key abstractions as well.

The three types of analog instruments are

pulsimeter, thermometer, and sphygmomanometer. An analog instrument may be
called simply instrument for brevity. For pedagogical purposes, we will not yet
include pulsimeter, thermometer, and sphygmomanometer in our list of candidate
classes . They will be shown later when we discuss inheritance. We now have the
following candidate classes: patient, and instrument.

Similarly, the patient' s vital

factor is an abstraction, which may be abbreviated to vital factor.

It contains the

patient's pulse rate, temperature, and blood pressure readings which are also good
candidate classes. Lastly, monitor is a key abstraction. New nouns are added to the
candidate classes: patient, instrument, vital factor, pulse rate, temperature, blood
pressure, monitor.
At this point, we will not go into the details of the other statements . The idea it
to simply proceed by identifying the nouns in each statement and add them to the list
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of candidate classes if they qualify as candidate classes using the heuristic method
suggested.
There are also those nouns that appear in the problem domain, but closer
analysis shows that they are more likely to belong in the solution domain.

For

example, problem statement 1. 7 identifies two nouns ICU LAN and Hospital LAN,
which may be good candidate classes.

However, users (normally) do not have

knowledge about these implementation specific technology.

They see LANs as

implementation abstractions they can use for sending e-mail, or performing remote
access. Moreover, we do not seek to develop the ICU LAN and Hospital LAN as
they are off-the-shelf networking packages. Hence, they should not be included in
the list of candidate classes.
1.7 The ICU LAN and Hospital LAN are off-the-shelf networking packages.
The hardware components in the PMS can send and receive messages
through the network using well-defined interfaces.
Other nouns may appear as attributes and should not be included in the list of
candidate classes. For example,
2.1 When a patient is brought into the ICU, the patient should be made known
to the PMS . Information about the patient is input by the staff. This
includes a number issued by the hospital registration procedure, the name,
age, bed number, and other textual comments on the patient's condition.
Number, name, and age are attributes of patient. Bed number may be viewed
either as an attribute or a relationship between monitor and patient.

This would

require further analysis, meanwhile, we will simply classify it as an attribute of
patient. Information, which generally means the number, name, age, bed number,
and patient condition, may be considered as just a noun used to refer to all these
attributes. Therefore, it is not considered a candidate class. There are other nouns in
statement 2.1 which we deliberately did not discuss. They may be analyzed using
the heuristics we have discussed so far.
Lastly, there are nouns that represent implementation characteristics. It is best
that these terms are avoided because they immediately suggest an implementation
strategy. Two statements in the problem description illustrate this point. Statement
3.5 suggests that vital factor readings are stored in memory. It is best that memory is
not included because it is implementation specific. Similarly, in problem statement
7.0, tape file is implementation specific as well. Perhaps a better term like archive,
may be used instead.
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3.5 The amount of vital factor readings it can store is limited by its memory.
7.0 Patient dismissal. The patient's record is deleted and a tape file is
produced containing the patient information, remarks made by staff, and
daily factor statistics when the patient leaves the unit.
Therefore, the candidate classes are the following : patient, instrument, vital
factor, pulse rate, temperature, blood pressure, monitor, ICU computer, terminal,
comment, light, message, ICU screen, daily factor, archive, monitor screen, staff,
report, and doctor.

A.8

Document and Draw Classes
The next step is to identify the semantics of the candidate classes. Building the
semantics of the classes is again an iterative and incremental process which may
span through implementation.

At this stage the following information may be

documented about a class: definition, purpose, constraint, and alias.
The following provides the documentation of the PMS candidate classes.
Class name : PATIENT
Definition: A patient is monitored in the icu.
Purpose: Keeps the following information: number, name, age,
bed number, other textual comments regarding the patient's
condition .
Constraint:
1. An instance of patient may be associated to one and only
one instance of monitor.
2. Deleted when the patient is dismissed .
Class name: INSTRUMENT
Definition: An instrument measures the patient's vital factor.
Purpose: Provides vital factor readings to the monitor.
Constraint:
1. An instrument has three types: pulsimeter, thermometer, and
sphygmomanometer.
2. An instrument is connected to the monitor.
Alias: analog instrument
Class name: VITAL_FACTOR
Definition : A vital factor is a collection of vital factor readings .
Purpose: Keeps the vital factor readings of a patient.
Constraint:
1. Each patient has an associated vital factor.
2. The patient's vital factor is retained for 24 hours.
3. A vital factor has three types: pulse rate, temperature, blood
pressure.
Alias: factor
Class name: PULSE_RATE
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Definition: A pulse rate is a special form of vital factor.
Purpose: Keeps information about the patient's pulse rate.
Constraint: Each patient has an associated minimum and
maximum acceptable pulse rate.
Class name: TEMPERATURE
Definition: A temperature is a special form of vital factor.
Purpose: Keeps information about the patient's temperature.
Constraint: Each patient has an associated minimum and
maximum acceptable temperature.
Class name: BLOOD_PRESSURE
Definition: A blood pressure is a special form of vital factor.
Purpose: Keeps information about the patient's blood pressure.
Constraint: Each patient has an associated minimum and
maximum acceptable blood pressure.
Class name: MONITOR
Definition: A monitor manages the collection, storage, and
display of vital factors. It also manages the instruments and
devices connected to it.
Purpose:
I. Periodically collects instruments' vital factor reading.
2. Switches the light to on when a vital factor reading falls
outside the safe range, or when an instrument malfunctions
or gets disconnected.
3. Sends a message to the icu computer when a vital factor
reading falls outside the safe range, or when an instrument
malfunctions or gets disconnected.
4. Displays the message on its screen if it has an associated
screen.
5. Switches off the light when the icu computer acknowledges
the messages.
6. Keeps information about the frequency of polling each
device.
7. Keeps information about the safety ranges for each
instrument.
information about the default frequency of polling
Keeps
8.
each device.
9. Keeps information about the default of safety ranges for
each instrument.
10. Allows the information about the frequency of polling to be
changed by the staff.
11 . Allows the information about the safety ranges for each
instrument to be changed by the staff.
Constraint:
1. A monitor functions independently of other monitors.
2. It has limited memory space.
3. A monitor is associated to one and only one patient.
4. A monitor should continue to operate even if objects related
to it fail.
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Alias: patient monitor.
Class name: ICU_COMPUTER
Definition: An icu computer manages the PMS.
Purpose:
l. Collects, stores, and displays the vital factor information
from each monitor.
2. Provides an interface so that the medical staff can
commence and stop the collection, storage, and display of
vital factor information .
3. Sends a message to the icu screen when it receives a
message from any monitor.
4. Receives message acknowledgements from icu screen and
send them to the monitor.
5. Sets up monitors.
6. Displays the vital factor information to its screen when
required.
7. Stores vital factor readings together with other patient
information.
8. Computes statistics of patient's vital factors and display
them of its screen .
Constraint: The icu computer should continue to function even
if the objects related to it fail.
Alias:
Class name: TERMINAL
Definition: A terminal is used to remotely access patient
information .
Purpose: Provides an interface so that the doctor can access
patient information.
Constraint: A terminal is remote device situated at doctor
offices.
Class name: COMMENT
Definition: A comment describes the patient's condition.
Purpose: Keeps information about the textual remark, the staff
who made the remark, the time and day when the remark
was made.
Constraint: Retained until the patient is dismissed from the ICU
Alias: information, textual remark
Class name: LIGHT
Definition: A Light is an indicator of the status of polling. It is
on if there is an error; off, if there are no errors.
Purpose:
1. Notifies the staff if there is a malfunction
Constraint: A light must be a part of monitor.
Class name: ICU_SCREEN
Definition: An icu screen provides the interface between the
medical staff and the icu computer.
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Purpose:
I. Display messages sent by icu computer
2. Provides the interface for the staff to acknowledge the
messages.
3. Provides an interface so that the staff can change the default
settings of the instruments connected to the monitor.
4. Provides an interface so that the staff can input and browse
comments on patients ' condition.
5. Provides an interface so that the staff can browse through a
patient's vital factor readings.
6. Provides an interface so that the staff can request for a
screen display on statistics of a patient's vital factor
readings given a time period ranging from five minutes to
six hours, for the current day.
Constraint:
I. Allow the simultaneous display of vital factors, queries, and
input of staff comments.
Class name: MESSAGE
Documentation:
Definition: A Message is an entity that describes some error
detected by an instance of the monitor class.
Responsibility:
I. Store information about an error detected by the patient
monitor.
Constraint: Instances of the class Message are created by the
instances of the monitor. Instances of class Message are
passed to the instance of icu computer class and eventually
displayed on screen which is later acknowledged by the
medical staff.
Alias: list
Class name: DAILY_FACTOR
Definition: A daily factor is the summary of the vital factor
readings of the previous day.
Purpose:
1. Keep a summary of the vital factor readings, which includes
the average, maximum and minimum values for each vital
factor.
Alias: record
Class name: ARCHIVE
Definition: An archive is where all the patients ' information are
stored when they are dismissed from the icu.
Purpose:
I. Store all information about each patient, including patient
information, remarks made by staff, and daily factor
statistics when the patient leaves the unit.
Alias: tape file
Class name: MONITOR_SCREEN
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Definition:
Responsibility:
Constraint:
Class name : STAFF
Definition: A staff operates the PMS .
Purpose:
Constraint:
Alias:
Class name: REPORT
Definition:
Purpose :
Constraint:
Alias:
Class name: DOCTOR
Definition:
Purpose :
Constraint:
Alias:
There will be cases when it is difficult to define the semantics of some classes.
In these cases, the classes must be eliminated.

Four classes, namely:

MONITOR_SCREEN, STAFF, REPORT, and DOCTOR, have not been documented

properly because their purpose cannot be defined. Therefore, they are eliminated
from the list of candidate classes .
Figure A-4 shows the identified candidate classes. Classes are simply drawn
as broken line outline rectangles with round corners-the class icon.

The class

names are in all capital letters, written inside and on the top part of the class icon .
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Figure A-4 : Candidate Classes in PMS
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A.9

Identify Class Instance Relationships
The following class instance relationships are identified at this stage: Knows-A,
Uses-A, Has-A, Is-An-Aggregation-Of, Is-A-Collection-Of.
Identifying class instance relationships is an incremental and iterative process.
Remember that DOOAs have both functional and operational requirements.

To

provide for a more systematic approach, DOOM encourages developers to
concentrate only on the functional requirements during the early stage of analysis. In
this way, the complexity of the system is managed better than compared to analyzing
both the functional and operational requirements at the same time. Also, there may
be some classes identified in the earlier stages which may not be related to other
classes. In this case, they should be eliminated from the list of candidate classes.
The first attempt class diagram of the PMS is illustrated in Figure A-5.
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Figure A-5: First attempt Class Diagram of PMS

A.10

Draw Object Diagrams -

Functional View

The objective at this stage is to describe how objects collaborate to realize a use case.
Collaborations among objects are shown using the functional view object diagrams.
Functional view object diagrams are drawn for each use case. Additional objectives
of this stage are to identify other classes and class instance relationships which have
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not been identified in the previous stages. Therefore, this stage continues the effort
of defining the classes in the object-oriented model.
The following discussions illustrate the object scenario for each of the use
cases enumerated in Section A.1.3 on page 221 .
Polling of :INSTRUMENT is done by :MONITOR. Figure A-6 illustrates the
scenario when an instance of MONITOR polls :INSTRUMENT for some readings and
stores them in :VITAL_FACTOR. Figure A-6 also illustrates the scenario when there
are no errors in the value returned by :INSTRUMENT.

It should be noted that

communication is bidirectional and synchronous. After :MONITOR sends a request
to :INSTRUMENT to send its readings, :MONITOR will wait for the readings until
they arrive.
:INSTRUMENT

\ 1. readings := send: READING

:MONITOR
:VITAL_
FACTOR

Figure A-6: Polling of Instrument

The system allows the staff to alter the default frequency of polling and the
default minimum and maximum range settings for each instrument.

The staff

interacts with the :ICU_COMPUTER using :ICU_SCREEN. Figure A- 7 illustrates the
scenario when :ICU_SCREEN starts a dialogue with :ICU_COMPUTER by sending it
set_settings. A series of actions are performed by :ICU_COMPUTER and eventually
the frequency of polling and the maximum and minimum safe ranges are set and
stored in :MONITOR.
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:MONITOR

/ /2. settings:= send: SETTINGS
/

3. store(settings)

:ICU_
COMPUTER

~

1. set_sett1ngs

:ICU_
SCREEN

Figure A- 7: Setting of Monitor

Figure A-8 shows the scenario when an error occurs during the polling of
instruments.

An error may occur for either one of two reasons.

Firstly, the

instrument returns a reading outside the safe range of vital factor readings set for
each patient. Secondly, the instrument does not return any value after receiving the
send request. It should be noted that although reading has an error, it is still stored in
:VITAL_FACTOR. This is done so that the recorded readings may capture what has

exactly occurred during the system ' s execution. However, care must be taken in
processing error readings because they will generate unwanted errors if they are
included in the computation when statistics about the patient's vital factors are
required. In Figure A-8, an instance of MONITOR first asks :INSTRUMENT to send
its vital factor reading. At this point, :MONITOR waits for :INSTRUMENT to process
the request and return its readings.

Upon the return of the result and if it is

discovered that there is an error, :MONITOR requests :LIGHT to switch to on. After
:LIGHT is switched on, :MONITOR creates an error message object and passes this

object to :ICU_COMPUTER. After :ICU_COMPUTER receives the error message,
:ICU_COMPUTER displays the error message on its screen.

It then builds a list

which is the repository of error messages from a specific :MONITOR.

The

:MONITOR then stores the reading in :VITAL_FACTOR. After all these have been

done, :MONITOR continues polling :INSTRUMENT.
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:INSTRUMENT

:LIGHT

2. switch(o);n)

1. readings := send:

READING \
3. :MESSAGE :=

:MONITOR

make( error)
----------..

:VITAL_
FACTOR

I

(

---MESSAGE I

4 . keep(:MESSAGE)

:ICU_
I COMPUTER
6. add(:MESSAGE)
5. display(:MESSAG~ ✓----~ " ~

:ICU
\. SCREEN

j

list:
MESSAGE

Figure A-8: Polling of :INSTRUMENT, error detected

Figure

A-9

shows

the

scenano

:VITAL_FACTOR from :MONITOR.
:MONITOR.

where

:ICU_COMPUTER

collects

:ICU_COMPUTER calls the get operation of

In tum, :MONITOR gets its vital factors and return them to

:ICU_COMPUTER.

The vital factors are returned in v_factor.

As soon as

:ICU_COMPUTER receives v_factor it calls the add operation of :PATIENT supplying
v_factor as parameter to the call.
:VITAL_FACTOR

with

v_factor

In tum, :PATIENT calls the store operation of
as

parameter.

:VITAL_FACTOR in :MONITOR is deleted .
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:VITAL_
FACTOR
~

2. v_factors := get:
VITAL_FACTORS
5. delete
:MONITOR

:PATIENT

3. add(v_factor:
VITAL_FACTOR)
...___

/

4. store(v factor:
VITAL FACTOR)
-

1

1'

I

---.. . -----.. .

:I CU_
COMPUTER

1. v_factor := get
VITAL_FACTOR

display

-------.

:ICU_
SCREEN

:VITAL_
FACTOR

Figure A-9 : Collect. Store. and Display Vital Factors

The system allows the staff to browse and acknowledge the error messages
sent by :MONITOR. When the last error message has been acknowledged by the
staff, the :MONITOR switches off :LIGHT. Figure A-10 illustrates the scenario where
the staff browses and acknowledges error messages .
:LIGHT

~

- switch(off)
:MONITOR

:ICU_
SCREEN

r3. acknowledge

list:
MESSAGE

~_--U
displ~ , _ _ :IC
COMPUTER

Figure A-I 0: Browse and acknowledge error message

:ICU_SCREEN is used to display the results of the operations required by the

staff from the :ICU_COMPUTER. display does not have a sequence number which
means that display may be called at any time. In this scenario, display is normally
requested whenever the staff browses or acknowledges error messages. Typically,
:ICU_COMPUTER gets error messages from list and then deletes (a form of

acknowledgment) them. There are several occurrences of error messages in list and
:ICU_COMPUTER may alternately get and delete error messages from list. When the
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last error message in the list is deleted, :ICU_COMPUTER sends an acknowledgment
message to :MONITOR. Then, :MONITOR switches off :LIGHT.
:VITAL_FACTOR are summarized each day.

:PATIENT 1s requested by

:ICU_COMPUTER to summarize its vital factor readings. :PATIENT computes for

the averages of the vital factors and stores them in :DAILY_FACTOR. Figure A-11
shows this scenario.

:DAILY_
FACTOR
:VITAL_
FACTOR

~ store(daily)

:PATIENT

~
2. daily = compute:
DAILY_FACTOR
4. delete

1. summarizer

:ICU_
COMPUTER

Figure A-11: Summarize vital factor readings

:ICU_SCREEN provides the interface to allow the staff to enter comments

about a patient's condition. The scenario for entering comments is shown in Figure
A-12 . :ICU_COMPUTER allows the staff to enter a comment.

:COMMENT is a

collection which contains information about the name of the staff who made the
comment, the time and day when the comment was made, and the actual text of the
comment. Information encoded by the staff is displayed on screen as well as the
prompts of :ICU_COMPUTER for the staff to enter information . After a comment
has been encoded, :ICU_COMPUTER asks :PATIENT to add comment.

When

:PATIENT receives the add request, it stores the comment in :COMMENT.
:ICU_
COMPUTER
:COMMENT

2. add(comment:

COMMENT)✓,:

3. store(comment~
COMMENT)

:PATIENT

~ 1.

, \

:ICU_
SCREEN

Figure A-12: Adding Comments
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The staff can browse patient vital factors.

Figure A-13 shows the scenario

where :ICU_SCREEN calls the browse_vf operation of :ICU_COMPUTER. In turn,
:ICU_COMPUTER calls the send_vf operation of :PATIENT. The send_vf operation

returns v_factors of type VITAL_FACTOR. When :PATIENT receives the send_vf
request, it calls the get operation of :VITAL_FACTOR.
:ICU_
COMPUTER
:VITAL_
FACTOR

2. v_factors := send_vf: ----,._ _,_.,..
VITAL_FACTO:,,.;
:\. browse_vf

3. v_factors :=get:"'-;
VITAL_FACTOR

:ICU_
SCREEN

:PATIENT

Figure A-13: Browsing Vital Factors

The staff can also browse patient comments. Figure A-14 shows the scenario
where :ICU_SCREEN calls the browse_cmnt operation of :ICU_COMPUTER.

In

turn, :ICU_COMPUTER calls the send_cmnt operation of :PATIENT. The send_cmnt
operation returns comment of type COMMENT.

When :PATIENT receives the

send_cmnt request, it calls the get operation of :COMMENT.
:ICU_
COMPUTER
:COMMENT

2. comment :=
send cmnt:
COM-MENT~

3. comment := ge~
COMMENT

: \. browse_cmnt

:ICU_
SCREEN

:PATIENT

Figure A-14: Browsing Comments

Figure A- 15 shows the scenario when the statistics of the patient's vital factor
are viewed. The :ICU_COMPUTER calls the send_vf operation of :PATIENT. In
turn, :PATIENT gets the required vital factors.

When v_factors returns to

:ICU_COMPUTER they are displayed on :ICU_SCREEN.
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:ICU_
COMPUTER

:VITAL_
FACTOR

2. v_factors :=send_vf:

.;;

VITAL FACTORS

-

\ \ ~ 1. statistics
display \i , \

3. v_factors := get: ~
VITAL_FACTORS

:ICU_
SCREEN

:PATIENT

Figure A-15: Statistics of patient ' s vital factor

Figure A-16 shows the scenario when :ICU_COMPUTER stops monitoring the
patient. First, :MONITOR is sent a stop message. Since there may still be some vital
factor readings not yet summarized, the next step is to compute the vital factor
readings and then store the summary in :DAILY FACTOR.

After this, transfer is

:MONITOR

It.
,\

1. stop
9. delete

:ICU_
COMPUTER

:VITAL_
FACTOR

3. daily := compute :
~,
DAILY_FACTORS \
5. delete

2. summarize
6. pat_info :=
transfer:
PATIEN~
8. delete

\ 7. store
(pat_info)

. ')ii

:ARCHIVE
:PATIENT

:DAILY_
FACTOR

.----

4. store(daily)

:COMMENT

Figure A-16: Stop patient monitoring

requested by :ICU_COMPUTER and all patient information are stored in :ARCHIVE.
Figure A-17 shows the input and the storage of patient information. Take note
that make does not have a sequence number. This is to emphasize that the storage of
patient

information does

not

necessarily mean

the

storage

of comments.

:ICU_COMPUTER first allows the patient information to be set. Then, information is
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stored in :PATIENT. The information stored are the patient identifier, name, age, and
perhaps some textual comments regarding the patient' s condition.
:ICU_
COM PUTER

:COMM ENT

\1.

2. store(pat_info~
make(comme~

:PATIENT

set(pat_info)

:ICU_
SCREEN

Figure A-17: Input and Storage of patient information

Figure A-18 shows how patient monitoring is started.
instructs :MONITO R to start monitoring.

:ICU_COMPUTER

There may be several instances of

MONITOR and :ICU_COMPUTER should know which among the several instances of
MONITOR to start.

When :MONITOR has been instructed to start monitoring, it

immediately asks the instruments to send their reading. This request actually starts
the polling of instruments.
:INSTRUMENT

:ICU_
COMPUTER

1. start~
2. readings := serd\
READING
:MONITOR

Figure A-18: Start patiem monitoring

:TERMINAL may be used to access patient information. This scenario is shown
in Figure A-19.
:ICU_
COMPUTER

2. pat_info := get: /
PATIENT .,t /
:PATIENT

"' 1. pat_info := get:
PATIENT
\\
:TERMINAL

Figure A-19 : Input and Storage of patient information
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All the scenarios for all the use cases found in Section A.1.3 on page 221 have
now been identified. The documentation of classes may be revised to include the
operations identified in the object scenario diagrams. Figure A-20 shows the revised
class diagram of PMS which shows some class features .
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Fig ure A-20: Class Diagram of PMS with some Features

A.11

Identify Inheritance Relationships
The class INSTRUMENT is a general form of monitoring dev ice.
statement identifies three types of instruments.

The problem

They are sphygmomanometer,

thermometer, and pulsimeter. These three devices share the same characteristics as
instrument because they are the ones that actually send vital factor readings upon the
request of MONITOR. Also, it is these devices that have the default rate of frequency
of reading and default safe ranges. However, each may be viewed as having special
characteristics.
For example, the unit of measure used by a thermometer is different from the
one used by pulsimeter. Also, the component reading of pulsimeter is made up of a
single value, whereas, the sphygmomanometer has two values which comprise its
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systolic

and

although

Therefore,

readings.

diastolic

they

share

general

characteristics, they also have special qualities unique to themselves.
This situation is shown using the generalization/specialization relationship,
commonly called inheritance. or Is-A relationship or simply ls-A . Is-A is illustrated
using a directed line with the arrowhead pointing to the ancestor class while the tail
connects to the descendant class. Is-A between these classes is illustrated in Figure
A-21.
I -

-INSTR-U~ -',

---~--,
MENT

'

-- -----

/

'

I

I

~ ------ - ',

I

,'

:

., SPHYGMO- ' ,
I MANOMETER I

, I

-

-

- L -

PULSIMETER

-

- '

I

I

THERMOMETER

I
I

I

I
I

'

Figure A-21: Inheritance Relationships

The class diagram with Is-A is illustrated in Figure A-22 . The figure shows
SPHYGMOMANOMETER,

PULSIMETER,

and

THERMOMETER

inherit

from

INSTRUMENT.
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Figure A-22: Class Diagram of PMS with Inheritance

A.12

Refine Class Instance Relationships
Developers may start shifting attention to the operational requirements of the system
at this stage of analysis.

One way to do this is to adorn the class instance

relationships with locality dependency. For example, users require light to be in a
different physical location as the monitor. In th is case, instead of having MONITOR
Is-An-Aggregation-Of LIGHT as shown in Figure A-22, it may be shown that
MONITOR Is-An-Aggregation-Of-Remote LIGHT to specify that the instance of
LIGHT must be object-remote from the instance of MONITOR.

Review

functional

view

object

diagrams

and

refine

class

instance

relationships. Class instance relationships may also be refined by reviewing the
functional view object diagrams . For example, Figure A-22 shows MONITOR and
PATIENT both Uses-A VITAL_FACTOR .
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scenario diagrams it may be deduced that MONITOR and PATIENT are not
functionally depend on VITAL_FACTOR. The relationship between MONITOR and
VITAL_FACTOR,

and

PATIENT

and

compositional dependency rather than
relationships

between

MONITOR

and

VITAL_FACTOR

functional

is

inclined

dependency.

VITAL_FACTOR,

and

towards

Hence, the
PATIENT

and

VITAL_FACTOR may be changed to Is-A-Collection-Of.

Is-A-Collection-Of-Encapsulated-Local is favored over Is-A-Collection-OfShared-Local because instances of VITAL_FACTOR in the instance of MONITOR are
actually different from those of the ICU_COMPUTER. The functional view object
diagram related to this aspect is shown in Figure A-9 on page 235. The functional
view object diagram shows that instances of VITAL_FACTOR are retrieved from
MONITOR, stored in PATIENT, and eventually, the copies in MONITOR are deleted.

The relationship between MONITOR and VITAL_FACTOR, and PATIENT and
VITAL_FACTOR is the local-aggregation dependency type, hence, Is-A-Collection-

Of-Shared-Local. A similar observation may be made about MESSAGE in Figure A22.
Also, the object scenario diagrams of the patient monitoring system reveal that
MONITOR also Uses-A ICU_COMPUTER. However, in Figure A-22, it is only the
ICU_COMPUTER which Uses-A MONITOR depicting the class instance relationships

incorrectly.

Given these new information, the class diagram in Figure A-22 is

revised and the new class diagram is shown in Figure A-23.
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Figure A-23: Class Diagram of PMS with some Class Instance Relationships having Locality
Dependency

A.13 Classify Classes according to their Object Type
At this stage, each class is adorned with its object type. Input to this stage are user
information, functional view object diagrams, and the class diagram .
Again, this stage is incremental and iterative. Developers and users are not
expected to identify the object types of all classes in their first attempt. Also, it is
possible that some classes may not be assigned any object type. Figure A-24
illustrates the class diagram for the PMS with the classes adorned with their
corresponding object types.
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Figure A-24: Class Diagram of PMS with Classes adorned with Object Type

The assignment of object types to classes naturally leads the developer to
review class instance relationships.

For example, Figure A-24 shows the

ICU_COMPUTER, which is a SAO, Uses-A PATIENT, which is a SSO. However, so
far the analysis indicates that instances of PATIENT are members of the
ICU_COMPUTER.

Also, instances of PATIENT are copied to the instance of

TERMINAL whenever an

instance of TERMINAL requests the

instance of

ICU_COMPUTER to send it information about a patient. This means the instances of
TERMINAL have direct access to instances of PATIENT. These requirements are not
shown in Figure A-24 . The new class diagram in Figure A-25 better represents the
situation.
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Figure A-25: Revised Class Diagram of PMS showing l s-A-Collection-Of-Shared-Local between
ICU_COMPUTER and PATIENT and L©R between TERMINAL and PATIENT
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B. Analysis and Design of the Banking
System Application
8.1 Statement of the Problem
This next example has appeared (and is very similar) in several object-oriented
method books . In paiticular, this example has similarities with the example given by
Coleman, et. al. [Coleman94, p. 184] and Rumbaugh, et. al. [Rumbaugh91 , p. 151].
A similar example may also be seen in [Wirfs-Brock90].
The distributed system hardware of the bank system application is illustrated in
Figure 8-1.

A bank has several branches, each with several depositors having a

savings account and possibly a checking account. Each branch stores information
about its depositors and their accounts in the branch ' s database, which is connected
to the branch ' s local area network (LAN). A branch has a number of automated
teller machines (ATMs) and terminals, which are likewise connected to the branch's
LAN . The ATMs are used by bank customers to query or withdraw from their
accounts. The terminals are used by bank tellers to assist customers in handling their
transactions. Each branch LAN is connected to the bank's communication network
via the branch computer. The branch ' s communication network allow the ATMs and
terminals from one branch to access the databases of other branches. The branch
computer is the gateway which allows terminals and ATMs in one branch to access
the database of other branches.
BRANCH 1
BRANCH 2

Terminal 1
Terminal n
Terminal 2

COMMUNICATION
NETWORK

Database
Branch LAN

BRANCH m

Figure B-1: Bank System Application Hardware

Each branch computer is connected to the communication network.
enables each branch computer to communicate with each other.
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depositors to do their transaction from any branch, whether through A TMs or with
the assistance of the teller.
An A TM consists of a display screen, card reader, keyboard, money dispenser,
and receipt printer. A greeting message is displayed on the screen when the A TM is
idle. The keyboard is inactive until a cash card is entered in the card reader and
determined by the ATM to be a valid cash card. The card reader attempts to read the
information on the cash card when it is entered in the card reader.

The card 1s

ejected and the screen displays an appropriate error message if the card 1s
unreadable.

If the card is readable, the user is requested to enter a personal

information number (PIN). If the PIN is correct, the user can begin with the required
transaction. Otherwise, the user is given a maximum of three more tries. If the user
does not enter the right PIN after three tries, the A TM keeps the card and displays a
message informing the user to see any bank personnel, then the ATM becomes idle.
Under normal circumstances, the card is returned and the A TM becomes idle when
the user is finished with the transaction .
The bank offers standard services such as A TM withdrawals and queries, and
over-the-counter deposits, withdrawals and queries .

All these transactions are

checked against the depositor' s information, which includes the availability of funds
and authenticity identification.
The bank offers other services like money transfer from a customer' s savings
account to the same customer' s checking account. Money can also be transferred
from one customer account to another.

These transactions are done with the

assistance of the teller.

8.2 Functional Requirements
The following are the BSA application use cases:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The A TMs are used by bank customers to query their accounts .
The A TMs are used by bank customers to withdraw from their accounts.
The terminals are used by bank tellers to transfer money from a customer' s
savings account to the same customer' s checking account.
The terminals are used by bank tellers to transfer money from one customer' s
account to another customer's account.
The terminals are used by bank tellers to assists depositor' s query, withdraw,
and deposit money into their account.

8.3 Operational Requirements
The following are the operational requ irements of the BSA:
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I.
2.
3.

Physical Distribution. The components of the BSA are in remote locations. See
Figure B-1.
Sharing. The database and computer in each branch may be shared with the
other branches.
The database and branch computers may be accessed
Concurrency.
concurrently.

8.4 Preliminary Context Diagram
The preliminary context diagram of BSA is shown in Figure B-2. It shows the teller
and customer with links to the BANKING SYSTEM APPLICATION.
customer

CJ--

-----7

!
I

I
BANKING
'
SYSTEM
APPLICATION I

-

-

I_ -

-

I

Figure 8-2: Preliminary Context Diagram of BSA

8.5 Preliminary Subsystem Diagram
It shows the,

The preliminary class diagram of BSA is shown in Figure B-3.

ATM_SUB, CLIENT_BASE_SUB, and TERMINAL SUB classes related through

Knows-A.
I TERMINAL_ I
I
SUB
I

I _
-

-

T __

/_

CLIENT_
BASE_
SUB
- - - -

I

-

I
I

,~

r-

I

ATM
_SUB

Figure 8-3: Preliminary Subsystem Diagram

8.6 Identify Candidate Classes
The following classes are identified: ATM, CARD_READER, ATM_SCREEN,
ATM_KEYBOARD,
DEPOSITOR,

MONEY_DISPENSER,
ACCOUNT,

RECEIPT_PRINTER,

TERMINAL,

CASH_CARD,

TERMINAL_SCREEN,

TERMINAL_KEYBOARD, CLIENT _BASE, and BRANCH_COMPUTER.
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B. 7 Document Candidate Classes
Class name: ATM
Definition: An A TM is a machine for handling customer
queries and withdrawals.
Purpose: The ATMs are used by bank customers to query or
withdraw from their accounts.
Constraint:
1. Only one customer may use it at a time.
Alias:
Class name: CARD_READER
Definition: A component in the A TM that retrieves the cash
card of the customer and retrieves information from it.
Purpose: To retrieve cash card information, retain the cash card
if the customer has failed to provide the right password, and
return the cash card to the customer after the transaction.
Constraint: one per A TM
Alias:
Class name: ATM_SCREEN
Definition: A component of the ATM used as an output device.
Purpose: To display A TM messages.
Constraint: one per A TM.
Alias:
Class name: A TM_KEYBOARD
Definition: A component of the ATM which is used as the input
device.
Purpose: To accept user input.
Constraint: one per A TM
Alias:
Class name: MONEY_DISPENSER
Definition: A component in the ATM which is used to supply
the money to the customer.
Purpose: To provide the money to customer.
Constraint: one per A TM
Alias:
Class name: RECEIPT_PRINTER
Definition: A component in ATM which is used as an output
device.
Purpose: Provides printed form of receipt.
Constraint: one per A TM
Alias:
Class name: CASH_CARD
Definition: Keeps information about a depositor of the bank.
Purpose: Provides information about the account holder.
Constraint:
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Alias:
Class name: DEPOSITOR
Definition: A person with an account in the bank.
Purpose:
Constraint:
Alias:
Class name : ACCOUNT
Definition: The record of the depositors transactions in the
bank.
Purpose: To store the depositors transactions.
Constraint:
Alias:
Class name: TERMINAL
Definition:
Purpose: The terminals are used by bank tellers to assist
customers in handling their transactions.
Constraint:
Alias:
Class name: TERMINAL_SCREEN
Definition:
Purpose: Display a message when the A TM is idle and in
response to customer transactions.
Constraint:
Alias:
Class name: TERMINAL_KEYBOARD
Definition:
Purpose: Allows the teller to enter information required.
Constraint:
Alias:
Class name: CLIENT_BASE
Definition: Repository of depositor records.
Purpose:
Constraint: May provide several requests simultaneously.
Alias:
Class name: BRANCH_COMPUTER
Definition: Each branch computer is connected to the
communication network. This enables each branch
computer to communicate with each other.
Purpose: The branch computer is the gateway which allows
terminals and ATMs in one branch to access the database of
other branches.
Constraint:
Alias:
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Figure B-5 : BSA DOO-A Static Model-Logical View

8.9 Functional View -

DOO-A Model

The following diagrams show the functional view of the DOO-A model of the BSA.
This diagram shows the situation when the customer enters hi card into the
ATM. The A TM validates the card and requests the customer some information.
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:KEYBOARD
customer
:ATM_
SCREEN
6. req_data: DATA'

1 . enter card ~
:ATM
:CARD_
READER

-

,4.

.,

2. card info:= read I

?

5. disp_pin

8. disp_main

verify(cad_info): BOOLEAN

:CLIENT_
BASE

~

L::J
Figure B-6: Customer enters card

The ATM is used by the customer to query his account. In this scenario we
assume that the card has already been verified.
:CUSTOMER
:ATM_
KEYBOARD

1. req_data: DATA!

:ATM

-

4. disp_bal

:ATM_
SCREEN

3. read_bal(acc_type) /

:PUMP

Figure B-7: Query from customer

In this scenario, the customer requests to withdraw money from his account.
The customer also requires a receipt.
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:CUSTOMER

:PRINTER

2. input
___.

:ATM_
KEYBOARD

5. release
(amnt)

___.

6. print(amnt)

.--

3. draw(amnt) ✓

:MONEY_
DISPENSER

\ 4. display
:ATM_
SCREEN

:DEPOSITOR

Figure 8-8: Withdraw from account

The next scenario show how money is transferred from the savings account to
the customer account.
1. transfer( dep_id:
INT, amount:
REAL)
teller

__.

TERMINAL

2. with_save(dep_id :
INT, amount: REAL) /
3. dep_check(dep_id:
INT, amount: REAL)

2.1 with_save(amount:
REAL)
3.1 dep_check(amount:
REAL)

__.

:DEPOSITOR

:CLIENT_
BASE
2.1.1 with(amounty

:SAVINGS_
ACCOUNT

\ . 3.1 .1 dep(amount)

:CHECKING
ACCOUNT_

I

Figure 8 -9: Transfer money from Savings to Checking

8.9.1 Functional View and Object Lifetime Views
This example shows the functional view object diagram if an invalid card 1s
entered into the machine.
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2, 5

4

1. card is entered
2. card_info := read_card
3. validate(card_info: INFO)
STATUS
4. check(card_info: INFO)
5. eject_card
6. disp(unreadable)
7. card is returned

:ATM_
SCREEN

Figure 8- 10: Invalid Card Entered in the Card Reader

The next diagram shows the situation when the card is valid but the customer
enters a invalid PIN. This diagram also shows the creation of an instance of cash
card.
:ATM_
SCREEN
2
\

NEW
:CASH_
CARD

1

✓

8.1 , 10

3

5, 8.3, 11

:CARD_
READER

:ATM

4--

6, 7, 8.2, 12,/,

NEW
:ATM_
KEYBOARD

.__
4, 8

1. card is entered
2. card_info := read_card
3. validate(card_info: INFO): STATUS
4. check(card_info: INFO): STATUS
5. create(card_info: INFO)
6. create
7. enable
8. check_pin
8.1 disp(pin_mess)
8.2 pin := read: PIN_NO
8.3 validate(pin: PIN_NO): STATUS
9. keep_ card
10. disp(mess)
11. destroy
12. destroy

Figure 8-1 I : Valid Card, Invalid Pin

The situation is almost identical if a valid PIN is provided by the customer.
The difference is that the created objects are not destroyed.
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✓
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1
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+-

1. card is entered
2. card_info := read_card
3. validate(card_info: INFO): STATUS
4. check(card_info : INFO): STATUS
5. create(card_info: INFO)
6. create
7. enable
8. check_pin
8.1 disp(pin_mess)
8.2 pin := read: PIN_NO
8.3 validate(pin: PIN_NO): STATUS
9. disp(menu)

6, 7, 8.2 /_
4--

4, 8

NEW
:ATM_
KEYBOARD

Figure B-1 2: Valid Card, Valid Pin

This di agram shows the functional view and object lifetime vi ew.
:ATM
SCREEN

NEW
:M ONEY_
DISPENSER

NEW
:ATM
PRINTER
\ 1, 6

5, 13, 17

; 4, 12, 16
4, 8
:CARD_
READER

-----3.1, 11
:CLIENTBASE

.---

/

3.1 .2, 11 .1
✓

:DEPOS ITOR

:CASH
CARD

1. disp(menu)
2. read : OPTION
3. get_depositor
3.1 dep_data := send(card_info : INFO) : DEP_DATA
3.1.1 search(card_info: INFO): DEP_DATA
3.1 .2 dep_data := get_dep_data(card_info : INFO):
DEP_DATA
3.2 create(dep_data: DEP _DATA)
4. create
5. create
6. display(dialog )
7. amt := READ
8. check_limit(amt: AMOUNT) : STATUS

:ATM
KEYBOARD

~

I

)

9. check_avail(amt: AMOUNT): STATUS
10. \Nithdraw(amt:AMOUNT)
11 .1 put_dep_data(dep_data:
DEP_ DATA)
12. print(amt: AMOUNT , card_info :
CARD_INFO)
13. give(amt: AMOUNT)
14. eject
15. destroy
16. destroy
17. destroy
18. destroy
19. destroy

Figure B-1 3: Withdraw fro m account
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C. Analysis and Design of the Petrol Pump
Station Application
C.1 Statement of the Problem
A computer-based system is required to control the dispensing of petrol, to handle
customer payment, and to monitor tank levels.
Before a customer can use the self-service pumps, the pump must be enabled
by the attendant. When a pump is enabled, the pump motor is started, if it is not
already on , with the pump clutch free.

When the trigger in the gun is depressed,

closing the microswitch, the clutch is engaged and petrol pumped.

When it is

released, the clutch is freed . There is also a microswitch on the holster in which the
gun is kept that prevents petrol being pumped until the gun is taken out. Once the
gun is replaced in the holster, the delivery is deemed to be completed and the pump
disabled. Further depressions of the trigger in the gun cannot dispense more petrol.
After a short standby period, the pump motor will be turned off unless the pump is
reenabled.
A metering device in the petrol line sends a pulse to the system for each 1/100
liter dispensed. Displays on the pump show the amount dispensed and the cost.
Transactions are stored until the customer pays. Payment may be either in
cash, by credit card, or on account. A customer may request a receipt and will get a
token for every 5 pounds spent. Customers sometimes abscond without paying and
the operator must annotate the transaction with any available information (e.g., the
vehicle's registration). At the end of the day, transactions are archived and may be
used for ad hoe inquiries on sales.
At present, two grades of petrol are provided by the petrol pump station . They
are dispensed from five pumps on the forecourt. Each pump takes its supply from
one of two tanks, one for each grade. The customer approaches the pump which
dispenses the petrol required.
An alarm is raised to notify the attendant is any of the tanks drop below 10%
of their capacity. If the alarm is not acted on, the tank level may go below 4%
capacity, causing the pumps to be put out of service. If this happens, the pumps
serviced by that tank cannot be enabled to dispense petrol. When the tank has been
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refilled so that its level is above 4% capacity, the pumps should be brought back into
service.

C.2 Functional Requirements
The following are the PPSA use cases:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Control the dispensing of petrol.
Maintain a record of all transactions during the day.
Transfer the daily sales record in archive at the end of the day.
Monitor tank levels.

C.3 Operational Requirements
The following are the operational requirements of the PPSA:
1.
2.
3.

Physical Distribution. The petrol pumps and storage tanks are m remote
locations.
Sharing. The pumps share the tanks.
Concurrency. The petrol pump and storage tanks execute concurrently.

C.4 Identify Candidate Classes
The

following

classes

are

identified:

PUMP,

CLUTCH,

MOTOR,

METERING_DEVICE, PETROL_LINE, HOLSTER, GUN, TRIGGER, ATTENDANT,
PRINTER, ARCHIVE, DAY_SALES, CUSTOMER, and STORAGE_TANK.

C.5 Document Candidate Classes
Class name: PUMP
Definition: A pump is a machine that dispenses the petrol.
Purpose: Keep a record of petrol dispensed. Controls the whole
assembly.
Constraint:
1. Only one customer may use it at a time.
Alias:
Class name: CLUTCH
Definition: A component in the pump machinery that
engages/disengages the pump's motor to allow the petrol to
flow through the line.
Purpose: Engages the motor to allow petrol to flow.
Disengages the motor to stop the petrol from flowing .
Constraint:
Alias:
Class name: MOTOR
Definition: A component in the pump machinery that performs
the actual pumping of the petrol.
Purpose: To pump the petrol.
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Constraint:
Alias:
Class name : METERING_DEVICE
Definition : A component in the pump machinery that performs
the actual pumping of the petrol.
Purpose: To pump the petrol.
Constraint:
Alias:
Class name: PETROL_LINE
Definition: A component in the pump machinery which is used
for conveying petrol.
Purpose: Allows the flow of petrol from the pump and through
the gun.
Constraint:
Alias:
Class name: HOLSTER
Definition: A component in the pump machinery where the gun
rests when it is not in use.
Purpose: Monitors if the gun is drawn or not.
Constraint:
Alias:
Class name: GUN
Definition: A component in the pump machinery which is used
by the customer to control the flow of petrol.
Purpose: Allows the flow of petrol.
Constraint:
Alias :
Class name: TRIGGER
Definition: A component in the gun which enables or disables
the flow of petrol.
Purpose: Enables or disables the flow of petrol.
Constraint:
Alias:
Class name: ATTENDANT
Definition: An employee in the petrol pump station.
Purpose: Enable the pumps. Assists the customer.
Constraint:
Alias:
Class name: PRINTER
Definition: A computer output device.
Purpose: To print receipts.
Constraint:
Alias:
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Class name: ARCHIVE
Definition: Repository of previous day transactions.
Purpose: Stores previous day transaction .
Constraint:
Alias:
Class name : DAY_SALES
Definition: Repository of day to day transaction.
Purpose: Stores the day ' s transaction .
Constraint:
Alias:
Class name: CUSTOMER
Definition: A person that requires the service of the petrol pump
station application.
Purpose :.
Constraint:
Alias:
Class name: STORAGE_TANK
Definition: Keeps the petrol dispensed in the station.
Purpose: Notify the attendant if its level goes down the required
level.
Constraint:
Alias:
PUMP

HOLSTER

MOTOR

1

GUN

TRIGGER

METERING
_DEVICE

1

PETROL_
LINE

,' ATTEND-ANT',
I

ARCHIVE

1

DAILY_
SALES

~

STORAGE_TANK

Figure C-1 : Candidate Classes in PPSA
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Figure C-2: First Attempt PPSA Analysis Model

C.7 Draw Object Diagrams -

Functional View

The following diagrams show the functional view of the DOO-A model of the PPSA.
When the pump is enabled, the clutch is freed, the motor is started, the holster
is enabled, and the display is reset.
:CLUTCH

:PUMP_
DISPLAY

1.1 free'\

/

1.4 reset

.--- _____ , L'-:'!"{
PUMP

:MOTOR

1.2 start

i

HOLSTER

J

1. enable: STATUS

:ATTENDANT

Figure C-3 : Enabling the pump
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The gun is enabled after it is removed from the holster. In tum, the gun ' s
trigger is also enabled. These series of actions may occur only if the pump has been
previously enabled. The system will not show any reaction if the gun is removed
from the holster before the pump is enabled. Once the gun has been removed from
the holster, it may now be pressed to dispense petrol. When the trigger in the gun is
pressed, the clutch is engaged and the pump is engaged. The metering device sends a
pulse to the pump for each l /100 liter dispensed. In tum, the pump display the
amount on its display. The transmission of pulse and display actions are repeated
until the customer is has completed.
:HOLSTER

__.

:CUSTOMER 1. remove_gun

4. press /

2. enable./

"
:TRIGGER

3. enable

.,__
__.

(

7. engage

(

__.

:GUN

CLUTCH

\_

5. press

1
j

\ 6. is_enabled: BOOLEAN

:METERINGDEVICE

~

8. pulse

__.

:PUMP
:PUMP
DISPLAY

)
Figure C-4: Enabling the clutch

Assuming that petrol is currently being dispensed, when the trigger is released,
the clutch is freed , prompting the pump to cease dispensing petrol.
:CLUTCH

:CUSTOMER

1. release,/,

:TRIGGER

3. free

2. release

__.

3. is_enabled: BOOLEAN.(_

:PUMP
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Figure C-5: Trigger is released

Once the gun is replaced in the holster, the delivery is deemed to be completed.
Data related to the volume of petrol dispensed is sent to the attendant. Then motor is
stopped, the timer is set to wait for some stand by period, and lastly, the pump is
disabled.
:ATTENDANT

-

- - - - ~ 1. replace_gun
:CUSTOMER

:HOLSTER

3. complete

~

/

3.1 receive(data)

2. disable/
:PUMP

i 3.4 disable

:GUN
\ . 3.3 wait(stand_by)

3.2stop/

:TIMER

: MOTOR

Figure C-6 : Customer has completed

When the attendant receives the data from the pump, it is stored temporarily
until the customer pays. The customer might ask for a receipt and the data is used
for this. Also, the data may be annotated the necessary information. For example, if
the customer absconds, then the vehicle's registration is added into the data. After
the customer is finished, the data is transferred in the days sales record.

:PUMP

1. rece1ve(data) - - - - ~
:ATTENDANT

--.

r----_J

1.3 add(data)

-----....
:DAILY_
SALES

1.2 print(data),/

:PRINTER

Figure C-7: Data is received by attendant

An alarm is raised to notify the attendant if any of the tanks drop below I 0% of
their capacity. It is usual for the attendant to request replenishment of the petrol
supply. In certain cases, when the demand is high and the petrol level is low, the
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attendant can specify to the pump how much liters of petrol to dispense. If the alarm
is not acted on, the tank level may go below 4% capacity, causing the pumps to be
out of service.
( :METERING\
'
_DEVICE

I

:PUMP

\ 2. give(n_liters_more)
1. receive(alarm)

:STORAGE
_TANK

--------.

~-~--

:ATTENDANT

Figure C-8: Attendant specifies how much to dispense

C.8 Refine Class Instance Relationships
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Figure C-9: Refined PPSA Analysis Model
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C.9 Classify Classes according to their Object Type
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Figure C-1 0: PPSA Analys is Model with Object Ty pes Assigned
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